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FOREWORD

What is a mine? What is a torpedo? Are these naval weapons as much
of a threat today as they were in past wars? ;ow are these "underwater
robots" built, weapons capable of destroying the largest vessels? This
book will attempt to discuss all of these questions.

During World War II most of the ships sunk or destroyed were victims
of mines or torpedoes. The high military effectiveness of mines and tor-
pedoes is explained by the fact that on detonation they damaged the underwater
portion of the ship, the least orotected portion of the vessel.

The successful use by submnrines, surface ships and aircraft durinp
WWII of electric and homing torpedoes, as well as many types of influence
mines, called for the application of extreme measures in order to protect
ships from these weaoons. Such measures included demagneti7ation of the
hulls, reducing the noise level, and the use of various kinds of screens
for the ships, and the like. However, the advent of new and more powerful
models of mines and torpedoes invariably outstripped the rates of develov-
ment of the means devised to counter them.

The process of improvement of mines and torpedoes did not stop with
the end of the war. Diring the post-war period there was a qualitative jump
in the development of underwater weanons in conseouence of the achievements
made in science and technology. Also, chanres were made in their tactical
application.

Along with the dramatic development of jet propelled guided misriles
great improvements were made in the design of mines and torpedoes.

The major capitalistic powers are concentre'ing their scientific

research in this sphere, making extensive use of new kinds of missiles,
as well as the application of new ideas in the fields of electronics and
atomic physics. As a result of all these things the range and sneed of
torpedoes has been increased dramatically; the destructive charges carried
by torpedoes and mines have also been increased greatly. New and more &
effective homing systems have been perfected, end inf'uence firing mechanisms
have been developed which react to different physical fields surrounding
submarines and surface ships.

Apologists for war attribute great importance to the naval forces,
especially to the submarine arm, in their striving to gain world domination,
and they devote a great amount of attention to the development of mines Pnd
toroedoes as the weapons to be used apainst ships.

Judging from the information passed on by the foreign press, the
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torpedo, as an antisubmarine weapon, is regarded as a very valuable tactical
device when combined with its own rocket carrier. Torpedoes of this kind
can be launched from submarines and surface vessels alike. These torpedoes
travel a great distance along their air tralectory after being launched and,
upon entering the water in the target area, continue on to search for and
destroy an enemr submarine at any depth.

The modern mine is an automatically o'erating underwater weapon.

In commenting on the capability of a mine to function over a prolonged
period of time under concealment in the worst kind of weather and bearinp
in mind that modern mines are controlled, foreign military theoreticians are
planning to set their mines beforehand to have their mine fields in a combat
ready state with the commencement of military operations; the mines will be
activated from the land by means of remote controls.

It should be mentioned that the achievements in the development of
mines and tornedoes, as described in the foreign press, are oftentimes intend-
ed as publicity stunts. The authors of these books strive to substitute
the desired for the actual.

" The exoeriences of WWII and the Great Patriotic War-1sistently-point
to the necessity for a complete stucy of mines and torpedoes Pnd of the
methods to be used for combatting them. Hence, one of the tasks of this
book is to assist the reader in problems of this kind.

This book has been written blkthe authors,4we hpve made extensive use
of foreign literature relating to questions dealing with mines P-4 torpedoes.
Part I of the book was written by Yu. M. Barinskiv, and part 6 the
effort of V. P. Beloshitskiy. The authors express their g , to
G. M. Lebedskiy for his invaluable advice in the writing of t ,)Ok.

PART I

THE MINE -- AN A.TTOMATIC UNDERWATER WEAPON

During the war the hine was referred to as a "dangerous, invisible L5
weapon." Actually, mines are underwater automatic devices operating under
conditions of concealment. They lie in wait for the enemv in all kinds of
weather, day and night, as though hiding in an ambuscade. As soon as the
submarine or surface vessel approaches the mine closely or comes in contact
with it the powerful charge inside the mine explodes. Detonation occurs the
instant the target enters the destructive area of the charge (fig. 1).

On exploding the mine affects the most vulnerable portion of the ship --

the underwater portion -- and ruptures the hull. The water pours into the
ship, putting the engines and mechanisms out of operation. The largest
of modern ships can be destroyed by such action.

Mines are used for the defense of a nation's coastal boundaries and
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for active operations in enemy waters against submarines, surface craft,
and merchant shipping.

They are planted in the most probable areas of movement of enemy ships,
along his coastline, in narrow straits, ch-nnels, the ooen sea, and on the
high seas in the important lines of communication. When that occurs the vast
oceanic soace becomes dangerous to navigation. Where shipping lanes formerly
were free of shoals, reefs, and underwater roc's artificial underwater
barriers suddenly appeared -- mine fields that spelled destruction to shipping.

The mine menace keeps the crew of a ship on the alert. Fear of mines L6
can sometimes occasion greater losses and damage than the sinking of a shiD.
The threat posed by mines calls for the expenditure of great amounts of
money for the purpose of seeking them out and destroying them; it diverts
large numbers of men for the dangerous and laborious work of neutralizing
them, interrupts planned military operations, and forces ships to follow
circuitous courses to avoid contact with mines.

42

Fig. 1. A mine field. The hull of a mechanically fired contact
mine in cross section: 1. Mine shell; 2. chambe- for exnlosive
charte; 3. automatic firing mechanism; 4. exploder device.

Use of large numbers of mines of various kinds can very dramatically
complicate and change a situation in a military theatre of onerations.

The tactical properties of a mine are such as to permit the solution
of a very broad range of tasks in the war at sea when it is employed simul-
taneously with other means of modern armed warfare.



BRIEF HISTORY

Thm idqa of laurching an underwater attack goes bnck to the dawn of L7
development of marine shipping. The first underwater attack was carried
out in a n&.al engagement in which one vessel attempted to ram another.
When ships were equipped with artillery they acquired the capability of
firing uon the enemy by maneuvering from a distance. But in those remote
times the artillery weapon was nothing but a catapult device which used
heavy rocks as its missiles. This type of artillery could attack only the
above water portion of the ship. Despite the great damage inflicted upon
the ship it could remain afloat because the underwater part of the craft
remained inaccessible to damage. It therefore became clear that the most
successful kind of attack would be one directed at the Dart beneath the water
surface; any damage to this portion of the hull was dangerous because it
could cause the ship to sink.

With the advent of gunpowder the idea occurred that a charge of powder
could be placed in a waterproof container, moved under the water, and applied
to the bottom of the enemy ship; the charge would then be exploded. This
kind of underwater explosion could inflict great damage to a ship, causing
it to sink.

However, the first attempts to develop a weanon with a powerful explos-
ive force which might operate surreptitiously under water proved unsuccessful
despite the many methods of its application that had been proposed.

The years passed by. Many designers struggled over the task of devel-
oping an underwater weapon. In I907 ITC. I. I. Fitstum, an artillery and
fortification instructor of naval cadets in Russia designed the first success-
ful model of underwater mine. He carried out successful experiments involv-
ing the explosion of small mines laid on the bottom of a river. The mines
were exploded from the shore with the aid of a special kind of Bickford fuze
inside a hose.

Fitstum is also to be credited with the idea of exploding a mine charge
by means of an electric current. This concept was brilliantly executed in
1812 by P. T. Shilling, a talented Russian scientist, who replaced the Bick-
ford fuze with a thin cooper wire by means of which the current was instan-
taneously transmitted from the shore and ignited the detonator of the mine.

So-called "Vlasov fuzes" played a great role in the development of
ocean mines which operated independently and exploded on contact with a ship.

In 1 2' Vlasov, a professor at the engineering academy proposed a very
original mine fuze. It consisted of a glasstube with sulfuric acid which
was placed in a cylinder, the lower part of which was filled with a mixture
of Berthollet's salt and sugar. '.hen the ship came in contact with the L8
mine the glass tube broke and the acid went into a chemical reaction with
the salt. In the process the sugar burned in the acid Pnd gave off a great
amount of heat, causing the powder charge of the mine to explode.



The outstanding Russian physicist, B. S. Takobi, proposed a mine
floating under water which was held at a certain depth by a line. A weight
was attached to the lower end of the cable (fig. 2). The electric fu'e of
the mine received its current by a wire from the shore, and the explosion
occurred automatically the instant a vessel struck the shell of the mine.
During the time a friendly ship passed over the mine it could be rendered
safe by simply disconnecting the current to it.
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Fir. 2. Diagram of circuit for controlling the explosion of a mine;
this idea was develooed by B. S. Yakobi, a Russian professor.

Key: 1. Test dircuit; 2. mine station; 3. mine shell; 4. line to
next mine in series; a. firing mechanism; z. detonator.

A specinl Prou headed by Yakobi was set up to develop a new type of
mine. This group included the talented Russian scientists P. L. Chebyshev,
E. Kh. Lents, and some outstanding fleet officers.

The successful development of underwater mines in ussia yielded results.
During the Crimean War the Russian Navy used the mine for the first time in
history.

In the Russo-Japanese War (1904-1905) mines were employed in large
numbers for the first time by the Russian fleet. More than half of all
the Japanese vessels were sunk by mines in that war.

During the blockade of Port Arthur two of the newest of the Japanese
ironclAds , the Khatsuse and the Yasima, two cruisers, two gunboats, four
destroyers, and two counter destroyers (destroyers with reinforced artillery
and torpedoes) nnd a tender were blown un by the Russian mines and sank.
In addition, an ironclad, two cruisers, a destroyer, and two counter destroy-
ers were seriously damaged. L9

As a result of the successful emoloyment of m~nes by the Russian navy
men they rightfully earned the title of masters in the art of mine warfare.

,m i II I II I I l I I . . . ..
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The services rendered by Admiral Stepan Osipovich Makarov in the devel-
onment of mines in the Russian fleet were great indeed. This outstanding
naval leader and scientist foresaw the great potenti-l of automatically
functioning underwater weapons. He evaluated the role of the mine in the
war at sea in the following words: "In my opinion mines will play a tre-
mendous role in our future wars."

A variety of means for the employment of mines appeared in the Russian
navy and were nuickly developed. In 1892 the Russians were the first to
build special ships to be used in planting mines. They we-e the Bug and
the Dunay, surface mine layers.

In like manner the mine field was first developed and put into practice
in our country. The plan of the mine field was proposed by a Russian
tpchnician, Mikhail Petrovich Naletov. During the Russo-Japanese War
during the difficult days at besieged Port Arthur he began construction of
midget submarines, utilizing his own resources, whose only armament were
mines. Workers, sailors, and soldiers provided much needed support for Na-

letov in his efforts.

The submarine passed its sea trails, but when Po-t Arthur fell the
mine field had to be destroyed to prevent its falling into Japanese hands.

After the Russo-Japanese War "aletov continued to wor' on his plan for
a minelayer. In 1906 he proposed a new design for a lnrge minelayer, the
Krab, which was 1,uilt on the ways at Nikolayev and performed creditably
during World War I.

In the early stages of the war the Breslau, an enemy cruiser, was
blown up by mines secretly nlnnted in the Botphorus against the German-
Turkish fleet by the Krab.

During World War I the mines produced in the Russian fleet were con-
siderably more advanced than those of other nations. This weapon was
skillfully employed, and the fleet was able to inflict heavy blows against
the well armed enemy vessels. Ll0

The widespread employment by the Russian navy of mines planted in the
Baltic Sea hindered the German fleet from active operations there. The
planting of mines along the enemy coastline forced him to suspend naviga-
tion at times and to restrict ships to their bases even to withdraw them
from the Baltic area entirely.

Because of the danger of being blown up by mines planted by the Russian
ships in the BlacP Sea, German submarines and cruisers discontinued all
sorties in tvis area also.

From the very early days of the struggle for Soviet Dower the new
Soviet fleet correctly evaluated the imDortance of mines. Vladimir Lenin
perceived in the underwater weapon a mighty force to be used in the defense
of the Soviet Union's coastlines.
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On 9 August 1918 Lenin issued his order to the Baltic Fleet command to
establish mine fields forthwith in order to defend Petrograd from attack
by sea. To put this into effect the navy dispatched the following vessels
of the Baltic Fleet to the Gulf of Finland: the destroyer Metkiy, the de-
stroyer Legkiy, and the minelayer Narova. They continued to lay mines
during the months of Novesiber and AYecember 1918. Many enemy intervention-
ists that tried to break through to Petrograd fell victim to the mines.

The British souadron, or which the imperialists hpd 1-id great hopes
as a striking force in the assault on revolutionary Petrograd, failed
to attain its assigned objective, and, having lost a score of ships in
battles with the Red Baltic Fleet, was driven ignominiously from the Baltic.

On 15 March 1920 in a telegram to the Revolutionary Council of the
Republic Lenin cplled for the preparation of all naval forces (mines,
submarines, etc) for the battle with Wrangel. On 29 May 1920 under the
direction of Lenin, the Council of Work and Defense considered the problem
of increased production of mines, deemed to be a most powerful underwater
weapon.

During the period of the Civil War some 7,000 mines were laid in the
seas and 500 were plAnted in various rivers. This Pction was of tremen-
dous importance in the defense of the yoanr Soviet Republic. During W,1:
and the Great Patriotic War mines were the principal tactical weapons
for waging the war at sea.

TACTICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF MOD-RN MINES

Of the several underwater weaDons, the mine has always been a reliable
tactical devicein the formation of a stable defense in both wars, as well
as in blockadinig enery bases, ports, and narrow passages. Lll

It is interesting to note that the range of employment of underwater
weapons is very great. This can readily be seen by opening a m,- of the
world and comparing the areas occupied by water and land: approximately
719 of the earth's surface is covered by water.

Modern mines compared with the old models are considerably more power-
ful in destructive characteristics, and the automitic design features
of the latest moored and floating mines all have a high order of operating
reliability. Bottom mines can be laid in shallow water, moored mines can
be employed at greater depths, and automatic floating mines can be used
in any kind of waters, regardless of depth.

After being set mines do not have to be monitored; they function auto-
matically. These properties of mines permit submarines, surface craft or
planes to lay them beforehand, thereby avoiding close contact with the enemy.

A ship can proceed along its course directly toward a mine without any
indication of the danger that lurks ahead. And regardless of the armament
it carries the mine can destroy the ship unless it can avoid contact with it.
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It is very difficult to detect a mine beforehand, especially bottom mines
located on the bottom of the sea, and make preparations to repulse a "mine
attack.*

The mine suddenly explodes beneath the ship, therefore it is not always
possible to take the necessary action to save the ship. Even in cases where
the ship does not go down after coming in contact with a mine the damage
is usually so serious that it loses combat e'ficiency and its cppacity to
escape and, therefore, it can be readily destroyed.

Particularly dangerous to aircraft carriers are holes in the hull because
of the list in the vessel that results, thereby making takeoffs and ' -ndings
impossible from the carrier's decks. Cariers bereft of their "wings" become
imrotent and good targets for enemy action.

Submarines which have been blasted by mines are usually lost. If the
submarine survives the mine explosion and surfaces it can readily be detected
and destroyed. The elements of concealment and surprise of an underwater L12
strike by a mine instill fear in the enemy of this ,nassive type weapon of
the sea. The constant watchfulness and the fear of encountering a mine
-long its course make it necessary for modern ships to carry a wide variety

complex devices essential for the detection of mines and protection
-inst them. With the slightest suspicion of the presence of mines in

particular region a cpreful inspection is made of the sea lines and
..ot until then may warships and merchant vessels out to sea.

On finding even a small number of mines an area is proclaimed to be
a danger zone. The large scale employment of mines is explained by the
fact that it is a comparatively simple, cheap weanon. From the time it
was invented and in each successive war mines have been used on an ever-
increasing scale. As far back as the Russo-Jppanese War the two warring
sides had planted a total of 6,365 mines; during World War I about 310,000
of them were laid; and in World War II about one million mines had been
deployed.

Mines do not distinguish between enemy and friendly ships and explode
underneath any ship which has crossed the boundary line of a mined area.
In order that ships may not be destroyed by their own mines it is necessary
to know the location of the mine fields and follow special channels -- nar-
row passages through mine fields. Information concerning these channels is
a closely guarded secret and their location is changed periodically.

A mine can damage or destroy a ship only if the latter approaches it
close enough or if the ship strikes against it. The fact that mines are
"tied down" to the area where they are laid is oftentimes regarded as a
shortcoming of this weapon. iowever, this feature of mines is extremely
valuable in setting up stable and long lasting underwater barriers.

A mine cannot damage a ship from a greater distance, i.e. it has a
limited range of action, and this is its principal shortcoming; to increase
the probability of destroying a ship it is necessary to increase the number
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of mines in setting up a mine field.

The art of laying down a mine field consists in overlappin areas of the
greatest importance to the enemy with the least expenditure of mines. L3
Increasing the effective range of modern mines is achieved by the plPcement
in them of highly destructive charges along with automttic devices which
are capable of exploding mines at certain fixed distances from the target.
In such case the total expenditure of mines is sharoly decreased and the
quantity of men and means necessary for plating the mines is reduced.

MINES IN NAVAL WARFARE

During the Dast war the naval fleets of the warring nations resolved
the most varied tactical missions which were carried out independently
or in cooperation with the ground forces. The orincipal tactical operations
of the defferent navies c nsisted in destroying the enemy's fleet elements,
disrupting his industrial and military water supnly routes, Pnd in executing
and supporting naval assault landings.

'he tasks of naval fleets also included protecting the sea and coastal
lines of communication against enemy attack frnm the sea and in fighting
off seaborne landings. Mines have been of great importance in the war at
sea. Mines were employed in so-called active, tactical, and defensive mine
fields.

Active mine fields were laid down in enemy waters mainly under conceal-
ment. They destroyed enemy submarines and surface craft, created a con-
tinuous, prolonged threat to the free navigation of his vessels, pinned down
enemy shipping, and restricted his tactical operations. Tacticl mine
fields were used in armed warfare with enemy naval forces for offensive
and defensive purposes. They were laid in various areas of the ocean and
were operative over a specific period of time, such as the duration of
a naval action and withdrawal from it. On the expiration of such a period
the mines exploded or sank.

The main purpose of defensive mine fields is to securely shut off the
apnroaches of enemy submarines and landinF craft from the sea into the
defensive zone and, in addition, to prevent enemy ships from entering into
areas from which they could strike coastal targets with naval artillery.

With the beginning of WWII all of the warring nations set up mine fields
both along their own copstlines for defensive purposes and in enemy waters
as well. Even certain of the neutral nations used mine fields to protect Llh
their neutrality, taking into account the fact that mines are capable of
providing a prolonged, reliable defense against the penetration by sea of
undesirable guests without manifesting their tactical characteristics
until the boundaries of their de'ended area are violated.

The conducting of mine warfare was begun with the mining of vast water
areas. This was carried out basically with the aim of constraining and
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disorganizing sea lines of communication and impeding warship navigation
and merchant shipping activities. Several minefields were laid down in
order to prevent enemy submarines from penetrating into friendly sea lanes.For examle, the band of minefields laid by the British along the Englishcoast provided cover for the coastal shipping channels used by the British
fleet.

Minefields planted by the Red Banner Baltic Fleet at the mouth of theFinnish Gulf and the Straits of Irbensk at the beginning of the Great
Patriotic ar constituted a powerful system of defenses. The large form-ations of enemy ships which attempted to breach these lines suffered huge
losses. During the course of the war our fleet developed a mine and artil-lery position in the central portion of the Finnish Gulf which formed aninsuperable barrier to enemy submarines and surface vessels Pnd therebyprotected Leningrad against attack from the sea. One distinguishing feat-
ure of mine laying during World War II is that many mines were planted with
the object of striking the enemy in his own waters.

bhe advent of aviation-borne mines made it possible ouickly to plant
active minefields from the air. During the Great Patriotic War our sub-marines and air elements laid down many offensive minefields in the enemy's
communication lines, blockading his warships and merchant vessels in their
bases.

Aircraft were able to set the mines directly in the roadsteads, harbors,channels and in the rivers in the enemy rear. Mine dangers forced all /15ships to be on the watch on all water communication routes. Merchant ves-
sels that were supplying the army and navy were blown up by mines; ships
were lost not only on the high seas and along the coastline but also intheir own harbors and rivers which had formerly been considered inaccessible
to mine laying by the opposition. Minefields were especially effective
in the campaign against submarine. Submarines which had the valuable tac-tical capacity of hitting the enemy with secrecy and surprise now had to
deal with a treacherous foe -- the mine.

The tactical effectiveness of mines is often judged by the number ofships destroyed by mines. However, this method of judging should not be
considered wholly correct since the tacticPl problems of mines are not
restricted merely to sinking ships; mines can make a large ocean area
inaccessible to navigation.

According to information available the number of submarines ,nd surfacevessels destroyed by mines during the past wars is very impressive. DuringWWI over 200 warships (nine battleships, ten cruisers, 106 destroyers, 58submarines, and 24 ships of other classes) were destroyed by mines, notcounting special vessels, like minesweepersthat were blown up while sweeping
areas for mines. Germany alone lost about 100 ships, the greatest lossesbeing in the Baltic Sea due to mines plqnted by the Russian navy. 48 war-ships were lost here and over 20 vessels, in addition to transports andmerchant ships, were seriously damaged due to exploding mines.
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Great losses were suffered by the commercial fleet whose ships were
less well protected against mines than warships and lacked sufficient capa-
city to stay afloat when damaged. About 600 ships of different countries
were destroyed by mines and sank to the bottom.

The following are some of the ships that werr blown up by mines and lost
during WWII. In December 1914 the German battle cruiser Hoeben struck a
mine in a minefield laid down by the Black Fleet in enemy waters and was
put out of action for several mor4ths, and in April 1915 in the northern
part of the Odessa minefield the Turkish cruiser Medzhidiye was blown up
and sank to the bottom.

In March 1915 the French battleship Bouver was blown up by a mine in
the Dardanelles; this detonation ca':sed the amunition magazine to explode
and in minutes the ship went to the bottom.

In November 1914 the German armored cruiser Friedrich Karl was blown
up by Russian mines and sank; in 1915 the Bremen, a former passenger liner,
sank after coming in contact with a mine. During th-t sme year the
cruisers Asburg, Gazelle, and Danzig suffered mine C:-mage.

In November 1916 seven of the newer German destroyers were lost in
a forward mine position laid down by the Russian Baltic Fleet. L16

In the summer of 1918 the San Diego, a United States armored cruiser
struck a mine laid down by a German submarine along the American consline
and sank in half an hour.

The examples cited by no means exhaust the many instances involving the
sinkinp of large ships, but they demonstrate how powerful underwater attacks
by mines can be to shipinp.

During WWII mines, esnecially airborne mines, were very powerful mili-
tary weapons which were successfully emnloyed against enemy merchant ves-
sels and warships. The mine became an active weanon in offensive operations
on the seas and was used by all warring nations. During that war one enemy
ship was blown up for every 5Q mines laid down in the tactical minefields
planted to oppose the German fleet.

Island nations like England and Japan were in especially difficult
straits. Mines dropoed by planes and submarines into the most important
sea lanes tying these islands to the continent cut off the flow of strategic
raw mterials for use in industry and fuod for the populace. About two
thousand minesweepers were assigned to the task of clearing mines from
the more important channels along the coast of England, but even that force
was inadequate to cope with the massive numbers of mines planted.

The British regarded the war against the mine menace as a vital factor
insofar as the survival of the nation was concerned. They organized an
extensive network of observation posts along the coast and at sea to deter-
mine where enemy mines had been laid. A special organization headed by the
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Prime Minister of Britain ,'as set up to invoke the populace for the
campaign against the mine menace.

Mines were very effectively employed in rivers, channels, and narrow
straits. For example, 2,500 aviation mines dropped in the Danube cut off
the flow of petroleum by this important transportation line, and over 330
ships were damaged or sunk.

Even a small number of successfully planted mines oftentimes caused
tremendous losses, especially in areas of intensive navigation. In 194 1
German planes dropped acoustic mines in the Suez Canal which blew up and
sank three ships, thereby closing off the canal. The canal was considered
dangerous to navigation for a long time and it was necessary to trans-ship
the cargo via rail, end that required much time. L17

During the war this canal, which was of great importance in the trans-
portation of military cargo, was frequently mined by the enemy. For this
reason it was closed for severpl months, thereby leading to tremendoiis
losses in time and equipment.

At one time the British air force dropped 11 mines in the Y iel Canpl.
Although no ships were lost as a result, nevertheless traffic through the
canal was interrupted for a long time. German industrial enterprises rpn
out of raw materials.

According to forei'n press reports the military end merchpnt fleets of
the different nations involved in World War II suffered huge losses because
of mines. These included over 500 German warships and about 550 merchant
vessels; 240 United States naval ships, over 280 British warships and nbout
340 merchant vessels; and 107 Japanese warships and over 350 merchant vessels.

During the course of WII the mine menace in shallow ocean areas, lakes,
and rivers oftentimes became the main danger. One indicator in this regard
is the fact that at the end of the war the Germans were forced to build
snecial ships to cone with the mines even though it was at the expense of
reduced construction of submarines.

It is imortant to comment on the role played by mines in combatting
seaborne landings.

The Normandy operation was a vast undertaking involving the seaborne
invasion of the European coast. It was launched on 6 June 194L. Partici-
pating in it were several thousand warships, transports, and landing craft.
A tremendous number of aircraft supported the land operations from the
air. Much attention was directed to mine countermeasures. As a result
of the collosal superiority of allied naval and air forces, as well as the
weak German defenses it was possible with only a few large minesweepers
at the beginning of the operation to clear channels to the coast in the
Cherbourg, Cannes, and Hjvre areas. During that time ten flotillas of Zip
minesweepers incessantly conducted reconnaissance sweeps in the maneuvering
area of the ships which were suoporting the landings.
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However, despite their vast superiority in naval and air forces the
Joint U.S. and British command could not clear the mines in the landing
area. German olanes continued with their mine laying operations, and
during the Normandy operation they dropoed more than 500 mines which resulted
in the loss of 43 ships by the joint U.S. - British command.

During the Korean War, which was launched by the a-gressive circles
in the United States, the attempt by the Americans to make a seaborne land-
ing at the Korean port of Wonsan in October 1950 proved unsuccessful. The
plan was to land 50,000 troons, unload a variety of military equipment in
the Korean People's Republic rear, and launch and attack. This invading
force consisted of seaborne equipment of many varieties and about 210
warships.

The Americans made preparations to repulse attacks by surface vessels,
submarines, and aircraft, as well as to land troops on the hostile shore.
However, their seaborne landing was not prepared Adequately tn coDe with
mines. Therefore, upon receiving intelligence reports that there were
minefields facing the Port of Wonson, the c-mmanders of the operation were
compelled to halt the movement of this armada. Heavily armed ships, includ-
ing battleships, aircraft carriers, cruisers, and others, proved to be
helpless in the situation and the 50,000 man force was obliged to wait at
sea while the mine menace in the path of the ships was cleared.

The Americans counted on a schedule of five days to clear the mines.
A helicopter,which flew in front of the minesweepers, was used to spot the
mines, which were subsequently destroyed. By the end of the first day only
21 mines had been spotted and destroyed.

On the following day the process of clearing the channel continued at
a slower pace. It became clear that the five day period schedule for the
destruction of the mines was unrealistic. To hasten the channel clearing
operation it was decided to bomb it from the air. The Americans hoped to
destroy any mines in the channel by exploding them with airborne bombs.

Thirty-nine bombers were assigned to the project, dropping 100 bombs

at each pass. But the results were not very significant. Two minesweepers
were blown up by mines in the channel which had been bombed from the air
that very day. /1

Continued work on the destruction of mines continued with very great
care at a still slower pace. The helicopter made its observations from
the air, divers from launches sought out mines, and when they located one
a floating marker consisting of an empty wooden crate and an anchor were
attached to indicate the position. The minesweepers followed these refer-
ence markers and destroyed the mines. This was really an antiquated method
of coping with mines, but the Americans could think of nothing better.

Clearing the channel was hopelessly delayed, therefore the landing
force command informed the Commander of U.S. Naval Forces in Korean waters
that it was impossible to carry out the landing operation in the Wonson
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area because of the serious danger presented by the mines. The landing
operation was delayed for several more days. A communique was transmitted
to the Pentagon which began: "The United States Navy lost dominance in the
Korean waters."

The cosmander of the United States Navy made the following announcement,
"They took us by surprise. These accursed mines cost us eight days delay
in the seaborne assault landing and over 200 men killed. This in itself
is a serious matter. But I can easily imagine a situation when an eight
day holdup along the coastline could mean losing a war. If we are not in
a position to go where and when we please then we don't have dominance at
sea. And this is the basic element of all our military planning. We
were seriously preoccupied with the threat of submarines and planes, and
since a week ago we have been stymied by the mine menace."*

* G. F. Elliot. The New Russia -- A Threat to our Naval Might,
Colliers, 4.9.1953.

Regardless of the measures taken by the Americans they still could not
cross the minefield in the Wonson area.

It became necessary to land the invasion force in another area. The
Americans themselves admit that the assault landing was made on a beach
held by the United States Army, hence the assault landing was 7eaningless
and was simply a deliv-rance from sea captivity in which they had been
held for several days.

The naval mines set by the Korean People's army for the defense of
their shores brought many unpleasant surprises to the armed intervention-
ists and resulted in heavy losses to their ships.

The United States, Great Britain, and Japan promptly dispatched L L20
considerable number of soecial ships to Korea to sweep the area for mines.
But the ships of the interventionists continued to be blown up by mines
until the final days of the military operation.

UNDERWATER MINES, SURFACE VESSEL-BO.!E AND AIRBORNE MIhES

Vehicles carrying mines should deliver them to the proposed mine field
area and properly lay them. One of the advantages of mines is that they
can be planted by submarines, surface craft, pl3nes, helicopters, dirigibles,
and even o-dinary barges and boats.

Selection of a carrier for laying mines, obviously, depends on the
conditions, the site, and the objective of the minelaying operation. If it
iF required to set up a large area minefield quickly to provide defenses
in friendly waters, for examole, all types of carriers can be called upon
to perform the task simultaneously.

In selecting carriers to plant mines in enemy waters special attention
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is given to the matter of delivering the mines surreptitiously to the
proposed minefield area and avoiding attack by the enemy.

Submarines have been widely employed since World War I for la-inp mine-
fields. Modern submarines are capable of maneuvering under concealment
at high underwater speeds, travel great distances, launch surprise attacks
upon the enemy and avoid attacks by the latter, and set mines in enemy
waters unobserved.

Submarines can operate singly or in groups when laving mines or setting
up minefields without need for special protection. Mines can be planted by
submarines eouipoed with torpedo launching gear. In such case mines are
taken on instead of toredoes or are carried as supolemental armament and

on the ocean bottom via the torpedo tubes. Some Ampric-n submarines
can carry up to 40 different kinds of mines.

However, the basic tasks involved in la-ing mines can be carried out
by special submarine minelayers which are canable of takinp on a large num-
ber of mines and have all the necessary devices for la-inp them quickly.

In laying down offensive mine fields submarines may run into considerable
difficulties inasmuch as the apnroaches to vitally important installations L21
inasmuch as the aporoaches to vitally important installations -re protected
by fleet and air force antisubmarine elements, and in the coastal and shallow
water areas antisubmarine nets and m 4nefields are set up which are a source
of great danger to submarines. Therefore, the methods for liying mines by
submarines are under continuous development.

In 1959 a manual, "Principles of Naval Ordnance and Gunnery," was
issued by the United States Navy for use of Naval personnel which state in
part that the U.S. Submarines carried special mines which, on emerging from
the submarine tube, are capable of floating underwater indeoendentlv over
a great distance for a certain period of time; these mines move forward to
the nrea earmarked for the mine layine operation. It is apparent that such
mines can be directed from submarines to areas of difficult accessibility,
as well as to areas which hid previously been mined. In addition, the
,nited States and Great B-itain have special, small-dimensioned submarines
for penetrating into the more important areas and lavinp down mines, inclu-
ding mines with atomic charges.

The widesoread use of Pir elements for planting mines did not begin un-
til World War II, although the proposal to lay mines by this means had been
made as far back as 1916 by Captain First Rank I. A. Kovalevskiy, a Russian
naval officer.

Aircraft could effectively establish mobile mine fields until an effec-
tive means appeared for their long range detection and destruction. Under
modern conditions the active concealed laying of mines by planes has been
greatly complicated.

The chief advantage of pvi-tion lies in the speed with which mines are
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delivered over great distances and the capacity of plgnes to penetrate into
areas which are inaccessible to other types of mine carriers. Therefore,
much attention is given in the imperialist armies and fleets to the matter
of improving the methods of laying down aviation mines.

The U.S. Air Force has the important mission of laying down antisub-
marine and anti-landing mine obstacles and minefields, especially during L22
the initial period of military activities. Mention is made in the foreign
literature that mines can be planted by planes even in areas with strong
air defenses. In this case the United States proposes using special glide
mines which can be air dropped at a considerable distance away from the
mine laying area.

According to the foreign press every bomber that joins the fleet has
everything necessary for taking on mines and dropping them at high speeds.
The United States has constructed a hydroplane, the Sea Master, which is
designed to plant mines at supersonic speeds. It can carry up to 13 tons
of cargo. Not only aircraft, but helicopters and diripibles,which can
carry a tremendous amount of mines, are adapted to mine laying; they are
able to drop them more accurately than planes.

Minefields covering large areas at a considerable distance away from
the coast were usually set by special surface minelayers and lArpe trans-
port ships converted to minelaying operations. These shins have a long self-
sustaining period and Pood seakeeping iualities. As n result, they are ca-
pable of setting the mines co'paratively quickly in fewest trips, a fact
that reduced the requirement for military forces needed to provide cover.
During World War II, for example, eipht converted transports carrying
669 mines each were used by the British in laying the so-called northern
minefield. In laying down the Orkney Island system of minefields five
converted merchant ships with an average capacity of 250 mines each were
used.

Present day surface minelayers specially designed for erectine defensive
minefields are capable of high speeds. The British Apollo type surface
minelayers, for example, are caoable of developing a speed of 40 knots.

Foreign specialists are planning to use small-sized sneedy ships for
laying down defensive minefields in inland waters or in areas where navi-
gation is restricted to narrow passages. The number of mines carried by
these craft, to be sure, is less thin that carried by the large minelayers
and transports, but by virtue of their high soeed they are capable of put-
ting to sea more frequently and t!king on and laying down mines more quickly.
The loss of one of these small craft cannot be very perceptibly reflected
on the rate of laying down the enf ire minefield.

According to foreign press reports* the Americans are buildi ng special
minelayers for putting down remote controlled mines. Minefields made up
of these weapons will be set out in advance tnd armed by means of underwater
signals.
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VARIETIES OF NAVAL MINES

Many different models of mines are organic weaons in foreign navies.
This is explained by the fact that a variety of tactical missions have to
be resolved with the aid of mines.

Depending on the methods used to hold mines in position they are sub-
divided intofloating mines, moored mines, and bottom mines (fig. 3).

Fig. 3. Different types of mines based on their ability to maintain
the set position:

a. Floating mine; b. moored mine; c. bottom mine.

After being set floating mines drift with the current, holding a riven
depth beneath the surface by means of special devices.

In the case of moored mines the hull, which has positive buoyancy, is
held at a riven denth beneath the water surface by a cable secured to a
weight at the bottom of the sea. This weight is called the mine anchor,
while the cable which connects the anchor with the mine hull is termed
the mooring rope.

Moored mines may maintain their set position for a long time with great
reliability, which is their chief advantage. The maximum depth of the site
for setting moored mines is governed by the length of their moorine rone.
The length of the mooring rope in certain foreign models of mines is two
thousand meters.

Bottom mines are set on the bottom of the sea. They are difficult to
locate and destroy. The fact that these mines have no anchor or mechanisms
for setting them automatically at a given depth greatly simplifies their
design and permits construction of more compct mines.
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The greatest depth at which bottom mines are set depends on the radius
of action of their firinp mechanisms and the size of the powder charge.
Ordinarily, this depth for the foreign types of mines does not exceed 50-70

meters. Bottom mines can be employed against submarines traveling submerged
in deeper waters.

In addition to the indicated basic types of mines the Italian, German,
and British naval forces also used special delayed action mines which were
secured to . bottom of a ship by frogmen.

Dependi., -i the operating principle, mine firing mechanisms are sub-
divided int - v contact, influence, and controlled types of firing mechan-
isms. In orutr for contact mines to explode they have to make direct
contpct with the ship (From this point on the term ship is used to denote
a submarine or a surface ship). Contact is established when the ship strikes
against the mine or when it comes in contact with the special antenna devices
disposed on the mine hull or mooring rope, etc.

Influence mines are detonated when the shin is at a certain distance
away from them.The firin- mechanisms of influence mines react to the ship's
physical field.* They have the capacity to sense the aporoach of the ship
at a considerable distance away and to detonate the mine the instant the
ship enters the destructive area of the charge. L25

* The physical field of a ship is the space in which it is possible
to detect the physical forces generated by the Dresenc" or passage of a
ship. This field is located under water and extends in all directions
from the ship, accompanying it wherer it goes.

Controlled mines have firinp mechanisms which can be switched on or
off from the shore by wire or by some other means. After they are switched
on these mines function like contact or influence mines, depending on the
type of firing mechanism installed.

There are special mines for use in rivers and lakes. They are smaller
in dimensions and simpler in design that sea type mines, but practicnlly
all ocean mines can be laid in rivers and lnkes if required.

Present day naval mines are subdivided, depending on the type of basic
carrier, into three major groups (fig. 4): ship, submarine, and airborne mines.

CONSTRUCTION OF MINES AND MINE SWEEP OBSTRUCTORS

Surface craft may set mines of all types, i.e. moored, bottom, and
floating mines. In the past war up to 80% of the mines were laid by surface
craft. The moored mine was the main type of naval shipborne mine used.
Both contact and influence firinp mechanisms are installed in modern moored
mines. The main parts of such a mine are the shell and the anchor (fig. 5).

The mine shell consists of a watertight metallic sheath. The firing
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mechanism and explosive charge are contained in the lower Dart of the
housing. In moored mines of foreign design the firing mechanism and explo-

sive, which weighs between 200 and 300 kg, are contained in the lower part
of the housing. The instruments which make up the mine firing mechanism
are contained in the upper part.

The shell should h~ve a high buoyancy reserve since this governs its
capacity to hold firm at a given depth in a rough sea and strong currents.

I

Ib

U C.

Fig. P. vrincipal varieties of naval mines and their carriers:
a. Aircraft launched mine; b. ship-launched mine; c. submarine mine.

Construction of such a housing in the case of a ship-borne Pnchored ine
is not a complex matter but the basic requirements should be observed: 127
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the given dimensions and weight of the mine should not be exceeded in order
that a greater number of them may be accorodated on a ship and that they
may be readily handled on the deck and laid without difficulty when the
ship is sailing at high speed.

The spherical shape of the mine housing should be preserved. This
design permits the reatest hull capacity at least weight and provides maxi-
mum resistance to water nressure and the effects of explosions of nearby
mines. In addition, ocean currents have less effect on a spherical shaped
hull.

The mine anchor has a shape and weight such as to insure holding the
mine in the set position. In addition, the anchor is made in the form of
a dolly on which the mine housing is placed. The assembly can readily be
moved about on the deck of a ship. A reFl with flexible steel mooring
rope and the mechanism for setting the mine at a given depth are contained
on the anchor.

!he most common method of setting a mine at a given deoth is the plum-

met method of m*ne laying from the ocean surface. It was proposed as far
back as 18'2 by N. N. Azarov, a lieutenant of the Black Sea fleet. This
method is simple and de endable and is still being used. It consists of
the following.

The mine is dropped into the water (fig. 5) and first floats on the
surface, the hull secured to the anchor whose air space has not yet been
filled with water. Following that there is a separation of the weight
which is connected by a thin line (lanyrrd) to the pantograph system
mechanism designed to separate the anchor from the mine hull. As the
line unwinds the weight suspended from it suddenly releases the reel and
the mine anchor is simultaneously separated from the shell. The latter
remains on the water surface while the anchor gradually settles to the
bottom on becoming filled with water. As the anchor submerges the mooring
rope is unwound from the reel under tension. As soon as the weight comes
in contact with the bottom and slack develops on the line the storuer is
immediately activated to check the reel. Reeling of the moorine rope ceases
thereunon and the mine hull submerges due to the weight of the anchor to
a deoth equal to the length of the line. The length of the line with L29
weight is set beforehand in accordance with a preselected depth for the mine.

In the case of some moored mines the shell is set for a preselected
depth automatically as it rises up from the bottom. This method of automa-
tic mine laying was proposed by S. 0. Makarov in 182.

1he mine planting process consists of the following. ±he mine is
dropped into the water and immediately sinks to the bottom where it remains
until the mechanism which separates the mine shell from the anchor is
triggered (fig. 6a). When the housing separates fr-m the anchor it begins
to ascend and unwinds the mooring rope from the reel which is located on
the lower portion of the shell. The stopper working off a hydrostatic L30
instrument secured to the mine housing stops the reel and the mooring rope
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ceases to unwind. This occurs the instant the mine housing floats to a
depth at which the external pressure of the water acting on the hydrostatic
disk becomes less than than the stress of the spring holding this disk.
Under these co:nditions the hydrostatic instrument will be Activated and
the stopper controlled by it will halt the rotation of the reel.

1.
3o6opm" P,,w&',

Fig. 5. Automatic setting of a uoore.d antenna mine at a pre-selected
denth from the ocean surface (plummet type method): h - depth of mine
shell; 1. sponson rails for surface vessel l~unched mine; 2. buoy with
antenna; . detonators; EL. rollers; 5. anchor; 4. reel with moorin2
rope; 7. shell or housing; 8. bufrer.

The woment of activation of the stopper is set at the time the mine
is preroared on the ship by changing the degree of spring compression in the
hydrostatic instrument.

It should be noted that the reel with mooring rope contained on the
mine housing reduces its buoyancy reserve. Therefore, some models of
mines use the so-called "loop" method. In this system (fig. 6b) a portion
of the mooring rope directly underneath the mine hull is gathered together
into a loop~ that is held by the clamps of the hydrostatic device. The
spring of the hydrostatic instrument is set, as in the above described
method, according to the pre-selected depth of the mine. In this case one
also takes into account the difference in depth by which the mine hull will
rise when the loop is unwound. The reel with mooring rope is on the mine
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anchor, and when the hull floats upward the mooring rope is unwound from
the reel which is under tension. The tension of the mooring line does not
permit the stopper to halt the rotation of the reel when the shell ascends.

1,x

7-7

Fig. 6. Automatic setting of a moored mine as the shell floats
upward from the bottom.

a. Setting a mine by ascending from the bottom by menns of the
"loop-free method"; b. setting a mine by the "loop" method; 1.
drumr with mooring rope; 2. hydrostatic instrument; 3. hydrostat.

When the mine shell reaches the depth at which the external pressure
of the water on the disk of the hydrostptic device which holds the loop
becomes less than the force of the spring the clamps of the hydrostatic
instrument liberate the loop. The moment the loop is unwourd the tension
of the mooring line weakens and the stopoer in the mine anchor is triggered,
thereby stopping the rotation of the reel. The unwinding of the mooring
rope ceases in the process which means that the mine shell has stopped
at the Dre-selected depth.

One advantage of all the methods of setting mines from the bottom is
that the mines may have a hydrostatic arming delay surfacing switch and
their hulls and anchors may remain on the bottom over a period of time
established beforehand on the instrument. During this time it is difficult
to locate and destroy the mine. The time of useful service of the contact
anchor mine is limited, basically, to the useful service life of the mooring
rope.
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With time the mooring rope corrodes in water, loses its strength and, L31
when the seas are rough, may break loose. The waves oscillpte the shells
rather considerably when they are near the surface and the jerking effect
on the mooring rope amounts to hundreds of kilograms of force; in the case
of large dimensioned mines it amounts to several tons of stress.

Various kinds of shock absorbing buffers are used between the shell and
mooring rope to protect the latter against wave ection.

Controlled or so-called "engineer" mines were used during the war in
addition to the automatically operated moored, bottom, and floating mines.
These were usually laid from surface craft on approaches to ports, in
narrow passages, and in channels between islands and on rivers. These mines
(moored or bottom mines) were connected to the coast by electric cables
(fig. 7). In the manual "Principles of Naval Ordnance and Gunnery" it states
that an operator at a coastal post has the capability of Pxploding one or
several mines with the aooear-nce of an enemy ship in the minefield Prea.
The signal of the appearance of an enemy submarine can be transmitted
by the mine via cable to the distribution panel where bulbs representing
individual mines light up when a submarine passes close by.

The controlled mine can be disconnected during the time of passage of
friendly vessels through the mined area and it can be switch on at any
moment; it can also be destroyed in order to clear an area of mines by ex-
ploding it on a signal from shore.

The chief advantage of "engineer" mines vis-a-vis autonomous (indepen-
dent) action mines is the fact that their explosions are controllable.

Submarines lay mines of all types, includinp moored, bottom, and float-
ing mines. Both contact 8nd influence tye firing mechanisms can be used
in these mines. Moored mines planted by submarines operate like the ship-
borne anchor mines prevsiously described, but from the structural standpoint
they are substantially different from them.

In the first place, the dimensions snd weight of submarine mines are
determined by the conditions of storage of mines inside the boat, as well
as the system of planting them by means of the torpedo tubes or through the
mine tubes of special submarine mine layers.

Secondly, the construction of a mine should always insure secrecy
when it is planted. The American submarine launched anchor type influence
mine (fig. F) is adapted for plmnting from torpedo tubes. The shell is
equipped with a special stabilizer which imparts stability to the motion
of the mine along its trajectory as it submerges after leaving the torpedo
tube.

The mines are automatically set at the assigned depth on ascending from
the bottom.
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Fig. 7. Diagram~ showiing the application of controlled mines. 132

1. Control panel; 2. observation Post; 3. cable; 4~. distribution box.
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Fig; 8. American made submarine-borne anchor type Influence mine,
the Wk-10, model 3, desitpned for laying. from torpedo tubes.

1. Casing; 2. electric battery; 3. starting lever; 4~. safety cleat;
5. time mechanism; 6. stabilizer; 7. firfnp mechanism; S. influence
firing mechanism; 9. charge. L38
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Fig. 9. American submarine-borne bottom type influence mine, Mk-12,
model 0.

1. Safpty cleat; 2. firing mechanism; 3. strops from safety device.

'he mine cksinp is cylindrical in shppe with a diameter corresponding
to the diameter of the torpedo tube. The fir'ng position of the casing
is horizontal i.e. parallel to the surface of the water. This position
reduces the effect of current on the mine cpsing and prvents it goinc too
deer.

Fig. 9. snows an Americpn subm-rine-borne bottom mine which is capable
of being planted through torpedo tubes. Also of interest among the sub-
marine mines are the floptnp typ-s which automatically hold their floating
depth. These mines are designed for use in tactical minefields which
can be laid down by submarines. Floating mines are also laid by planes,
but is much more difficult to maintain secrecy of operation in the process.

The first design for a floating mine kept automatically at a pre-set
depth was developed in Russian in 1909 by Captain First Rank Ye. V. Kolba-
s'yev. Tests of this floating mine were carried out at sea and gave good
resl ts. The pneumatic principle of the mine floating apparatus is quite
oripinal. 'he author referred to it as the "fish bladder" principle. L3i

With increased depth the mine automatically increased its buoyancy, and
when rising it decreased the buoyanc-y; this process kept it at an assigned
depth, i.e. it was set on the floating device the moment the mine was

released into the water.

In 1913 S. A. Kalchev, a naval lieutenant, proposed a design for an
automatic floatinp mine with an electrically operated floating system.

The operation of the motor is controlled by the hydrostatic instrument
which works off the external water pressure and periodically switches in
the storage battery to the electric motor. The American automraticllv
floating mine has a flosting instrument based on the use of an electric
motor which turns a propeller located ir the lower portion of the mine.

If the mine descends to a depth greater than that which is set on the
floating device the hydrostat cuts in the electric motor. The motor
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turns the propeller causing the mine to ascend. As soon as the mine
rises to the pre-selected depth the hydrostat disconnects the power to the
motor. If the mine continues to surface the hydrostAt will again switch
in the motor. However, in this case the propeller will turn in the oppos-
ite direction and will cause the mine to descend. The accuracy of holding
the mine at a given depth is within one meter. L36

Defense against automatically floating mines (fig. 10) is extremely
difficult because the ordinary mine sweeps and ship paravanes do not
recover these mines. As a rule, floatinF mines are equipped with destruc-
tive devices which either sink or explode the mine after a certain period
of time.

Modern aircraft are capable of laying out mine fields using anchor,
bott m, or floating mines. Contact And influence fir~ny mechanisms can be
installed in these mines. Most characteristic of the avinticn mine is the
bottom type irfluence mine.

The bottom mine is most simple in desivn and for that reason it maintains
operational efficiency after being dropped into the water fr-im a consider-
able height and at a high launching speed.

The first bottom type irfluence mine was proposed in our country by
I. A. Averin, a student. However, it did not get widespread application
or use until World War I.

Taking into account the Dresent day level of development of the means
for locating and destroying mines, military snecialists abroad feel that
bottom type influence mines should have high sweeping stability. To locate
such mines requires searching virtually every meter of bottom, qnd destroy-
ing them requires exploding by means of special sweeps capable of repro-
ducing the appropriate physical fields of a ship. However, this latter
may not bring about the desired results because the builders of influence L37
mine firing systems took the trouble to provide them with clever devices
which can differentiate between an artificially crdated sweep field and
the natural field created by the ship.

In size and weight aircraft launched mines are similar to air-launched
bombs, hence they are placed in Aircraft that are adrpted for bombing. Any
bomber type aircraft can be used to carry mines. The U.S. bottom mine
s'own in fig. 9 can be dropped from any plane. Special shrouds are provided
to switch in the instruments the instant the mine is dropped from the
plane.

Mines may be dropped from a plane into the water with or without para-
chute, just like bombs. Fig. 11 shows the external view of a U.S. airborne
anchor minep which is dropped from a plane by parachute. The basic parts
include the shell contain'ng the charge and instruments; the anchor with L38
mooring cable; and parachute jacket with chute. The orifices in the mine
shell contain instrumentation. Le-ding away from the instruments are strops
by means of which the instruments are cut in the instant the mine is released.
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The mines are suspended beneath the plane by means of lugs contained on bands
which surround the shell.

I - -

Fig. 10. Foreign made automatically --

floating type mine, the Leona:
1. Propeller of floating device;
2. electric motor; 3. storage bat-
tery; 4. firing mechanism; 5. explo-
sive charge; 6. hydrostat for con- "_
trolling the operation of the elec-
tric motor.
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Fig. 12. Oppration of a
parachute system.

?ig. 11. U.S. Mk-l0, Model 9 aircraft

launched moored mine with parachute.
1. Parachute jacket; 2. shell; 3. strops for cutting in instrumentation
when mine is released from aircraft; 4. anchor.
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When the mine is released from the plane (fig. 12) the strop which is connected
with the parachute jacket valve tips is extracted from the valve openings,
causing the valves to open up; the halyard then extrects the rnarachute
out of the jacket.

Fig. 13. German nude tyne BMA-11 aircraft launched mine without para-
chute.

1. Chprge; 2. stabilizer; 3. detonator system~.

As the mine drops the parachute is filled with air and reduces the
speed of entry into the water. When the mine enterF the water the para-
chute locking device releases the parachute from the shell.
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Mines without parachutes at first glance annear to be sinpler than
those with parachutes, but this is not entirely so. A perachuteless mine
dropped from an aircraft develops a high velocity of fall and thereby
subjects the instrumentation to c nsiderable shock on contact with the water.
In order that a mine remain operationally efficient following such entry
into the water it should hAve an extremely strong shell and especially
rugged shock-proof instruments provided with Food shock absorbinp devices
(fig. 13.).

The question arises why one sholild have parachute-less mines if they
are harder to produce than mines with parachutes? The fact of the matter
is that parachuteless mines can be laid with a high degree of accuracy.
The same sights that are used for dropping bombs can be used for aimed
dropping of parachute-less mines. In addtion, mines dropping at a high
velocity without a parachute are considerably more difficult to loc~te
after they are laid than those dropoed by oarachute.

Mine sweep obstructors (fig. 14) designed as a defense arainst sweeping
a field of moored mines constitute a soecial type of mine. The sweep L11O
obstructors are set together with the mines. Their purpose is to cut
through the trawling portions of the contact sweeps.

Sweep obstructors are simple in design nnd in most c-ses remind one of
mines except that the exolosive charges in them are contained not in the
shell, as is the case with mines, but on the buoy rope, the line which
connects the sweep obstructor to the anchor. In this case the buoy holds
the buoy rope with explosive charges.

The explosive charge or firine unit, as it is referred to mine special-
ists, is provided with an igniter which detonates the charge automatically
when it is depressed by the line portion of the contact sweep and breaks
it up. 'he more modern sweep obstructors are designed to insure reneated
action against sweeps.

DESTRUCTIVE FIRCE OF AN UNDERWATER EXPLOSION

An underwater explosion has greater destructive force then one on the
ground or in the air. This is explained by the fact that water is a high
density medium. The shock wave formed in an explosion spreads at a tremen-
dous velocity over great distances and carries with it aoproximately half
of the total enerpy of the explosion.

In the case of an underwater explosion the shock wave, the hydraulic
shock of the water mass, and the hot gaseous products of the explosion
(denending on the distance) exert an action upon the ship.

If the center of the explosion is near the ship's hull, which is the
case when a ship encounters a contact mine, the shock is exerted directly
upon the external plating of the ship and ruptures it (fig. 15). The flow
of expanding gases bursts into the interior of the ship at great velocity.
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Small ships may sink as a result of such explosions while larger sized
vessels sustain holes in the hull allowinp large quatities of water to
flow in.

The explosion of an 4nfluence mine charge usually occurs beneath the
bottom of a ship. Such an explosion is most dangerous because the shock
wave produces both local damage to the ship's bottom, thereby weakening Lh4
the entire hull, and causes it to bend generally in consequence of the
non-uniform intensity of its action along the length of the ship. The size
of the hole in this situation is sometimes preater than when the mine
explodes near the side. Since it is practically impossible to provide
a defense against mines on the bottom of the shin similpr to the defenses
for a ship's sides (this is associated with lessened metacentric stability
and the shin's seaworthiness), the explosion of an influence mine beneath
the bottom of the ship constitutes the greatest possible dpnger. 'Phere were
instances durinF the war wherein the bow or stern portiins of a large ves-
sel were corpletely blown off by a mine -nd the vessel reina'ned afloat,
but when a Wne exoloded underneath the central part of the ship it broke
into two narts.

b oprnokj? npomueo-

mum~am a~muln

Fig. 15. Explosion on the side and beneath the ship's bottom.

Key: 1. Contact mine explosion; 2. antimine protection on the sides;

3. explosion of influence mine.

At the oresent time foreign models of influence type anchor mines
activated at distpnces un to 2 -30 meters underneath the ship carry a 200
to 300 kg charge, while bottom mines which are activated at distances of
the order of 30-50 meters from the ship carry an exolosive charge of 750-
1000 kv of TNT equivalent.* TN"T type high explosives are used in mine charges
(fig. 16). In an explosion these substances are very quickly converted

* U. S. Naval Institute Proceedings, No. 11, 1959.

into gases, releasing tremendous quantities of heat, and instantly produce
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produce great pressures capable of pulverizing obstacles which obstruct
the expansion of gases.

0 ,6

Fig. 16. Exolosion and detonation: a. Explosion of powder charge;
b. detonation of TNT; c. unnrerwater explosion of a mine with a charge
of TNT; d. underwater explosion of torpedo with TNT charge.

zxplosives which have low sensitivity to shock and heating are selected
for use as charges of mines and torpedoes, otherwise handling them on a
ship would be very dangerous.

Ordinarily used as charges in present day mines and torpedoes of the
'nited States and Britain are TNT, H1X and Torpex; all have a TNT base.

We learn from the foreign press that the U.S. and British navies have
mines with atomic warheads with a charge equivalent of 20 thousand tons
of TNT. The effective radius of such mines is tens of times greater than
that of mines with TNT type explosive charges. /43

The underwater explsoion of an atomic charge with a TNT equivalent of
20 thousand tons is capable of inflicting serious dpmage, sinking, or
putting out of action large warshios, such as battleships, cruisers, Pnd
aircraft carriers at a distance of up to 700 meters, while at a distance of
up to lOO meters it is capable of inflicting damage greatly reducing the
combat effectiveness of these ships.

In an underwater explosion of a hydrogen charge eqniivalent to one
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million tons of TNT the same kind of damage results to ships at distances

five to ten times greater than in the case of an underwater atomic charge.

Radioactive substances can act with great intensity on the personnel
of a ship in addition to the shock wave when an atomic or hydrogen charge
is exploded underneath a ship. As a resnit of the explosion a tremendous
mass of contaminated water rises above the ocean surface which rains down
on the ship for several minutes in the form of a radioactive cloudburst.
Shins at a distance of three kilometers and over from the point of burst
of an underwater explosion may be greatly contaminated by radioactive
substances. The contaminated radioactive fog is capable of spreading from
the central point of the explosion over a considerable distance.

MINE FIRING MECHANISMS AND THE PHYSICAL FIELDS OF SHIPS

Electric and percussion firing mechanisms (fig. 17) are used, for the
most part, in contact tvpe anchored and floating mines. The galvanic cell
they carry is contained in metallic (usually lead) caps located on the
mine shell surface. Lead caps are covered over with cast iron protective
caps which are automatically ejected by springs after the mines are planted.

1he galvanic cell consists of a carbon (positive) and zinc (negative)
electrodes and an electrolyte. The electrolyte is placed in a glass con-
tainer positioned above the electrodes.

When the ship comes in contact with the mine one or several of the cans
collapse. The glass container inside the cap breaks, the electrolyte purs

over the electrodes, and the cell becomes an electrochemical source of
current instantly. The current from the electrodes connected by conductors
with the electric detonator of the mine passes through the electric L5
detonator bridge filament, heats it to incandescence and ignites the primer
which detonates the mine charge.

Inertia firinR mechanisms are ordinarily used in moored mines. An

inertia firing mechanism (fig. 1P) is used as the detonating device in them.

When the ship strikes the hull of a mine the inertia weight which holds
the firing lever by its head is shifted in position. When the head slides
out from underneath the lever it drops down quickly with the firing pin due
to the spring action. The point of the firing pin pricks the detonator of
the primer and the charge explodes.

Inertia electrical firing mechanisms are used in moored and floating
mines. Several rods extend out of the mine shell which are bent on contact
with a ship or are pushed inward, connecting the mine detonator with the
electric battery. Z46

Electrical contact or so-called antenna firing mechanisms are used in
mines which are employed mainly against submarines (fig. 19). The opera-
ting principle of these igniters is based on the characteristic of certain
metals, such as zinc and steel in seawater to produce a difference in po-
tential.
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19 Fig. 18. Mechanically fired
J2 contact mine.

1. Orifice for inertia firinS mechanism; 2. orifice for primer;
3. orifice for sinking valve; J..
inertia firing device; 5. sinking
device; 6. primer; 7. charge

i chamber; 8. anchor.

Fig. 17. German electrochemical iwine.
Key: 1. Mine shell; 2. lead cap with
galvanic cell; 3. cast iron safety
cap; h. lass container with electro-
lyte; 5. carbon electrode; 6. zinc
electrode; 7. insulating washer; 8.
wires from carbon and zinc electrodes;
9. spring for ejecting safety cap after
mine is laid; 10. electric primer;
11. nine charge.
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Metallic antennas about 30 meters long each are secured above and
below the shell of the mine to the antenna firing mechanism. The tips
of the antennas turned toward the mine are connected together by a wire
which passes into the mine shell. Therefore, the electrically connected
upper and lower antennas represent an electrode. If the hull of a sub-
marine comes in contact with one of the mine antennas a current will flow
thrmugh the wire connecting this antenna with the second antenna.

The current obtained from such an electric cell is usually insufficient
to heat the electric igniter of the mine to incandescence, therefore its
energy is used as a signal for very sensitive instruments. After receiving
a signal these devices connect the electric detonator to the source of
direct current contained in the mine. A current of required magnitude
passes through the filament of the electric detonator bridge, heats it to
incandescence, and causes the mine charge to detonate.

It was demonstrated durinp the first World War that contact mine firing
devices do not fully satisfy the reouirements of mines because of the
rather low probability of a ship encountering a contact mine. Therefore,
the idea occurred of making firing mechanisms for mines which might be
able to sense the approach of a ship from a considerable distance and to
detonate the mine the instpnt the ship is in a position of dangerous proxi-
mity to such a mine.

The task was not an easy one but mine specialists succeeded in design-
ing "eyes" and "ears", as well as an "automatic brain" which proved capable
not only of sensing the approach of the ship but of exploding the mine
independently and at the right time. This became possible only after the
physical fields of a ship had been discovered and analyzed.

It is well known at the present time that a ship has a number of physi-
cal fields, including magnetic, acoustic, hydrodynamic, and other fields.

The physical field acting as if it were assisting the underwater weaoon
"increases the draft and beam of the underwater portion of a ship's hull
many fold.

Devices for exploding mines which are activated by the influence of a
ship's physic-l fields are known as influence firing mechanisms. The
Drinciple on which they operate consists in the following. On approaching
the mine the ship acts through its physical field or fields upon the receiver
of the triggerinp device of the mine which transmits a signal to the inter-
mediate instruments and actuating mechanisms.

When the ship enters the area of the mine's destructive action the ac-
tuating device cuts in the electric current to the detonator which explodes
the mine.

Advent of the influence firing mechanism insured the production of a
new type of bottom mine and permitted the use of moored mines in seas with
great tidal tidal action, as well as in areas with strong currents.
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Fig. 19. The U.S. Mk-6 type antenna mine.

1. Anchor buoy; 2. upner antenna; 3. antenna connection; h.sub-
marine; 5. mine shell with firing mechanism; 6. lower antenna; 7.
insulptors; 8. moorinp line; 9. anchor; 10. mine shell with antenna

marking buoy.

"'se of moored mines with contact firinp mechanism in these cases is
not very effective because during the incoming tide the water level rises
several meters higher than the shell of the mine and the ship can Dassover it seremely. During the outr'oing tide the mines float to the surfaceand become visible to the enem~y. In sdlition, in areas with high velocity
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currents moored contact mines cannot maintain the depth necessary to insure
contact with a ship.

Influence moored mines can be laid at a depth (distance from the water
surface) such that their shells may not surface during the outgoing tide,
but during the incoming tides the mines are dangerous to vessels passing
above them. The effect of strong currents and tides simply tends to lower
the mine shell but its firing mechAnism will nevertheless perceive the
approach of a vessel and will detonate the mine at the necessary moment.

A ship with a metallic hull and a multiplicity of mechanisms made of

ferromagnetic materials has the properties of a magnet.

£he magnetic properties in a ship are due to the presence of the earth's
magnetic field. As we all know, our planet is a tremendously large magnet-
ized sphere with two poles. The magnetic pole is located not far from the
geograohic pole as can be seen in fig. 20. L49

The process of magnetizing a ship in the magnetic field of the earth
begins the moment the keel is laid and continues until the construction
of the ship is completed.

--- II
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Fig. 20. The earth's magnetic field.

Key: 1. Earth's magnetic lines f force; 2. north geographic pole;

3. south magnetic pole.

When the completed ship begins to move it is also subjected to the
effects of the earth's magnetic field which differs in magnitude with

changes in the latitude where the ship is sailing and the ship's course.

In addition, areas of magnetic anomalies Pre oftentimes encountered --
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areas with an intensified magnetic field. Therefore, the ship's magnetic
field while navigating can change substantially. Z50

Let us consider the magnitudes of the ship's magnetic field. This
magnetic field is generally described by a strength measured in oersteds.*

* An oersted is the intensity of a mapnetic field which acts on a
unit of magnetic mass with a strength of one dyne.

The voltages at the different points of the magnetic field of a ship differ.
Influence firing mechanisms of mines are capable of reacting to individual
components of the magnetic field. One can get some idea of these compon-
ents by a consideration of the following example.

The oosition of any point in the magnetic field with respect to the
ship's hull can be described by its distance from three mutually perpen-
dicular lines (coordinate axes).

N 

N

I I -

. .,. Oa e yu m b le c v 1 n o e wn H u u Z ,

14

Fig. 21. The mAgnetic field of a ship according to data presented
in a book by Cowie, "Mines, Minelayers, and Minelaying," *)x-
ford, 1949. Key: 1. Yagnetic lines of force; 2. without
a field; 3. in the field.

Let us draw three mutually perpendicular planes thr ugh the hull of the
ship (fig. 21): the midship Dlane(the lateral vertical plane which divides
the ship into the forward and stern portions), the center plane, and the Z52
horizontal plane pl~ne passing through the waterline- These planes inter-
sect as three mutually perpendicular lines which we will take as the axes
of the coordinates. The positive direction of the axes X, Y, Pnd Z Are
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indicated by arrows.
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The magnitude of the intensitv H at point A can be resolved into
the components for these thrwee axes.

The intensity component of the magnetic field H directed along the
2 axis is termed the vertical component of the ship's magnetic field. The
H. corionent directed along the Y axis is termed the lateral horizontal
cbmponent, and the Hx component directed Plong the X axis is the longi-
tudinal horizontal comoonent of the ship's magnetic field.

If the direction of the ship's magnetic field comoonent coincides with
the positive direction of the coordinate axis the given component is positive.

In the examnle given in fiv. 21 the Hxc, Hy, and H. components of the
ship's mAgnetic field intensity at point A are vositive.

The magnetic firinr mechanisms in the mpjority of known foreign mines
react to a change in the magnitude of the vertical components of magnetic
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field intensity (fig. 22).

The electrokinematic diagram of a rather simple model of the M-I mag-
netic influence firing mechanism of a German mine is shown in fig. 23.
This firing mechanism reacts to the vertical component of a ship'F magnetic
field.

The reacting element of the firing mechanism is the magnetic indicator
on whose axis of rotation is secured the contact KTI. When the N end
(north) of the deflector tilts downward the KrI contact approaches the
fixed contact KH. When these contacts close an electric circuit is formed
through which the current from the electric battery goes to the firing
mechanism and causes it to operate.

Apart from the magnetic indicator the basic elements of the firing
mechanism are the battery with its chemical source of current, the safety
instruments, and the detonator.*

* A description of the elements in the firing mechanism is offered
only in the discussion of the magnetic influence firing mechanism, there-
fore in the following we will give only a simplified block diagram of
firing mechanisms operating on other principles, bearing in mind that
their elements operate analogously.

The battery with its current derived from chemical sources consists Z54
of series c-nnected galvanic cells. The number of these cells depends on
the voltage necessary to insure reliable operation of the firing mechanism
circuit during its nrojected service life. The safety instruments are
installed in the firinp mechanism for safe hondling of the mine on shipboard.

Most safety instruments are designed on the hydrostatic principle. After
laying the mine at the required derth the spring which holds the hydrostatic
rod is compressed by the pressure of the water on the hydrostatic disk of
the instrument and the rod commences to move. As it does so the contacts
secured to it which cut in the mine firing mechanism to the electric
battery are closed. The hydrostatic arming delay mechanism is designed
to switch the mine firinp mechanism from the Dessive to operating condition.
This is achieved by switching in the battery to the firing mechanism circuit
only after the previously set time period has expired.

A special clock capable of operating over a nrolonged period of time is
ordinarily used as a hydrostatic arming delay mechanism. This clock begins
to run only afler the mine has been submerged in the water. The operatinp
time of such a clock can be set to run for from several minutes to several
months. Electric contacts which are closed after the set time has expired
are connected to the clock mechanism and cut in the electric battery of the
mine firing mechanism circuit, putting it into firing condition.

Electrochemical devices, which are more reliable in operation than tim-
ing mechanisms and can function over a longer period of time, can be used
as hydrostatic arming delay mechanisms. However, the operating cycle
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the mine is not supposed to explode. The period delay mechanism is a special
integrating mechanism on which can be set a certain number of blank responses,
such as 2L, for example. In this cpse the mine will detonate only on the
25th response of the firing mechanism. Z55

Setting the period delay mechanism unquestionably postpones the instaht
the ship is blown up by a mine. On the other hand, a considerable amount
of time and effort is required to destroy mines with period delay mechanisms
in which a certain number of blank responses have been set. But the import-
ant thing is that the installation in mines of delay mechanisms introduces
the element of uncartainty for the enemy since he can never be certain
that the mine menace in the swept area has been eliminated.

It is not hard to imagine what effort is required of minesweepers that
have undertaken to destr y such mines. Unsuccessful passes above the mines
may be made for several months and they will continue to rest on the bot-
tom of the sea, their power supply disconnected by the period delay mech-
anism. Following that it may be required to make still more passes of
unknown number over each mine to exhaust all the blank responses set in the
mine period delay mechanism.

Mowver, if one attempts to detonate the mine by exploding plpne dropped
charges adjacent to it the mine co-tains a built-in safety element for this
eventuality which disconnects the detonator from the firing mechanism.

Special anticountermining devices are used in German mines as protec-
tion against disarming and for preserving the operating secret of the firing
mechpnism.The operating principles of these devices differed. For example,
they may be triggered by sounds produced by the frogman who approaches the
mine, by the sun's rays, by contact with the mine, or by attemnts to
rpise them.Most often, however, these devices are activated by attempts to
remove some screw or device from the mine.

It should be pointed out that a mechanism for automatically regulating
its sensitivity is inserted in the magnetic influence firing mechanism.
This is attributable to the fact that the marnitude of the earth's magnetic
field varies in different places in which mines may be Iid. Therefore,
the firing mechanism should independentlv deermine the magnitude of the
magnetic field at the point where the mine is set and adjust its sensitiv-
ity accordingly.

Let us discuss how a mine's magnetic influence firing mechanism operates
on the approach of a ship. When the ship moves toward the mine the magni-
tude of its magnetic field becomes great enough to turn the NS magnetic
needle until contact KII touches contact KH. With these two contacts L56
closed the electrical current from the battery positive terminal goes
through the closed contact of the safety instrument (in fig. 23 this con-
tact is shown before the mine is set in the open or reference position),
the contacts KH and Kr!, the snap spring and the axis of the lver with sli-
ding contact, the abutment screw, and thence to windings B2 and B1. From
here the current passes through the windings of the fixed coil II and



coil III of the electrodynamic relay to the closed time delay contacts of
the period delay mechanism and the hydrostatic arming delay mechanism,
and finally to the minus terminal of the electric battery.

In passinL' through the blocking windings B2 and BI the current produces
an electromagnetic field which influences the magnetic needle in the same
direction as does the ship's field. As a consequence, the needle conmresses
the contact KIT securely against contact KH.

In the electrodynamic relay windings the current produces an electro-
magnetic field which deflects the movable coil relative to the fixed coil.
Contact B, which is connected with the movable coil, will be closed when
the latter is deflected with fixed contact C. On closing these contacts
there is produced a current circuit from the electric battery via the
winding of the electromagnet of the period delay mechanism. The latter is
activated and moves the pin on its scale, thereby counting off one blank
response of the mine's influence fir'ng mechanism. Simultaneously with
this the hold time contact of the period delay mechanism, which disconnects
the minus terminal of the battery from the firing mechanism circuit for
40-45 seconds, is opened.

During this period of time the firinr mechanism cannot be trip'ered
repeatedly. This is done so that the firing mechanism may be trigve-ed
only once during one pass of the ship (or sweep) and its period delay
mechanism may register correctly that the ship or sweep has passed over
the mine once.

Following the closure of the time lag contact of the period delay
mechanism the firing device is agpin ready to receive the magnetic field
of the next ship. When all the blank responses fed into the period delay
mechanism are exhausted contact K will disconnect the winding of the elec-
tromagnet from the electric battery circuit and will connect the mine det-
onator circuit to it. The following resoonse of the firing mechanism will
explode the mine.

Induction type influence firing mechanisms in mines. This kind of L57
firing mechanism also responds to the ship's magnetic field. However,
it does not respond to the magnitude of this field but to its rate of change
durinp the passage of the ship above the mine (fig. 24). ihe reacting ele-
ment in the induction firinc mechanisms is not a magnetic needle but an
induction coil consistinp of a metallic core on which is wound a large
number of turns of fine, well insulated wire. The core is usually of metal
with high magnetic permeability.

As the ship moves above the mine the lines of force of its magnetic
field cut across the windings of the induction coil and induce an electro-
motive force in them. If a galvanometric relay of high sensitivity is
connected to the ends of this winding a current will flow through the loop
of the relay. The relay will be triggered and will connect the electric
battery through the auxiliary instrument to the detonator, which will cause
the mine to explode.
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Fig. 24. Block diagram of an induction type influence detonator of

a foreign made mine.
1. Induction coil; 2. relpy; 3. electric battery; 4. detonator.

The electric circuits of induction firin' mechanisms can be complicated.
Clever magnetic field changes may be programmed to trigger them; these
changes are characteristic only of a ship's field and difficult to reproduce
even with the aid of the most modern devices for destroyinp mines. L58

Induction firin mechanisms, like magnetic firing mechanisms, are
equipped with period delay mechanisms and arming delay devices.

A ship's acoustic field. The ship is a powerful source of noise. The
noises are created from the operation of numerous mechanims inside the
ship's hull. Vibrations and oscillations of the ship's engine supports
are transmitted through the ship's hull to the water. A ship's propeller
rotating in the water at great speed produces a powerful noise. As a ship
moves, the water current flowing about its hull and the ocean waves produce
great noises. The noises from a ship are pronagated a considerable distance
and produce an acoustic field about it.

£he aqueous space in which the acoustic pressure forces are detected is

called the hydroacoustic field but in our account we shall refer to it as

the acoustic field.

The magnitude of the acoustic field is measured in physical units known
as bars. One bar is a magnitude of aco-stic pressure with a force of one
dyne acting upon an area of one souare centimeter. A dyne is the force
which imparts to a mass of one gram an acceleration of one cM/sec2 .

To perceive this magnitude it will be recalled that the Dressure on the
human ear drum in ordinary convrsation is registered as one bar.
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We shall now consider how the formation of acoustic pressure occurs
in water from the effect of some source of noise, such as the oscillation
of the plating in the underwater part of the ship's hull.

If we consider an individual portion of this platinp it can be compared
with a steel membrane secured on the edges. One side of this membrane faces
the inside of the hull and the other side is in contact with the water (fig 25).

If this membrane is caused to oscillate, for example if a blow is struck
against its left side, than on bending to the right it will create in the
water layer adjacent to it a so-celled excessive pressure or compression.
When the membrane is bent to the left by resilient elastic forces a "rare-
faction" is created in the water layer adjacent to it.

Oscillations caused in any one spot by the water medium are not /59
limited to that place but spread in all directions. The extension of
"compressions" and "rarefactions" is P lonritudinpl wave-like movement dur-
ing which the particles of water will oscillate bout its position of
equilibrium.
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Fir. 25. Formation of acoustic waves when a portion of a ship's
hull oscillates.

1. Water; 2. compression-rarefaction-co-ression-rarefaction; 3.
oscillations of medium particles; 4. direction of propapAtion of
waves; 5. length of wave; 6. ship's hull plating.

Each particle of water with inertia transmits oscillations to the
neighboring particle with a certain amount of delay, therefore the acoustic
pressure is distributed into the surrounding medium as a longitudinal wave
moving at a certain rate.

The mean rate of propagation of acoustic waves in water is about 1500
meters/sec. in water these waves spread much more slowly: the average
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speed of motion is about 330 meters/sec. The number of complete oscilla-
tions completed in one sec-nd is known as the frequency of oscillations.
The accepted unit of frequency is a physical magnitude known as a hertz#
it is the frequency whereby one full oscillation occurs in one second.
For example, if 1,000 complete oscillations take place in one second we
say the frequency is equal to 1,000 hertz or one kilohertz.

To get some idea of the range of acoustic frequencies existing in /60
nature it will be pointed out that the human ear is capable of Derceiving
and transmitting to the brain as audibly sensed sound only those oscilla-
tions which range in frequency from 16 hertz to 20,000 hertz -- the range
of audible frequencies. Oscillations with a frequency below 16 hertz (in-
frasonic) cannot be heard by the human ear -- this is the low frequency
band. Frequencies above 20,000 hertz (ultrasonic) are likewise imr-rcep-
tible to the human ear -- this is the high frequency band.

If the source radiates acoustic oscillations on one frequency these
oscillations are heard as a definite sound. An increase in the frequency
of scillations is perceived as an increased tone in the sound.

If the source or several sources produce acoustic pressure oscillations
at all frequencies the overall result is perceived as noise. The ship
is the source of noise in a broad rpnge of frequencies. The intensity of
noise in the band of audio frequencies of from 101 hertz to 5,000 hertz is
especially great. Ship's noises of different types have their individual
peculiarities. In the case of fast ships the higher frequencies are more
intensively manifested, and in the case of slow ships, e.g. transports, the
lower frequencies are more prominent.

The noises of individual mechanisms are also different. For exarple,
the noise of an electric motor has sharply expressed high freouencies,
while punvs in the hold and the diesel engine exude noises in the low fre-
quency band. One source of low frequency waves is the basic vibration of
large areas of the ship's hull. Low frequency oscillations can be propa-
gated in water through very great distances. This quality of low frequency
oscillations is utilized in the construction of foreign influence mines.

Audio frequency oscillations are produced in large part by the different
ship's mechanisms and engines and comprise the most concentrated part of
the noise spectrum of all classes of ships. Audio frequencies are propa-
gated through great distances frin ships, hence they are very widely used
in influence firing mechanism.

The idea prevails that silence dominates the underwater deol ha. This
is not so. The underwater region is distinguished by its especial "sonor-
ousness", and acoustic waves are capable at great distances to warn a mine
about the approach of a ship. Fig. 26 snows a sample curve of changes in
acoustic pressure magnitude as a function of a ship's distance to the noise
receiver.

L61
As we can see from the diagram the greatest pressure is observed at the
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moment the ship passes above the receiver. The magnitude of acoustic pres-
sure compared with the magnitude of the constant hydrostatic pressure in
the deep is insignificant. For example, whereas at a depth of 15 meters
the hydrostatic pressure is about 1.5 million bars, at this same depth the
value of acoustic pressure produced by a ship may amount to a total of
only several hundred bars. It is possible to distinguish such a small
acoustic pressure against the background of greater magnitudes of hydrosto-
tic pressures because audio receivers react only to Pressures that change
in magnitude; they do not react to the constant hydrostatic pressure, regard-
less of how great its magnitude.

In passing over from one medium to another the greater part of the
oscillating energy is reflected from the interface surface and only a
small part of the energy penetrates into the second medium. For exaavle,
when audio frequencies from the air pas into the water only about one
one-thousandth of the total audio energy penetrates into the water, there-
fore the different sounds appearing in the air have very little influence
on receivers located under water. The reflections of acoustic oscillations
off the bottom and the surface of the sea are very intensive.
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Fig. 26. Curves of changes in magnitudes of acoustic noise pressure
as a ship aporoaches the receiver (according to the G"rman
journal "Deutsche Akademie der Luftfahrtforschung," June,1942)
Key: 1. Ship; 2. pressure magnitude in bars; 3. reduction
in noise; 4. increased noise; 5. noise receiver; 6. distance

in meters.

The main source of high frequencies (ultrasonic) is the propeller.
The propeller radiates high frequencies with especial intensity when it /62
begins to cavitate at high rotational speeds in water (Propeller cavitation
is a phenomenon associated with the formation in the water of low pressure
cavities on the blades of a rapidly rotating ship propeller). In the process
there are formed numerous low pressure "bubble" which, on breaking loose
from the propeller blades, are carried away by the current into the region
of increased hydrostatic pressure and are instantaneously contracted, i.e.
they "collapse" and disappear. The process of such disappeerance of'bubbles"
is accompanled by a unique type of hydraulic shock. The anplication of a
large number of such shocks results in a characteristic hissing sound --
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a high fresuency noise which attains marked intensity at high sneeds of
propeller rotation.

As high frequency acoustic oscillations spread they encounter consider-
ably more obstacles along their oath than is true of low frequency and
audio oscillations. Even small organisms, water bubbles, and inorganic
particles, of which the ocean has so many, ar- obstacles.

In overcoming these obstacles along its path high frequency oscilla-
tions are partially reflected from them and partially absorbed, and only
an insignificant amount of energy penetrates through. In this connection
the boundaries of the water space in which high frequency oscillptions are
propagated can be conceived as being in the form of a loop limited by the
interior part of the cone whose axis passes through the ship's propellers
(fig. 27). As a result of this directivity characteristic of high frequency
noise radiated by the ship's propeller influence mines are adquately prepared
to differentiate by this sign the noise of ships from all other interferences
and to explode underneath the propellers.

Fig. 27. Acoustic field of a ship and a sketch of its effects on

an acoustic influence mine.
Key: 1. Noise receivers; 2. low and audio frequency oscillations;

3. high frequency oscillations.

Acoustic type influence firing mechanisms of mines. For an acoustic
firing mechanism to operate (fig. 2e) it is necessary, first of all to
convert the oscillating movements of the receiver membrane into electrical
sionals. This can be done with the aid of a soecial electromechAnicel
device -- the hydrophone.

While the hydrophone membrane is in the idle state a direct current
flows through the carbon powder in the hydrophone capsule and the orimary
winding of the transformer; that current does not produce a voltage on the
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secondary wndn of the transformer.
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Fig. 28. Block diagrm of an acoustic type influence firinp mechanism
in a foreign mine

Key: 1. tydrophone; 2. membrane; 3. qudio oressure is converted

into motion of the membrane; h. carbon powder; 5. trAnsformer;
e. relay; 7. electric battery; P. electrodes; 9. direct
current source; 10. detonator.

When the acoustic pressure acts unon the membrane the latter begins to
oscillate. As the membrane vibrates the capsule electrode connected to it

compresses the carbon powder and pulls away away from it. When the !64
powder is comnressed the carbin grains are pressed tiP-tly apainst one
another and the number of points of contact between them increases thereby
reducinp the electrical resistance of the Dowder. When the electrode moves
in the opposite direction the carbon Pranules separate and the electrical
resistance increases; therefore, during each period of oscillition the
strength of the current in the electrical circuit increases and decreases.

PesoVo0cWhj

Fig. 29. Vibration type acoustic receiver of the German C-type mine

Key: 1. Electrodes; 2. carbon nowder; 3. reinforcing shoulder;

4. resonant weights; 5. base.

In this case the alternating current passes through the primary winding

of the tr:4nsformer producing a vol+age on the secondary winding which is
then used in the mine firing mpchanism circuit as a signal warniuC it of tne



the anoroach of a noise source. In this case a current will flow through
the relay loop; the relay is activated thereby and cuts in the electric
battery through the auxiliary instruments to the detonator which causes
the mine to explode.

Carbon hydrophones are ordinarily used for listening to the sounds
of ships in the audio frequency band. Acoustic recivers of a more complex
design are used for the reception of frequencies above and below the audio
band.

The vibration type receiver shown in fig. 29 is secured to the inner
wall of the mooringmine shell and senses its vibrations when it is acted
upon by the noise of the ship. The foreign literature carries information
to the effect that mines in the high frequency band are not limited merely
to "listening" but in turn can "hum" producing high frequency oscillations
so as to create an echo from the ship's hull nd thereby be certain that
a ship is actually located over the mine. But in doinr so they run the ris-
of being detected by the ship's sonar bearinp indicators.

If the shin succeeds in picking up the noise of a mine operatinp mechan-
ism it will atterpt every measFre to destroy or avoid it.

Thus, there can be a duel between ships Pnd underwater Putomptic devices
of mines which either "make a noise" to produce an echo everywhere or
"are silent" and hear their own echo.

Influence mines whose operating principle is based on the varied pro-
perties of the acoustic field have certain advantapeF over the mavnetic
mines; the aco stic field spreads over considerably gr'ater distances than
the magnetic field, the-efore it permits one to construct firing mechanisms
with an extensive operatinr zone. In addition, the ship can easily be
demagnetized but it is difficult to "de-noise." For this very reas-n most
influence firin- mechanisms used in World War II have been built on the
acoustic principle of operation or contain an acoustic receiver in one of
the ch-nnels of the c'n' natinn tyne influence firinr mechanism. In such
case the simultpneous action of sev-ral fields of the ship or their action
in a certain sequence are required to exnlode the mine.

The ship's hydrodynamic field. When in motion a ship displaces a cer-
tain volume of water. Simultaneously with this there apoears a free space
behind the stern of the vessel. The liberated space carved out on the water
surface by the ship's hull and which is similar to a "ch-nnel" is immediete-
ly filled in by the surrounding water.

Therefore, as the ship moves through the water there seems to be two
new currents: the displacement current in the bow portion of the vessel
and the "refill" current in the stern portion.

The flow of water from the source of displacement to the filling area
brings about a re-distribution of velocities of particles in the water
surrounding the vessel. As a result, the hydrodynamic pressure increases
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in the bow area of the ship, decreases under the center portion of the
ship's hull, and again increases in the stern portion of the ship (fig. 30b).

Pressure changes in the water with the movement of the ship can easily
be measured by means of instruments resemblinp ordinary manometers. L66

0

Fig. 30. Changes in the magnitude of the hydrodynamic field of a ship
(According to data by the Journal La Revue Maritime, 1956)

a. Distribution of reduced hydrodynamic field pressure in a horizontal
plane around a shiD in millimeters of ater colum; b. characteristic
curve of change in hydrodynamic pressure in vertical Dlane underneath

a ship.

Fig. 30a. describes the lines of equal pressure of a hydrodynamic
field of a ship displacing about 1200 tons. These measurements were made
at a depth of 8-12 meters during the passage of a ship at a speed of 9 knots.

The hydrodynamic field extends laterally from the ship to some consider-
able distance. For example, according to a 1956 issue of La Revue Maritime,
a French journal, a cruiser with a displacement of about 10,000 tons travel-
ing at a speed of 21 knots in an ocean area with a depth of 12-15 meters L67
can cause a reduction in pressure by 5 mm of water coluam even at a dis-
tance of 500 meters to the right and left of its position.

The manitudes of the hydrodynamic fields of different ships denends
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on their speed and displacement. With an increase in the speed and greater
lateral section of the immersed portion of the ship's hull chpnges in the
dynamic pressure are more pronounced. in addition, with a reduction in the
depth of the area in which the ship is sailing the bottom hydrodynamic
pressure created by it increases.

Hydrodynamic firin' mechanisms. The hydrodynamic oressure receiver
of an influenc:e firinp mechanism in the Oyster ty e foreign built mine
consists of two compartments, A and B (fig. 31). Compartment A is made of
an elastic material, such as rubber, for examnle. Comoartment B has a
constant volume and is made of metal; in the center it has a thin flexible
baffle, the membrane M. The membrane divides compArment B into two spaces
which are joined together by channel A\, which has a very small diameter.
The channel serves to equalize the pressures slowly in the sp.ces on both
sides of the membrane.
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Fiv. 31. BlocV diagram of a hydrodynamic influence tyne firinp
mechanism in the Oyster, a German made mine.
Key: 1. Electric battery; 2. detonator.

The moving contact TIn is secured to the membrne, and the fixed con-
tqct is secured to a special support. The space between the contpcts is
very small -- of the order of tenths of a millimeter.

The elastic compartment is directly in contact with the water, there-
fore when the mine is submerged this chamber has decreased volume due to
the water pressure.

Because of the decreased volme of the elastic compartment A the pres-

sure in the upper hollow of the metallic chamber B increases. Under the L68
influence of this pressure the membrane M will be bent downward and the
space between the c'ntacts KH and Kfl will increase.
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After the mine is submerged and lies on the bottom the pressure on
both sides of the membrane begins to equilize slowly via channel %.

When equilibrium attains in the system the membrane, which is under
the influence of elastic forces, returns to the middle (original) position.
As this takes place there will be observed an increase in pressure in all
compartments whose magnitude depends on the depth where the mine was laid.

4hen a ship passes over the mine there is a rapid decrease in the
internal pressure on the elastic chamber. As this takes place the pres-
sure in the spaces of chamber B which are divided by a membrane fails to
become equalized through channel f which has a small diameter and the
membrane, which has bent upward, closes contacts KH and KTi. The contacts
are switched into an electric circuit and feed a singla for the further
action of the mine firine mechanism. If the wires from the contacts are
switched into the electric detonator circuit the current from the electric
batteries, on closing this circuit, will pass through the detonator which
then explodes the mine.

We have considered the simplest version of a Dressure receiver. More
complex receivers can react to a soecific oro-rpm of change in increased
and reduced pressures observed with the passage of a ship.

Tidal flow and waves can oroduce marked changes in the hydrodynamic
oressures at various depths. For example, under certain conditions the
length of ocean waves and their amplitude attain such magnitudes at which
bottom hydrodynamic pressures become completely commensurable in magnitude
and duration with pressures that develop when a ship has passed. Accord-
in'ly, hydrodynamic receivers are usually used in circuits of combi-ption
type in'luence firing mechanisms (in combination with acoustic, induction,
and other kinds of receivers) to provide reliable protection for mines
against pseudo triggering.

Nev oneratin;' principles in influence tvoe mine firing mechanisms. £69
Influence firing mechanisms can be triggered not only by shints magnetic,
acoustic, and hydrodynamic fields but Also by other fields and ohysicpl vhe-
nomena appearing in the water when a surface vessel or submarine passes by.

Ideas are set forth in foreign naval literature about the possibility
of developing new kinds of firing mechanisms the basis of which will be
highly sensitive receivers capable or reacting to changes in temperature,
the composition of the water durinr the nassage of the ship over the mine,
luminous and optical changes, variation in the intensity of cosmic rays, etc.

La revue Maritime carried an article in 195pY which contained a table
in which were shown possible types of action by a ship on mine firing
mechanisms. Temperature changes with the passage of a ship above a mine
are due to the fact that it radiates thermal energy into the water. But
these chan-es can only be noted at diet nces of only several meters Away
from the ship because water is a poor conductor of heat.



The composition of water after the passage of a ship can change due to
the discharge into the water of oils, gases, and the like from the differ-
ent machinery. Obviously, ships which have jet engines for their Dower
plants, as well as wneines which operate on hydrogen peroxide will leave
a distinct wake behind them.

Luminous ootical changes on the passage of a ship are due to the fact
that during daylight the vessel produces an area of reduced illumination
or shadow in the water beneath it. By this shadow the luminous and optical
receiver of an influence firinp mechanism of a mine can establish that a
ship is located above it.

Distribution of the radiant energy of light waves in water deoends,
primarily, on its transparency, therefore the depth of light penetration
in different waters varies. The optical properties of natural waters change
within very broad limits. The waters of the ocean are very transparent,
while coastal waters and river waters are very turbid.

Cosmic rays are the invisible strangers from outer space. They con-
sist of a flow of charged particles. Possessed of collosal enerKv, cosmic
rays nenetrate to the earth's atmosphere, reach the surface of the earth,
and penetrate into the depths of the waters. According to La Revue Mari-
time, these rays can readily be detected with the aid of asecial appara- Z70
tus at a depth of about. 60 meters. Influence firinF mechanisms of "cos-
mic mines" utilize phenomena associated with the fact that a ship in
passing over a mine creates underneath its bottom an area of reduced inten-
sity of flow of cosmic rays or a "cosmic shade." ReactinR to this shade,
the influence firin- mechanism of the mine can establish that a ship is
present above it and exolodes the mine. Mines of this type can operpte
indeoendentlv of the time of day or night because cosmic rays are constan-
tly arriving from outer space.

Information is lacking in the table as to the possibilities of utilivinp
radiowaves for activating influence firinr mechanisms. This is explained,
obviously, by the fact that radiowaves cannot readily penetrate into the
depths of the sea, and that their penetration into water deteriorates as
the frequency increases. However, it is known that attempts have been
made to use radio for underwater communications. In these cases zowerful
radio sets were used which operated at very low frequencies.

Given the present state of scientific and technical thinking it has
become possible to utilize practically all the known phvsical fields for
influence firing mechanisms of mines.

In recent years new instruments have been produced in the United States
and Britain for use in measuring magnetic, acoustic, hydrodynamic, cosmic,
and other fields; noiseless launch-borne test benches have been developed
to measure distant acoustic fields under various hydrological conditions.
In addition, special soundproof basins have been uilt and equipped with
high frequency gear for measurink infra and ultra sounds.
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The physical fields of ships contain many other properties as yet

unstudied which can be identified and apzulied to mine production practices.
Therefore, the problem of studying the physical fields of ships is very
important and is of great significance in the production and development
of new types of mines, as well as in developing means to counter them.

DEALING WITH MINES

Mines are dangerous underwater weapons and shorld be combatted by all
possible means. Modem anti-mine defenses include measures directed toward
combattine the carriers of enemy mines, insurinp continued observation
of areas of possible minefields, searchinp for mines, and reconnoitering
minefields which have been secretly nlanted by the enemy. In addition, L71
anti-mine defenses call for the destruction of mines and producing indi-
vidual defenses for ships.

Active warfare against enemy minefields consists in destroyinp carriers

of mines at their bases, while en route to the areas to be mined, as well
as while they are laying mines.

Anti-mine obse-vation insures the timely detection of mine carriers
and provides an opportunity to counter them and to determine the time
and olace where the mines are planted. With this aim in view the most
important sea lines of communication are equioped with special radar
equipment for the detection of airborne carriers and the places where
mines were dropped in the water. Acoustic devices are placed under water
for the purpose of detecting mine-laying submarines.

The search for mines is conducted to determine in which areas the

enemy has secretly nlanted minefields or placed individualmines and to
insure that ships Pre deflected from beinp on a collison course with them;
another objective is to facilitate the destruction of mines.

Durinv World War I various search devices we-e utilized 1y froemen
to locate mines, including probes, metal locators, etc.

Attempts were undertaken in the United States and Britain afrer the
war to locate mines by means of metal locators towed by ships. The loca-
tors created their own electromagnetic field which, in the presence of
mines with a steel shell, was distorted. Distortion of the field was
registered by instruments carried in the ship. However, it was not always
possible to pick up mines by this method.

In recent years the foreign press has reported ever greater successes
in the develoiment of mine searching equinment. It was suggested that
frogmen equipped with special instruments be more widely used. Apparently
the employment of frogmen to search out mines on the ocean bottom proved
to be the more simple and reliable method. In addition, the frogman
can evaluate a situation and, if required, can destroy the mine. In doing
so, the most complete assurance can be obtained as to the absence of any



mine menace in the inspected zone.

In attempting to destroy mines using various special tvne mine L72
destroying devices one does not know whether there is a mine on the bottom
or not. After a minesweeper has made several sweeps over a mine in order
to remove all the blank resoonses inserted into the period delay mechanism
there is no complete assurance that all mines have been swept.

Sucr'ess in the use of the various means for locating mines depends
on the conditions in which one has to search for mines, as well as on the
capacity of the mines themselves to avoid detection or actively to counter
detection.

* a

Fig. 32. Searching for mires from the air by helicopter

The same French magazine indicated that throu'h the use of sonar
equipment, for examole, it 4s oosible to detect the Pre'ence of only those
mines which are floating at not excessive deoths. It is very difficult
for sonar detection gear to locate a mine -n the ocean bottom, especially
in those cases where it is covered with a layer of silt or marine growth.

For seeking out mines foreign navies are making constantly greater
use of underwater television equipment from surface vessels sailing at
slow speed, as well as from helicopters and dirigibles. The method of search-
ing out mines from the air is compAratively s~fe for the observers (fir. 32).
La Aevue Varitime cites information about various types of searchars
operating on the induction, acoustic, and other principles.

However, to insure safety in the channel through which the shio is
to pass preference has been shown, thus far, for the use of divers to make
underwater investigations. Accordinplv, the foreign press places great
store in the development of equipment for the rapid transnortation LTh
of the diver under water and supvlyinr him with ins'ruments for detecting
mines at great distances.

Individual types of motor equinment (fir. 3) are used as means for
the rapid transfer of a diver; the speed mnd direction of movement of the
equipment is controlled by the diver. There are also several designs

of underwater vanes or sleds for divers which it is proposed to tow under-
water behind a ship or by a helicopter. The results of observation will



be transmitted by the diver via telephone to the ship towing hiwi. La Revue
Maritime al~so states that in the fo-eign fleets there have been designed
several models of midget submarines and equipment for underwater investi-
gations equipped with gear for optical, acoustic, and magnetic detection
of mines.
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Minesweeping. Destruction of mines is one of the more important
measures in an anti-mine defense system; it is carried out for the purpose
of eliminating the mine menace or reducing it in the ship's navigatinr
area. The task of destroying mines at the present time devolves mainly
on a special class of surface vessels -- the minesweepers. Aircraft,
helicopters, and dirigibles can be enlisted for this purpose also.

The main equipment used for destroyinr mines is P special device
called the sweep. Sweeps are subdivided into the contact type used for
sweeping moored mines snd the influence sweeps used for sweening bottom
plnnted influence mines. There are, in addition, sweeps thpt are used
for collecting floating mines.

In the process of developing sweeping equipment in the battle between
the mine and sweeping equipment victory has alternately shifted frorm one
competitor to the other.

'he most reliable means for sweeping moored mines Pre considered to be
devices which cut or destroy the mooring line with an explosive charge.
The cutting sweep, used in single sweep towing (fir. 34), is equipped with
a so-cplled otter board; this device deflects the sweep to one sidein order
to encompass a more extensive area. The sweeping portion is provided
with cutters which sever the mooring line of the mine to be swept. In
this case the mine shell floats to the surface and is then readily destroyed.
But the moorinp rope can be protected against the sweep and then becomes L76
extremely difficult to cut. During World War II the Germans jacketed the
moorinr rope with steel tubes or used steel chains instead of the conven-
tional mooring line.
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Fig. 3h. British cutting type trawl
1. Depressor; 2. sweeping part; 3. mine; h. sweep cutter; 5. otter

board; 6. buoy.
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Bottom influence mines can be swept only by influence type sweeps
whose operating principle is based on the capacity of thr sweep to re-
produce the physicsl field which to some depree resembles the physicpl
field of a ship or to create an effect in the water environment similar to
that of a ship passing by (shadow, wake, etc).

During World War II magnetic sweeps were used for sweeping influence
type magnetic mines. The German type magnetic sweep, for example, con-
sisted of a magnet or electromagnet towed behind the m-nesweeper at a
safe distance (fig. 35a). The size of the field of such a sweep should be
considerably greater than that of the largest ship in order to produce
an explosion of even low sensitivity mines which respond to a magnetic
field.
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FiF. 35. Sweeps for destroying infli:ence type magnetic and induction
type mines.

Key: 1. Electromapnet; 2. minesweeper; 3. winch; 4. short branch;
5. lone branch; 6. float; 7. minesweeper; R. electrode.
a. German electromagnetic sweep; b. open electromagnetic

U.S. type L sweep.

In sweeping for induction type mines the Americans developed an open
electromagnetic L-sweep (fig 35b) which is capable of reproducing a mag-
netic field whose magnitude and rate of change can be regulated by a
certain propram necessary for sweeping mines.

Acoustic sweeps are powerful radiators of noise at different frequencies.
The operating condition of the radiators is also regulated in accordance
with a certain program.

Floating mines are swept using a special net type sweep similar to
those used in fishing. All of the sweeps mentioned can be used not only
on minesweepers but helicopters, as well. According to foreign press
reports tests conducted in the United States involving heavy helicopters
for towing sweeps have demonstrated that such craft can indeed conduct
sweeping operations even in very rough seas when minesweepers are unable
to leave port. Z77

Mine butwers are ordinarily used for destroyi-g unknown types of mines.

These are shins of special design or rebuilt cArgo vessels on which
special equipment is installed to produce powerful magnetic, acoustic, and
other fields; gdditional waterticht bulkheads ars constructed to iwrove
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its ability to remain afloat when damaged. A mine is exploded by the
passage of a mine exploding vessel in its vicinity. During such sweeps
the personnel are usually housed in the upper compartments of the ship and
in places best protected against the effects of an exploding mine.

During World War II one of the more important tasks in anti-mine defense
was to provide individual protection for ships against influence mines.
This question has not lost its importance even now.

We know from foreign naval literature that ships have various devices
for protection against mines. By way of examnle La Revue Martime reports
that in order to protect a ship against influence mines at the present
time the physical fields of a ship are artificially reduced or intensified
to magnitudes at which the influence type firing mechanisms of mines
designed for a normal field intensity will not be triggered at All or
will be Activated at some distance away where the explosion of a mine is
not dangerous to the ship. In addition, special ship towed devices Pre
used which are supposed to deflect mines away from the ship's hull, or
which explode influence mines a safe distance away.

However, the presently known 1-dividual protective devices c'nnot
insure complete safety to ships against exploding mines.

Suffice it to say that especially sensitive mines can operate apainst
ships -iith a reduced field and special low sensitivity mines can operate
areinst ships with reduced field intensities. Paravanes are not very
effective against new types of mines and in some instances they even have
a negative effect because some mines explode as soon as they are embraced
ir the paravane. Mine fields are nsuallv made up of diffe-ent kinds of mines.

The number of different combinations of mine firing mechanisms designed

to respond to the effect of several different fields of a ship is literally
infinite, hence it is very difficult in practice to divine the many /78
possible variations of mines that cov}ld be used and insure adequate pro-
tection for a ship. Even special type minesweeoers and barrage breaVers
are not capablp of carrying at the some time all the equipment necessary
as protection against mines or to destroy them.

EXPLOITS OF NAVY MJhN SPECIALISTS

At the beFinning of the Oreat Patriotic War despite the fact that

Germany had a variet of mines at the very outset Pnd the fact that their
submarines, aircraft and surface vessels planted tremendous numbers of mines
in the seas, rivers, and lakes, they neve-theless failed to disorganize
Soviet shicping and could not innobillze naval operations. The contribut-
Ions of our naval mine experts in this regard were by no means modest;
they performed many heroic deeds in carryinr out their assignments.

The duty of the mine expert is by no mears an easy one; it is fraught
with extreme danger. The saying goes that these people can make a mistake
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only once. The smallest error can lead to the explosion of a mine.
These experts should have master, of their specialty, be capable of dis-
arming various kinds of nines, possess ingenuity in disarming mines of
unknown design, and be daring and resourceful. Precautionary measures
should alwqys be uppermost in his mind. Haste and indifference could
prove fatal. Disarming new tvoes or enemy mines was a very important
kind of mine reconnaissance during the war period. Not knowing the con-
struction of the mine it was impossible to know whether the tactical
procedures and mine sweepinv methods were correct. In addition, the
enemy frequently changed the system of firinr mechanisms in the mines.

At the beginning of the war when there were still no solid information
aE to the tvpe of m4nes planted by the enemy, M. I. Ivanov, a mine specia-

list attached to the Black Sea fleet, successfully disarmed a G-rman
magnetic mine, thereby solving its secret.

In the fall of 191 in the Novorossiysk region a German aircraft
had planted some bottom mines. The point of drop hnd been precisely det-
ermined. Divers descended to the sea bottom, locpted on of the mines Z79
and, carefully securing a long line to it, towed the missile awpy to a
shpllow area , and then hauled it ashore. 'he mine proved to be of unknown
design. To determine whether it was equipoed with some kind of del-yed
action device it was isolated on the shore. Follow4n that, mine srecial-
ists attached to the Black Sea fleet and master enrineer-electr ician
r. T. Lishnevskiy and Sr. Lt. S. I. Bogachek proceeded to disarm it.
Exercisinp every care these specialists extracted the internal workinrs
using special non-magnetic tools. The secret of the mine was revealed
-- it was an acoustic tyne mine.

On the following day the divers recovered a second such mine. Lish-
nevskiy and Bogachek decided to disarm it immediately. However, as they
approached the mine there was an unexpected explosion and both of these
brave mine specialists were killed. It seems that the Germans had begun
to use "booby traps" which exploded the mines as they were being disarmed.

On the Black, North, and Baltic Seas and on the Volga River, which
had a flow of freight durinp the war equivalent to more than ten rpilroad
lines, courageous npval mine exnerts disarmed many new models of enemy
mines, each time risking their lives in the cause of victory. However,
the enemy continue to -row more and more crafty. The fascists began to
instpll new types of decoy devices which were extremely difficult to deal
with. These instrimuents exploded the mines not only while they were being
disarmed but also when attempts were made to lift them off the ground
or to move them about.

In 1942 the situation in the Sevastopol area was very grave. They
enemy strived with might and main to disrupt communications between the
besieged city and the sea and laid down mines of an unknown type. The
naval experts were confronted with the difficult task of first finding
a mine and then disarming it in order to know how to cope with the menace.
In these difficult circumstances G. N. Okhrimenko, an officer of the
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Black See fleet, performed a very brave deed.

A mine was found during a diver's insnection of the sea bottom. There
arose the question of how to disarm it. An attemot to raise a similar
mine resulted in an explosion durinr which experienced mine specialists
were killed. It was then decided to disarm the mine under water. /80
Officer Okhrimenko volunteered to perform this task. After le-rning how
to dive he and some diver srecialists proceeded with the task at hand.
Several times durin- the week Okhrimenko dove to the 20-meter depth to com-
bat the "infernal machine" single handedly -- a wea-on which could go off
any moment at the slightest mistake. Enemy artillery wns firinF upon the
diver utility craft, which was hit several times. There was every danger
that the air hose supolying the diver with atmosoheric air would be damaged.
Kowever, Okhrinenko continued with his dangerous task and soon disarmed
the marnetic acoustic mine.

Fleet mine specialists performed numerous heroic exrloits in lavinp
m-ne fields and sweeping the seas for mines. Y~nesweeoinr under combat
conditions is an extremely dangerous operation for mi-esweeper Dersonnel
who are always in the forward echelon, exrosing themselves to the risk
of death frnm exploding mines and torpedoes. In addition, they can always
be fired upon by enemy ships and attacked by his planes.

Vast areas were mined during the war. To sweep these areas there was
often a shortage of personnel and equipment, and therefore minerweeDoers
could sweep, though not without great difficulty, only the more important
channels, thereby insuring the movement o" naval craft and freiehters
behind them.

1he service operations of mine specialists did not cease with the
end of the war. They are continuing in thiE effort even to the present
time. HPre is a sample incident that occurred in 19-3 in the lulf of
Finland. A rrerman in'luence tyne moored mine brokeloose durinp a storm and
drifted to the shore of one of the islands.

The task of disarmina the mine was entrusted to LTC Alyuksyutovich and
'-arrant Officer Melnitskiv. They were oblived to work under very difficult
c-nditions. Stnndinp waist deep in cold water these mine specialists pro-
ceeded with the disarming project. With difficulty they succeeded in loo-
sening the rusted screws of the safety device and tried to extract it
fr-m the orifice, but to no avail. The mine was still dangerous. The
impact of the seas against the shell of the mine triggered the firinf-
mechanism devices: a definite click was heard and an explosion at any
moment anpeered a possibility, hence the invortance of working fast. With
erperhuman effort the specialists pulled out the flange of the safety device.
Alyuksyutovich extended his arm into the opening, broke off the wires lead-
inF to the detonator, and thereby disarmed the mine. Lpl

There are, in addition, cases wherein floating mines suddenly appeared
in areas that had been thoroughly swept before. The following is one
such incident.
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Many mines were destroyed while sweeping in th, Gulf of Narva after the
war. It seemed that the gulf had been swept so carefully that the mine
menace there had finally been eliminated. In the fall of 1o5P, however,
mines began to pop up unexpectedly; they had broken loose from their
moorings and were floating on the surface. Ocassionally such mines were
even caught in the nets of fishermen. Mines were even observed floatinF
in the navigable channels as well. The vast water rerion had become
dangerous to navigation.

It was essential on a crash basis to establish the reason for the
sudden appearance of the mines and to correct the situation. One of the
causes was found. After a careful inspection of the danger area it
turned out that in 1943 in the lulf of Narva three German ships, which
were attempting to plant mines in the area, had been blown up by Soviet
planted mines. A reserve of moored mines remained on the decks of the
sunken vessels and around them. In time, the mooring lines had rusted
through causing the bodies of the mines to break loose from their moor-
ings and float to the surface. It was decided to destro)y this underwater
mine arsenal immediately.

Minesweepers passed over the sunken ships and dropred deDth charges.
An exrlosion of tremendous force followed And the mine mennce was finally
eliminated.

The exnlosion in the %ulf of Parva resounded like an echo of the war,
a splute to those who courageously and fearlessly, at the risk of their
lives, fought the mine danger throughout the war and continued to sweep
the seas in the postwar Dpriod.

PAIT II
TORPEDOES

UNDERWATER ATTACK WEAPON Z82

The modern torpedo is a weapon used by submArines, surface vessels,
and mine and tornedo laying aircraft which make it nossible quickly and
accurately to launch a powerful underwater attack arainst enemy shins.

This is a self-nropelled, self-controlled underwater projectile cqrrv-
in' an explosive charge in its forward portion. In contrast to mines the
torpedo can be used to attack the enemy at a particular moment in time;
and the targpt can be located beforehand from a great distance.

The modern torpedo is equipped with complex instruments which permit
i+ automatically to c-ntrol its own motion at a given derth and on a set
course, and sometimes to follow a Drescribed comrlex course.

Certain modern torpedoes havF homing system which pick up a target

and guide the torpedo to it. If the target attempts to dodge the tornedo
the homing system will change the course of the torpedo; the tornedo then
"Qvertakes" and strikes the target.
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Use of influence type firing mechanisms insures that a torpedo will
explode beneath a ship even if it does not impact directly against it.

Before the advent of torpedoes there was competition for a lonp time
between artillery shells and armor as a result of which gun calibers

increased rapidly and armor thickness was mpde corresnondinply thicker.
Subsequently, the developmeni of technology permitted increasing the quality
of armor which became the defense against artillery shells. In order to
destroy the powerful, thick armor oP enemy ships it was necessary to develop

some new kind of weapon.

An underwater hole resulting frim the explosion of a torpedo proved L83
much more danrerous than an above water surface hole from an artillery
hit because the crew of the ship had to contend with the water which rapid-

ly poured into the ship. The artillery shell did not have this same
capability because on plunging into the water it quickly loses its speed
and the flight direction imparted to it.

The weight of the explosive carried by a torpedo can be as much as
600 kr, and this is considerably greater than the amount carried in any

artillery shell.

Fig. 34. The Whitehead torpedo

The torpedo, which Itecame an organic weapon in the fleets of nractically
all nations in the 70's of the past century, has been subjected to continued
improvement for a pfriod of 90 years and has become one of the most effect-
ive means for the destruction of the lprgest warships and merchant vessels.

Fig. 37. Russian naval torpedo

The first self-propelled mine (torpedo) in the world w.as develoned
in Russia by the famous Russian inventor, T. F. Aleksandrovsl-iy, who in
IQ65 submitted a detailed plan for a torpedo to the naval ministry. One

year later, Whitehead, an Enalishman, announced that he had invented the
toroedo. In spite of the good data obtained during tests of the Alek-
sandrovskiy torpedo, officials of the naval ministry nrefe-red to buy
the Datent and torpedoes designed by 1Yhitehead (fig. 36), which were no
better in quality or characteristics than the Russian torpedo.
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Torpedoes very quickly gained in popularity and became organic weapons
in the fleets of most nations. Primacy in the successful tactical L84
aDplic.tion belongs to Russian seamen. In I 77-187R durinp the Russo-
Turkish War torpedoes launched from Russian torpedo boats sank a Turkish
armed steamboat, the Intibakh. This was the first shin ever to have been
sunk by the dread weanon -- the toroedo.

The emergence of the torpedo evoke rpdical chpnges not only in the
construction and armament of the ships but elso in the tactics of their

employment. This called for the construction of new classes of ships.

Earlier built ships were re-equipped to make use of the torpedo and

t- protect ships against this weapon. The 166 model of torpedo (fia. 30)
resembled a spindle about 3.5 meters long with an ov-rall weight of 140 kg
(the explosive weiphed about 8 kp); it had a sneed of 6-7 knots and a

range of 600-P0O meters. It had vertical and horizontal controls.
The vertical rudder was ripidl7 secured before firing and served to hold

the toroedo alonp the desired course as it mnved through the water.

The horizontal rudder was connected to an automatic mechanism and controlled
the depth of the toroedo.

The tornedo was activated by the propeller which was run by Pn eneine

nowered yv compressed air stored in a tank under pressure.

The first toroedoes were very unsoohisticated; they were slow, had a
limited ran-e, and deviated fr-wm their oreset course durinp the run.
With such torpedoes it was difficult to hit even a vessel that was not in
motion.

Russian inventors, engineers, and seamen contributed greatly to-ard

perfecting the torpedo and, as a result, its design was greatly improved.
In 1876 the Russian made toroedo (fig. 37) was six meters lonF, had a
steel shell with a diameter of 38 cm, and weiphed 25 kP. By 1900 the speed
was raised to 20 knots by increasing the air reserve and the Dressure
of the air.

Lieutenant I. I. Nazarov, an orficer of the Russian navy, rroposed
p'eheating the air en+erine the machine to increase engine economy in con-
sequence of which it became possible to increase the Pir pressure and raise
engine outout. Use of the preheater equipment made for greater sneed and
extended the torpedo's range. L 5

At the same time, the toroedo was equipped with more imoroved automatic
instruments which increased the accur-acy of motion with respect to both
depth and direction.

Admiral S. 0. Makarov, outstanding Russian scientist and naval leader,
played a great role in the development of the tornedo and was the initiator
of the science or torpedo tactics.

At the outset of World War I the torpedo became an organic weanon in



the fleets of all warring nations. The success of this weanon can be
judged by the amount of shipDing sunk. Of 498 vessels sunk 1Lh had been
the victims of torpedoes -- this included IL battleships, 2' cruisers,
and 36 destroyers. This fact revealed the exceptionally important feature
of torpedoes in comparison with mines -- they could be selective in choos-
inp the largest vessels for their victims. In addition, over 60n different
surface ships with a total of 13 million registered gross tons and over
30 submarines had become victims of the torpedo.

After the first World War the torpedo became one of the basic weapons
of war at sea. W orld War II again demonstrated how rreat a role coild be
played by the torpedo in naval warfare. Military encounters at sea
rarely transpired without employment of the torpedo.

Out of a total of 429 large naval warships of the United States,
Britain, and Japan lost, 15Q were sunk by toroedoes fired from submarines
aircraft, and surface ships, including three battleships, 20 aircraft
carriers, 27 cruisers, and l0e destroyers. The torpedo was most effectively
used by submarines and planes.

Collosal losses were inflicted through torpedo action against merchant
shipping. For example, the submarines of Germany, Italy, and Japan sank
a total of 14,550,OOO gross registered tons of British, American, and
other shipning; this represented over 60% of the total merchant fleet losses
of all the capitalist nations.

The tornedo was suljected to continuous perfection and in a compara-
tively short time was converted into a formidable military weapon in the
struggle at sea.

The scale of application of torpedoes in each successive war increased.
Whereas in the 1877-1P78 Russo-Turkish War only four torpedoes had been
used, the total expended in the Russo-Japanese War in 190L-1905 rose to
263, and in the first World War the number shot up to 1,500 torpedoes.
In World War TI, however, the totpl launched by subm rines, destroyers,
and planes of the United States and England alone amounted to abnut
30,000 torpedoes.

By the end of the war more powerful explosive were being used in torpe-
does end although the weight of the charge had not been increpsed Le6
its explosive force was dramatically greater. Range and speed also were
increased. The greater the speed of the torpedo was achieved in response
to the fact that at comparatively slow speeds it consumed much time in
its run toward the target during which the enemy could chanc'e course or
take evasive action to avoid a torpedo attack.

Developing the means of detection which permitted spottinp a target
at great distances away called for increased torpedo range so that the
submarine commander could fire at the target from concealment frozm a dis-
tance exceed~n7 the range of operation of existing sonar detection gear.
This was also of importance to torpedo planes because it moved back the
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point of drop of torpedoes at low altitude apnroaches and thereby decreased
the time the aircraft was under enemy artillery fire during the attAck.

In addition, increasing the speed and range of torpedoes facilitated
attacks by torpedo boats, which, provided with radar equipment, could
hit the enemy from great distances; this was vpry important since the
advent of radar spotting equipment by the opposition made it difficult
for boats to approach the target.

The combat characteristics of torpedo carriers, esoecially of submarines,
were improved continuously. Durinr World War II the Germans equipped their
submarines with snorkels, devices which nermitted submarines to travel
under diesel power at periscope depth and, without sinfacino, to charge
their batteries.

A large amount of air is reqii-ed for diesels to onerate, and if there

is no flow of air from the atmosphere they cannot be utilized. The snorkel
made it possible to develop an air flow by means of a tube which could be
raised above the water surface level while the boat itself remained

under water.

The instant a tornedo was lpu-ched from the tube it created an un-
pleasant situation for the crew. An air bubble was formed on the sea sur-
f'ce when th" torpedo was released. This was due to the compressed air L97
which forced itself to the surface after e4ectin7 thp torpedo from the
tube, revealing to the enemy the positirn of the submarine at the moment
of the attack.

To insure concealed torpedo fire a special device was used on the
torpedo tube which insured fire without the formation of the bubtle.
Now the compressed air which forced the torpedo out of the tube remained
inside the boat instead of rising to the surface.

But there was still another preat shortcoming in the design of the
torpedo itself. Toroedomen freouentlv complained that it was impossible
to insure one of the most important factors of a successful torpedo

launch -- concealment. Actually, while in motion under water the gas-
steam torpedo leaves a visible trace behind it on the ocean surface (a mix-
ture of water vapor and products of fuel combustion); it is made up of bub-
bles that rose to the surface without dissolving in the water to form a
silvery green wake. The wake is the enemy of thp torpedo crew because it
enables the enemy to veer away from the tornedo's heading and thereby to
thwart the attack; it also permits one to determine the position of the
submarine rather precisely.

For a long time efforts to produce a wakeless torpedo were fruitless.
he problem was not resolved until World War I. Instead of the gas-steam

power plant used in German and American torpedoes an electric motor was
adapted to perform this function; it was onprated by bpttery furnished
electric power. Nothing could now war- an enemy ship of the dpnger threat-
ening it nor reveal the position of the submarine which hnd fired the
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torpedo. To be sure, one had to pay a great price for this valuable
feature; the speed and range of the torpedo run were greatly reduced
due to the low energy reserve of the batteries. Lhe electric motor was
inca,ablM of developing as much power as the gas-steam torpedo. The
output of the gas-steam engine was 300-350 h.p. while that of the electric
motor was 70-90 h.p. But even at this comparatively low speed of the
electric tornedo (2R-30 knots), the absence of a wake combined with the
bubble-free discharge permitted the submarine greatly to increase the /88
success of the toroedo attack.

Some German designers strived to develon a wake-free torpedo and
increased range by other means. The power Plant was the same one used
in the gas-steam torpedo, but instead of compressed air as the oxidizing
agent, they used liquid oxygen, hydrogen peroxide, and the like. The
spent products were dissolved in the water and left no trace on the surface.

Liquid oxidizers as a source of power are richer in oxygen than com-
pressed air and their use made it possible to disnense with the heavy
high pressure tnnks. Use of liquid oxygen Permitted reducing the weight
of these torpedoes, a fact which permitted one to increase the weight of the
charge and the quantity of fuel. However, these torpedoes had one drpw-
back: the oxygen conained within them often exploded.

Wakeless oxygen torpedoes were first adopted as orgpnic weapons in
Janan. Followinp that they appeared in Germany. For an oxidiser the
lermpn torpedoes used hydrogen peroxide. Hydroren peroxide breaks down
with the addition of suitable catalvers into steam and oxygen, giving
off a considerable amount o" heat in the process. Liquid fuel is injected
into the heated mixture of vapors on the disintegration of peroxide, and
the-e is a marked increase in thp enthAlpv of the gas mixture on combustion.
In connection with the fact that ordinary seawater was used (rather than
fresh water, which had to be contained in the shell of the torpedo) to cool
the products of combustion and produce the working mixtu-e in German-made
exoerimentnl torpedoes, it was now possible to carry a considerable amount
of fuel and oxypen. The use of oxvpen in a torpedo increased the Dower
Plant outnut to 500 h.D., the sneed to Ll knots, and the range up to 20 km.
Simultaneously, improvements were beinr made in ways of protecting ships
from the underwater weapon.

Strengthening the anti-mine side armor of a ship reduced the chances
of destrovinp its vitlly important centersthrough an explosion by contact
with the side, the kind delivered by a torpedo equipped with a percussion
firing mechanism. In addition, a well prepared torpedo attack oftentimes
did not pive the desired result: the torpedo passed underneath the ship's
bottom or along either side without detonation since the torpedo did not
directlv strike the targat.

1he at'ept to increase the destructive effect of torpedoes led to
the development of influence firing mechanisms which increased the pro-
babilitv of a torpedo hitting its target in the least defended Portion --
the ship's bottom.
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The influence firing mechanism closed the detonator circuit and blew
up the torpedo not as a result of a dynamic collision but in consequence
of the action upon it of the physical field of the ship being attacked
(magnetic, acoustic, and other fields). When a torpedo wi+h an influence
firing mechanism explodes underneath the ship's bottom a hole is formed
whose dimensions ocassionally amou-t to several tens of square meters.

There are known cases wherein by means of one or several tornedoes
equipped with influence type firing mechanisms were able to destroy
tremendous sized ships with oowerful side armor. In 1919, for example,
the German TI-27 submarine sank the Royal Oak, a 35,000 ton battleship
with three torpedoes equipped with influence firinp mechanisms. In order
to destro-' such a ship with tornedoes equipped with percussion type firing
mechanisms n. less than ten torpedoes would have been required.

Toroedoes are widely used not only on surface ships and submarines
but torpedo planes, as well. Even in World War I there were recoried
cases of torpedoes being used in planes. For example, in 1915 P British
hydroplane torpedo carrier attacked a Turkish ship of 5,000 tons in the
Sea of Mprmora and sank it. Fut since such planes h;d a limited load
capacity attacks by planes were not common.

During the period between the two world wars torpedo Dlanes underwent

an extensive period of develonment, and the weazon it carried, the aviation
torpedo was widely used. The torpedo plane could now carry torpedoes
(one or two) either undernepth the fuselage, under the wings, or inside
the fuselage. There were, in addition, torpedo planes in which the torpedo
was "concealed" in the streamlined cowling in the lower portion of the
aircraft fuselage. L0

The carrying of torpedoes hy Pircraft imnarted great maneuverability
to this weapon, a fact of Preat imoortance. Furthermore, it is much more
difficult to evade torpedoes dropped by tornedo bombers very close to
the ship than those launched by a destroyer. In order to reduce losses
in planes and to accelerate a torpedo attack it was necessary to increase
the speed Pnd flight altitude of the plane when launching a toroedo. Biut
this tended to increpsP the impact force oP the torpedo against the water.
It could break up and sink or sustain damage to its mechanisms and thereby
fail to reach its target. Accordingly, the desirners began to develop a
device for the torpedo which would reduce the force of impact on entering
the water.

To insure normal motion of thp torpedo in the air and entry into the
water they secured to the tail portion a stabilizer consisting of a metallic
or wooden frame with vertical and horizontal fin assemblies (fJg. 38).
When the torpedo entered the water the stabilizing device was automatically
disconnected from the torpedo.

During World War II parachutes were attached to torpedoes that were
launched from a Preat height in order not to damage the torpedo shell.
This method greatly reduced torpedo hit probability because while descending
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the missile oftentimes changed its heading. Accordingly, high altitude
torpedo drops, as a rule, were restricted to torpedo bomber plAne groups

using special gyrating torpedoes. When such a missile entered the water
the parachutes were automptically detached and the motors activated. 'he

vertical rudders of gyrating torpedoes caused the weapon to describe
spiral motions under water. These sniral paths were of very large radius.
A torpedo successfully dropned on the ship's course usually hit the target.

A large number of warships and transports were sunk by torpedo bombers,

a fact that tended to enhance the importance of torpedoes in the war at

sea. New tactical applications were explored to improve the efficiency L91
of toroedo utilization, and its basic dimensions, weivht, and other
specifications were also improved.

Man-controlled torpedoes appeared almost simultaneously at the outset
of World War II in the Italian, British, and German fleets. Great i port-

Rnce was asc-ibed to this new "secret" weapon. The main purpose of uman-
controlled torpedoes was to make surprise attacks upon enemy ships in his
bases and places of mooring.

Because of their small dimensions these to-pedoes succeeded in retting
through the boom de'enses and nets of shp bases and moorinp areas And

surreptitiously made their way .to the enemy ship. The frogmen in the tor-
pedo secured a powerful charge of exrlosive to the side of the ship

(fig. 39) and quickly swam away to a safe distance. The charge exoloded
following a set time interval.

In December 1941 an Italian submarine aoproached the large, well pro-

tected British naval base of Gibraltar, fired torpedoes in each of which
there were two men. They got through the booms and antitorpedo nets and
slowly and unobtrusively approached the battleships Queen Elizabeth and
Valiant, as well as a large transport. The frogmen disconnected the
charges with timing mechanism from the torpedo, secured them to the bottoms
of the enemy's ships and attempted to swim ashore but were captured.

Soon after, three mighty blasts resounded. The transport quickly sank

and the two battleships of 32,000 tons each were spriously damaged and put
out of action for a long time. In January 1943 the British paid a "return
visit". They penetrated into the Italian base of Palermo and sank the
cruiser Ulpio Traiano -nd a transport.

Just how were these "live" torpedoes constructed? One or two men

sitting inside controlled these torpedoes. They wore wet suits and were
equipoed with oxygen breathing gear. Like a modern submarine the "live"
toroedo could travel eithpr at periscope depth (the heads of the divers
were above water) or it could move underwater. The "live" torpedo had

approximately the same outline and dimensions as an ordinary torpedo. Z93
For a power plant it carried an electric motor ,owered by a storage bat-

tery. They attached a charge to the nose of the torpedo which could be
disconnected. The man sitting in the torpedo was shielded against the
pressure of the water by a steel plate erected in front of the seat.
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These torpedoes had a speed of only several knots. Such'live" torpedoes
were delivered to the enemiy port either by a surface ship or by a submwa-
rine.

Fig. 38. Stabilizing device of an aircraft launched torpedo
1. Anti-concussion device; 2. stabilizer.

Fig. 39. Hurhan controlled torpedoes

a. Controlled, double bodied torpedo; b. "saddle" type single body
toroedo and its two controlmen; c. after securing a charge to the
bottom of the enemy ship the drivers activate the timinpg mechanisw. and
quickly depart from the site where an explosion will soon occur. Z9
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The English "live" torpedo controlled by two frogmen had a caliber
of 53 cm, a length of about eight meters, and the weight of the explosive
charpe was about 220 kg.

The German "live" torpedo was controlled by one man who released a
self-guiding armed torpedo against an enemy shiD from a short distpnce.
In contrast to the Britishtorpedo the German version actually corsisted of
two torpedoes: the upper or carrier of the individual, and the lower or
the actual torpedo.

"Live" torpedoes had some rather substantial drawbacks: while in motion
the torpedo drivers were exposed above the wate- surface and therefore
readily visi lte under conditions of Food visibility. In addition, the driver
had no instruments, and when submerged in the water could see nothing.

During the Normandy operation in the invasion of Europe the Germans
tried to attack such torpedoes with their own gvnided torpedoes. The

escort ships protecting the convoy readily detect.ed these torpedoes by
thir transparent inspection cap extending out of the water and blinded them
with searchlights, fo'lowinf' which they were rammed end destroyed with
artillery fire.

Tn November 1944 a unit was formed in Japan to man "human torpedoes"
which were submarine borne. In order for the toroedo to hit the target
accurately the man was not ejected from his seat but was blown up together
with the torpedo.

It is impossible, of course, to negate the recognized effectiveness of
human controlled torpedoes. However, the exneriences with this kind of

weapon in wartime demonstrated that a well organized system of observation
and the employment of modern spotting equipment serve as a good ruarantee
against surprise attacks by such "human torpedoes" on which the s,mporters
of the secret war at sea counted so heavily. L94

The great success of torpedoes in the war at sea was also exrlaned
by the rapid development of toroedo fire control instruments. Sonar Fear
enabled a sv.bmarine to approach an enemy ship s*ealthily without surfacing
or lifting the periscope at salvo range, determine its course and speed,
and then with the aid of fire control instruments resolve the torpedo-
ship collison course problem. But the rlightest error in computation
or mistakes in det'rmining the course and speed of target reduced thechances of a successful attack end the torpedo would miss its target.

The designers strived to produce a torpedo which woild automatically
correct any errors introeduced by the torpedomen in solving the torpedo-
target collision course problem and would alter its course in attempts by
the target vessel to take evasive Mction. A torpedo of tis tvOe was
finally developed.

Electrical T-V type hominp torpedoes made their appearance in Germany
toward the end of World War II. Equipment in these torpedoes traDoed sounds
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given off by the ship's propellers as well as by thp vibrating portions
of its hull. On "hearingO the noise of the ship the homing torpedo would
head toward the source of the noise and then overtake and destroy it.

Acoustic homing gear insured the successful action of the torpedo even
though the ship-tarpet had detected the moment of launch and proceeded to
take evasive action. The homing torpedo greatly increased the probbility
of a torpedo hitting its target. Conditiins arose whereby it became dif-
ficult for a vessel to take evasive action against one torpedo, to say
nothing of a salvo of torpedoes.

By the end of World War II the gyrating torpedo came into being
(fig. 40). Installed in this torpedo was a device in which the course of
the torpedo -- zigzag or spirals - was prograrmed beforehand. If, after
traveling a prescribed distance the gyrating torpedo fiiled to enconter
the target at the computed point the maneuvering device caused it to
describe a cu-vilinear trajectory of P nrescribed form. or to move in a
spiral course. This mpde for Preater hit probability, especially against
ships traveling in large units or convoys.

Durinp the postwar period, as before it, much attention is directed
to the mptter of increasing the sneed and range of torpedoes. We know
that modern tornedoes are greatly superior to the models used durinr the
war in this resoect.

Scientists and engineers striing to produce fast movin_ torpeder are
developing Power system based on new principles. Work is underway on the
construction of high sneed jet torpedoes.

Fig. 40. Firing a gyrating torpedo:
1. Torpedo has missed target; 2. gyrating switch cut in; 3. torpedo
has ovrtaken target; a. course of targrt ship; b. course of evrating

torpedo.
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The Italian magazine Rivista M-rittima announced that a variety of
jet engines have been developed for use in torpedoes. The movement of
a torpedo in this situation is produced by the jet stream exiting from
the combusti ,n chamber located in the tail section of the torpedo.

The rate of speed developed by jet powered torpedoes during the 19L4-
194V period was 70 knots. According to fo-eipn specialists jet engines
enable torpedoes to develop still preater speeds and therefo-e they
hodl great promise.

In the Italian PX-5 Jet engines, for example, combinations of alkaline
metals and seawater are used to produce higher thermal energy. In this L06
case the products of the compound containing steam and hydrogen nre ejected
at great velocity through the nozzle into the water thereby creatinr a
reactive thrust for the torpedo's motion.

Fig. 41 shows the construction of an underwater torpedo projectile
with jet engine. The speed of this underwater weapon is considerably
greater than that of modern torpedoes since it has a more powerful engine
and a shape based on a new principle; it resembles a mis Ale for motion
through air.

The torpedo has the followinF characteristics: length - 7.5 meters,
diameter - 15 mm; overall weight - 1,000 kg; weight of explosive - 300 kg;
weight of fuel (borane)* - IPO kg, and time of underwater run - 36 seconds.

* Borane is a chemical compound of boron and hydrogen with a lower
specific weight than aviation fuel but yields 1.5 times more heat
on combustion.

Fins Engine Warlhead
Onepewue Clouzme^ kp7

Fig. 41. italian jet type underwat-r missile torpedo U-6.

The advantage of jet engines operating on high energy fuels consists
also in their simplicity of design and low production costs.

THE TORPEDO IN BATTLE

In npval battles the torpedo is a formidable weapon. Our boatmen,
submnrinerr, and fliers have made effective use of the toroedo in battles
at sea with the German invaders. With their accurate, well-planned torpedo
attacks in close cooperation with the artillery they sent to the bottom
hundreds of enemy ships and transports. The Soviet navy during World War II
sank 676 enemy transports for a total of 1,586,553 tons and 614 naval ships
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and auxiliary craft. Most of these were sunk by torpedoes. Z97

The torpedo is a universal weapon. It can be fired from ships of
various classes -- from the smallest torpedo boats to large ships. The
torpedo is the basic weapon for submarines, tornedo boats, and torpedo
bomber aircraft.

At the outbreak of World War II even battleships were armed with
torpedoes. For example, the German battleships Tirpitz and the rneisenau
carried six torpedo tubes and the Graf Spee had eight tu~es. Four Fritish
battleships of the Royal Sovereign class were also equipped with torpedo
tubes. However, these ships never went into torpedo attacks and never
fired torpedoes. The cruisers of practically all countries all carried
torpedo tubes. The Prinz Eugen, for example, had 12 tornedo tubes.
The are recorded cases of heavy cruisers hAving launched torpedoes and
sunk enemy ships. However, torpedo attacks by large surface ships were
only random occurrences, and in most foreign fleets today torpedoes have
been removed fro-m cruisers.

The most numerous class of surface ships with str np toroedo anc: art~llery
armament during the past war were the destroyers. In that war destroyers
were common to all navies and participated in npval battles in all the
theatres of war. For example, at thp beginning of the war the British
fleet numbered about 200 destroyers, the Itelian over 100, the American
fleet over 200, and the Japenesel35.

xamples of torpedo attacks by destroyers are numerous. We will cite
certain of these. In March 1042 a detachment of Italian ships in forma-
tion with the battleship Littorio, two heavy cruisers, and destroyers
attempted to attack a British convoy in the Malta area. Pritish destroyers
supported by cruisers launched a torpedo attack, firing a salvo from a
range of about 30 cable. One torpedo struck the Italian battleship, creat-
ing serious damage nnd the Italians were forced to give up their Dursuit
of the British convoy.

The German battleship Bismarch of h3,000 tons displacement was sailing
the Atlantic Ocean durinp the month of May 19L1. On the night of 26-27
May five British destroyers spotted it and fired several torpedo salvos in
an attempt to halt its movement into the operational area of their own
main battle forces.

Sailing at high sneed the Bismarck attempted to escape pursuit, but
failed to do so. In consequence of repeated torpedo attacks by destroyers
and toredo bombers several torpedoes hit the battleship,forcinp it to re-
duce speed drastically. On the following norning the main forces came
up and proceeded to sink the Bismarck. A total of 3,000 artillery shell
and over 70 torpedoes were fired at the Bismarck, eight of which struck
home and thus decided the issue.

During the Great Patriotic War Soviet sailors executed many successful
attacks arainst the enemy with destroyer launched torpedoes. For examcle,
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at the beginning of the war on the Black Sea the destroyers Boykiy and
Besposhchadnyy were ordered to intercept a German convoy. Taking advan-
tage of a thick fog, our ships aprroched the enemy at close range and
carried out a torpedo attack. As a result of several torpedo and artillery
hits two transports, a tanker, and a patrol boat were sunk. Despite the
fire from enemy ships and coastal batteries the destroyers routed the
enemy convoy and successfully completed their assigned mission. Thus, a
sudden, darinp torpedo and artillery attack by Soviet destroyers insured
the success of the task.

In the Baltic our destroyers also routed large German convoys. In
July 1941 a total of 2P enemy ships were destroyed and 1 damaged as a
result of two attacks. The destroyers Steregushchiy, Surovyy end Artem
fired torpedo and artillery volleys, destroying a large enemy convoy.

The destroyers Serdityy and Sil'nyy went into action against a German
cruiser and two destroyers which were attempting to break through into
the Gulf of Riga. By virtue of their artillery fire and toroedoes the /o9
Soviet destroyers sank one enemy destroyer and inflicted serious damage
upon two other ships. The enemy attent to break through into the Gulf
of Riga was thwarted.

As a rule, torpedo attacks were delivered at night in cooperation with
artillery support. In the Battle of Cape Matapan in "arch 1941 Italian
destroyers carried out several torpedo attacks with the object of separating
their own main forces from the overwhelming superiority of British vessels.
The British ships were forced to chanve course thereby permitting the
Italian ships, which had sustz-ined damnge in the action, to withdraw from
the pursuit. At night the British destroyers spotted these ships, anoroached
them at close range, and fired a torpedo salvo, sinkinp the Italian
cruisers Zara, Pola, and Fiume.

There are numerous examples oe large ships sunk by destroyer launched
night torpedo attacks, such as the American heavy cruiser Northampton,
the British light cruiser Charybdis, the American lUght cruiser Helena,
and others.

Daylight attacks were usually undertaken with the object of forcing
enemy vessels to change course and thereby offer their own ships an oppor-
tunitv to assume a more favorable position, or rive up the pursrit and
under favorable circumst-nces even to launch a tormedo attack. In October
19Us a torpedo attack by American destroyers in the Battle of Samar Island
(Philippine Islands) against Japanese battleships held up enemy forces and
reduced the intensity of his artillery fire; this enabled them to save
the American aircraft cprriers which were in great danger.

However, in most cases dpytime toredo attacks were not very effective.
In February 1QL2 during a daytime attack in the Java Sea out of 177 tor-
pedoes lunched by Japanese destroyers against American ships only one
hit its target. During the Battle of Komandorskiy Islands out of 70-80
toroedoes released not one scored a hit. The difficulty of approaching Ll00
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an eney ship at close range and the possibility of enemy ships taking
evasive action due to the visible wake were the reasons for these failures.

According to"Jane's Fighting Ships" modern destroyers are equipped
with long range homing torpedoes, launchers, boosters for launchinp rockets,
etc. The torpedo boat is a small craft armed with several torpedoes. It
has great maneuverability and sOeed, is able to break through enemy naval
artillery fire barrages and successfully sink them with torpedoes.

I proving the seaworthiness and speed of torpedo boats and the use of
radar equipment permitted their broader use duringr World War II for attacks
upon ships and transnorts not only at their bases but at sea as well.

More than 1,500 torpedo boats were in service during the war. Several
thousand day and night torpedo attacks involving the sinking of hudreds of
of ships and transports were the result of their activities.

The modern torpedo boat has as many as four torpedo tubes. The boat
dimensions are not too imposing: they are from 1P to 20 meters long but
have a power output of 2,000 horse power or more and therefore capable
of developing speeds up to 50 knots, or twice as Freat as the sveed of
large surface vessels (fig. 42). Because of their high maneuverability
and sneed torpedo boats are not highly vulnerable. It is difficult for
the vessel under attack to take successful evasive action against toroedoes
fired at close range.

In the past war torpedo boats have successfully attacked even well
armed cruisers and destroyers. Soviet torredo boat sailors won meny
brilliant victories and performed superhuman feats of bravery and sKill
in the Great Patriotic War.

In July 1941 four torpedo boats in the Baltic Sea under the command
of V. P. nmanenko attactred an enemy convoy consistinp of 13 tansports
and 35 warships that were protecting them. After setting up a smoke
screen the boats broke up the formation desoite the hail of enem', fire;
they fired torpedo salvos at close range and sank a destroyer and two
transports bearing troops and artillery equipment. Maneuve-ing sVillfully
and taking advantage of the cover offered by the smoke screen the boats
returned without loss to their base.

In September 1941 a group of tornedo boats in the Baltic Sea carried
out a surprise attack on a detachment. of German ships, destroying two
destroyers and a cruiser. This is how it hanpened.

On 23 September 1941 a large detachment of German ships consisting
of a cruiser and "ive destroyers entered Liyu Bay on the Island of Sarema
and opened heavy artillery fire upon our coastal defenses. The enemy was
convinced that he faced no d-nger from the sea because our large warships
were some distance away and the smller ships, he thought, would not run
the risk of attacking such a strong enemy force. Suddenly, a quite by
surprise, four small dots appeared in the haze, approaching at full speed.
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The Germans poured a withering fire upon the boats, which did not change
course but proceeded ahead to sink a cruiser and two destroyers with
torpedoes. Without giving the enemy an opportunity to recover from this
attack the boats reversed course and withdrew from firing range, returning
satisfactorily to base. These boats were commanded by Afanas'yev, U'shchev,
Kremenskiy, and Naletov.

Fig. 42. English torpedo boat launching a four torpedo volley.

In driving the Germans out of the Crimea the enemy suffered exception-
ally heavy losses from attacks by our planes, submarines, and torpedo boats.
Fleet Admiral I. S. Isakov wrote: "But the Black Sea torpedomen had L102
an exceptionally Food holiday. During the entire war despite their inten-
sive military activities they had no such opportunities as in this opera-
tion, and they took full advantage of them."*

* I.S.Isakov, The Soviet Navy in the Patriotic War, Military Pub-
lishing House, 1945.

According to by no means complete data torpedo boats of foreign nations
sank two cruisers, 20 destroyers, about 60 niecket ships and sweepers,
several submarines, and a large number of freighters between 193o and the
end of the war.

World War II confirmed the supreme importance of submarines in the war
at sea. The total dominance of the surface fleet -- battleships and
cruisers -- was forever lost. Armed with that powerful weapon, the torpedo,
submarines were capable of approaching stealthily and effectively striking
them (fig. 43).

In 1939 the warring powers had about 500 submarines and by the end of
1942 Germany alone had over 380 of them (throughout the duration of the
war Germany had built 950 submarines).
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Submarines operated under the most varied conditions. For example,
in October 1939 a German submarine penetrated under concealment into
the British naval base at Scapa Flow and sank the battleship Royal Oak.
In November 1944 the British aircraft carrier Ark .Royal was sunk at
Gibraltar, and in that same month the British battleship Barkham was
sunk off the African coast. British midget submarines penetrated into
Altenfjord in September 1943 and torpedoed the German battleship Tiroitz,
putting it out of operation for a long time.

Between 1939 and 1945 German, Italian, and Japanese submarines sank
2770 allied and neutral freighters with a total of 14,550,O00 gross tons.
Durinp the war in the Pacific the United States submarines sank over 1,000
Japanese merchant ships, expending 15,000 torpedoes. The .merricans used
an average of 13 torredoes for each ship sunk.

Fig. 43. Midget Japanese submarine attacking enemy ships.

Attacking enemy warchips and transports German submarines often used
nigh tactics for simultaneous surface attacks from several directions Z103
(so-called wolf packs), firinp a large number of torpedoes.

Our submarines in the North, Baltic, and Black Seas reoresented a
nowerful naval striking force which operated successfully against enemy
shipping lines.

Soviet submariners frequently broke through the formidable screens of
enemy ships and successfully attncked his wprships and transports by
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skillful, bold maneuver. On one voyage a submarine commanded by HPro of
the Soviet Union I. I. Fisanovich sank a large German transport. Enemy
ships unleashed a violen+ attack upon the submarine. Seams were loosened
from near bursts and water bepan to flow into the submarine. An oil
slick began to collect on the surface revealing the position of the boat.
Many of the mechanisms were knocked out and the gvrocompass failed to res-

pond. The situation became extremely critical. The commander did not
lose his composure, and the crew responded to his orders with precision.
Getting their bearings by siundings of the sea, Fisanovich failed his
craft to the protective cover of friendly coastal batteries.

In breaking through the protective screen and sinking enemy transports,
submarines oftentimes were surrounded by enemy ships. Savinp the crew
and the submarine depended on the endurance of the men, the training of
the asdic operators, and on the swift and efficient actions of the men.
Soviet seamen, Dossessed of iron endurance and knowing their weapons and
mechanisms to perfection, emerged as victors in mortal strugales with
the enemy.

The submarine K-22 commanded by that darinr commander, V. N. Kotel'-

nikov spotted an enemy transport along the coast while sailing in enemy
waters. It was very difficult to approach the transport due to the presence
of shoals and reefs. Vaneuvering with rrpat skill he attacked the trans-
port with torpedoes. 4 German escort ship appeared suddenly. It was
i possible to evade it in the underwater position and the commander made
a darinr decision to surface and beat off the attack with artillery fire.
Everyting now depended on the speedy teamwork of the crew. In lite-ally
a few minutes after surfacing the boat opened fire. In the second volley
the escort vessel was destroyed. kfter finishing off the sinkinp ZI05
transport with artillery fire th- boat spotted yet another transport which
it proceeded to sink with several artillery rounds. Having sunk two trans-
ports and an excort vessel the boat returned victoriously to its base.

Baltic submariners had to operate under especially difficult conditions.
Throughout the war the enemy laid about 50,000 mines -- both contact and
influence types -- in the Finnish Gulf alone. Put the Baltic s'ibm-riners
penetrated the minefields and struck heavy blows ap'ainst the enemy.

In commenting on the fearlessness and heroism of the Baltic seamen a
Swedish newspaper, for example, stated thnt Soviet submarines, comrnsnded

by bold, desperate officers are unquestionably breaking through narrow,
well mined, and extremely well defended waters of the Gulf of Finland and
will not allow the Germans to estaklish dependable lines of communication.

Submarines are undergoing improvements continuously at the present time.
They have greater maneuverability and sneed and are equipped with the

latest gear.

Accordinq to the foreign press Americans, British, and the French
are instollinp atomic power plants in their submarines in place of the con-
ventional power plants. Usp of atomic power allows submarines to sail
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at high underwater speeds and cover preat distances without replenishment
of the fuel su-Dly.

It was reported that the submarine Nautilus has an underwater cruising
range of about 40,000 mils at 20 knots, expending 80 grams of atomic fuel
per day. It is equiptd with six bow toroedo tubes, has a dive capabil-
ity of 200 meters, and a total displacement of over 3,000 tons.

Tornedo bomber planes were widely used durin7 World War TI. The great
range, speed, maneuverability, and accuracy of torpedo launchines are the
valuable tactical features of a torpedo bomber that are necessary for a
successful torpedo attack (fig. 44). Actually, it is vory difficult for
a ship to take evasive action against a torpedo launched by this type of
nlane. LIO6

During the past war the fleets of the Tnited States, England, and
Japan lost over one-third of the total tonnage sunk due to enemy naval
aircraft operations.

Toroedo bombers attacving well armed enemy ships often used the tactic
of simultaneous attack from several directions and this tended to scatter
enemy artillery fire, increase the efficiency of torpedo attack and reduce
aircraft losses.

Fir. 44. American torpedo bomber attacking an enenV submarine

On the night of 12 November 1940 carrier launched British torpedo planes
of the Mediterranean fleet attacked Italian ships in the harbor of Taranto.
Aooroachinp the enemy ships at great altitude the planes dived in and
dropped 11 torpedoes from medium altitude. Nine of the +orpedoes hit their
targets, res'ilting in damare to three Italian battleships and two cruisers.
Thus, in a single attack the Italian fleet lost about half of its capital
warships.

In December 1941 about 300 Japanese planes took off vrom their carriers,
attacked American ships tied up in Pearl 4arbor, their main base in the
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Pacific. The attack was a complete surprise to the Americans. As a resultof this attack by torpedo planes and bomber aircraft, four battleships,
a cruiser, and three destroyers were sunk. In addition, f,ur battleships,three cruisers, and sevoral other vessels were henvily damaged. L107

Oftentimes torpedo bombers attacked enemy ships at sea or struclrvessels attempting to escape Pursuing ships. In December 1941 the battle-
ship Prince of Wales and the battle cruiser Repulse left the Britishnaval base at Singapore and stood out to sea. They wer spotted by Japanesetorpedo bomber plAnes which immediately launched an attack. The ships
set up a heavy artillery barrage. However, the torpedo planes pressedthe attack despite the withering fire and successfully released severaltorpedoes. Soon after, the two giants of the disapoeared beneath the waves.

Our own naval air forces played an outstanding role in the military on-erations at sea. They destroyed enemy warships and other vessels at sea,and bombed his ports and bases. As a result of torpedo bomber attacksabout 4OO enemy transports with a total displacement of 800,000 tons and
over O warships were sunk.

Our fliers broke throurh to enemy bases and destroyed shippine, attackedconvoys, and sent many transports to the bottom. The enemy was given no
peace, day or night.

In may l9h4 an enemy convoy consistin' of seven transports, four de-stroyers, minesweepers, and other auxiliary snips was spotted along thenorthern coast of Norway. Our toredo bombers intprcepted the convoy andin a few hours spnk seven enemy ships and damaged five. In addition, 12
enemy Dlanes were shot down.

The exploits of Hero of the Soviet Union Captain V. N. Kiselev arecovered with everlpsting glory. On one ocassion he took off to attackan enemy convoy defended by warships and fighter planes. He selected alarge transport and begin his torpedo run. His plane was hit by a hail
of enemy antiaircraft fire. Flames enveloped his plane. Despite all thisKiselev set his plane on an accurate bombing run and dropped his torpedowhich found its mark and sent a German transport to the bottom. This wasthe fourth victory for this courageous crew.

The imperialist governments, chiefly the United States, attribute greatimportance in their aggressive plans to the development of many planesand are constructing numerous aircraft carriers. In 195, for example,the U. S. Navy counted some 100 aircraft carriers. The very largest Li08
of these was the attack carrier Forrestal with a total displacement of75,000 tons and a flight deck over 300 meters long. It is capable ofaccomodatinp over 100 Dlenes armed with bombs or torpedoes.
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CONSTRUCTION OF THE TORPEDO

The modern torpedo is an underwater projectile containing corplicated
instruments and a powerful charge of explosive designed to destroy a ship
at its most vulnerable place, the underwater section.

Most modern torpedoes consist of our parts connected together (fig. 45):
the warhead; compressed air bottle or storage battery; the afterbody with
power plant and control instruments;and the tail section with rudders
and propeller.
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Fig. 45. Gas-steam Mk-15 American torpedo (cross section view)

Key: 1. Explosive charge; 2. firin7 mechanism; 3. air bottle; 4.
paide stud; 5. water c-mpartment; 6. fuel tank; 7. main power plant
(turbine); P. startinp device (trigger); 9. hydrostatic instrment;
10. gvroscope; 11. vertical rudder; 12. propellers; 1i. warhead;
14. air bottle; 15. afterbody; 16. tail section.

We distinguish between several types of torpedoes, depending on the
power plants (steam-gas), electrical, or jet) and the method of detonation
(contact, influence). However, the principle of desfrn of most instru-

ments in these torpedoes is the same. Let us consider in detail the steam-
gas torpedo. /109

During World War II all foreign fleets used steam-gas torpedoes, for
the most part, such as the Nk-lL and Mk-15 in the United States, the 21 and
Mk-8 in England, etc) in which a steam-pas mixture s-rved as the "fuel"
for operating the power plant.

The warhead of the steam-gas torpedo is located in the nose of the
tornedo and houses the explsovie charge and firinrv mechanisms. TNT, Torpex,
and other substances are used as exolosives, *ust as in mines. In order
to increase the density and, therefore the weight of the explosive it is
poured into the torpedo warhead in molten condition.

Inasmuch as T'"T has low sensitivity to mechanical shock, highly sensi-
tive explosives -- orimary and secondary detonators -- are used in the
torpedo to explode the main charge.

Hiphlv sensitive explosiver, such as mercury fulminate, lead azide,
and others,which detonate from a slight shock,can be used as primary deto-
nators. To reduce the danger of explosion on shipboard a small quantity
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of explosive insufficient to explode the main charge, is placed in the
detonator. the primary detonator is placed in the detonator intrusion
tube, the secondary detonator which contains an explosive less sensitive
to shock, such as 600-80L prams of tetryl, which is fully adequate to
detonate the main charge of the torpedo.

The primary detonator is exploded by contact or influence firinr
mechanisms. Amonp the contact firinr mechanisms are the impact whisker
pistol and inertia pistol (fiP. V). The impact wnisker pistol is inserted
horizontally into the forward part of the torpedo warhead. When the tor-
pedo imopacts against the side of a ship the svrinp activated imnact whisker
heats the Dercussion cap of the primrry detonating chvrge which ignites the
secondary detonatinp charge, thereby exploding the main charge.

In order to bring !bout an explosion when a toroedo hits a ship even
at an anple, the impact whisker nistol is provided with several metallic
levers or whiskers sDreading in different directions. When one of the lev-
ers grazes the side of the ship the lever is moved and disengages the LllO
pistol which heats the detonator and causes the explosion.

A-

Fig. 46. The Mk-15 torpedo contact firing mechanisms
Key: 1. Impnct whisker pistol; b. inertia pistol; 1. firing pin;
2. primary dtonatinp charge; 3. secondary detonator; 4. whiskers;
5. safety vane; 0. pendulum; 7. main spring; P. firing pin with
needles; 9. percussion cap; 10. primary detonator; 11. seco-dary
detonator; 12. safety vane.

To Drotect the torpedo against premature explosion in the vicinity
of the firinp ship the firing pin rod of the imact whisker pistol is
locked by the safety vane. After the torpedo is fired the vane begins to
rotate under the influence of the oncom'np stream of water encountered
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and completely releases the firing pin when the torpedo has traveled the
danger distance.

The inertia pistol is inserted into a special opening of the warhead.
The main part of the inertia pistol is the vane which is held in a verti-
cal position at ll times, thereby locking the firing bin. When the torpe-
do impacts against some object the vane is shifted in the direction of
the impct and liberates the firing pin which heats the disruptive deton-
ator and the toroedo explodes.

To prevent an explosion on the firing ship from random vibration,
impact, or shock of torpedo apainst water at the moment of firing LlIl
there is a safety device in the inertiaoistol which locks the perdulum.

The safety device is connected with the vane shaft. As the torpedo
moves the vane rotates and gradually releases the pendulum, lowering the
needle and compressing the main spring of the firing pin. The pistol
is placed into firing positi n after traveling 100 to 200 meters.
There are many different types of torpedo c-ntact firing mpchanisms.
American made toroedoeE, for exnmole, use the M-6 inertia firinp mechan-
ism shown in fig. 47. The explosion of a torpedo with a firine mechanism
of this kind occurs as a result of closing an electric circuit and not
because of the firing pin striking against the percussion cap.

The safety device which protects against accidental explosion also
c,)nsists of a vane. The shaft of the vane rotates the shaft of P direct
current generator which develops energy and charges the condenser which
acts as a sto-age battery of electrical energy.

At the beginning of the motion the torpedo is safe - the circuit
from the generator to the condenser is opened with the aid of a moderator
wheel and the detonator is inside the safety chamber. Then the torpedo has
traversed a certain distance the rotating shaft of the vane raises the
detonator from the chamber, the moderator wheel closes the circ),it, and
the generator begins to charge the condenser.

When the torpedo collides with the target the ball in the inertia firing
mechanism moves forward due to inertia and the snring contact is closed
with the fixed contact. When the circuit is closed the condenser open,;
the discharge current ignites the disruptive detonator which causes the
total charge to explode. Impact and inertia wnisker nistols explode
the torpedo only on contact apainst the side of a ship. In order to
increase torpedo hit probnbility and strike the ship's bottom most modern
torpedoes have influence firinr mechanisms.

The operating nrinciples of torpedo influence firing mechanisms in
foreign torpedoes are quite varied and are based on the use of physical
fields produced by the ship. They include manetic, acoustic, hydrodynamic,
and optical firinp mechanisms. - 1113

The action of an optical type influence firinr mechanism, for example,



is based on the external Dhotoelectrical effect. A photoelectric cell is
used here as a receiver d'vice w-ich is sensitive to chqnves in illumina-
tion in water when a torpedo passes throuvh the shaded zone beneath the
bottom of a ship (fig. 48a).
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Fig. 47. The Mk-6 American torpedo inertia firing mechanism with
ball:

Key: A. Firing mechanism in safety position (detonator in ssfety
ch-amber); B. Firing mechanism in armed position (the detonator has
emerged from the safety chamber); 1. fixed contact; 2. small bpll;
3. sprinp contact; 4. moderator wheel; 5. detonator; 6. safety
chamber; 7. condenser.

A device producing its own physicol field, e.g. a device which radiates
audio or ultrasonic waves, can be used as a torpedo influence firing
mechanism. While the torpedo is in motion sound waves are radiated uoward
and are reflecged from the sea surface at a certain angle. When the tor-
pedo passes beneath the ship the sound waves are then reflected off its
bottom whereupon the anple of the reflected wives and the time will be
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different; this will be perceived by the influence firinp mechanism and
the torpedo will explode (fig. 48b).

Fig. 1. Influence firing mechpntsms used in torpedoes

a. A photoelectric cell is irstalled inside an influence firing
mechanism which, on entering a shaded area under the ship, triggers
the firing mechanism and the torpedo explodes. b. An acoustic
influence firing mechanism radiates uninterruptedly and receives
sound waves reflected from the water surface; on reflection of
sound waves from the bottom of the ship the time and angle of reflected
waves change, and firing mechanism is triggered causing an explosion

to take place.

During World War II the British used in induction tyDe influence firing
mechanism. The influence firing mechanism was triggered both by influence
and by contact action of the ship on the torpedo. In the influence firing
mechanism there is an inductio- coil with a core which "senses" changes Ll14
in the ship's magnetic field. It is series connected with two positive
("*relay") and negative ("- relay") magnetic-electric relays. The induction
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coil is installed in the warhead along its longitudinal axis and, cons-q-
uently, it reacts to the projection of the horizontal ro"mponpnt of the
ship's magnetic field.

HK

Fig. 49. Circuit of the Pistol-Dutulex influence firinp mechanism of
a British tortedo.

Key: 14K -- induction coil; BE - ba.ttery switch; . TI remote safety
switch; BK - time contact; Lc B - inertia firinvg mechanism; B - storage
battery; R - discharge resistance, 3K - detonator contact; HT
fixed spring contact; rlK - movable contact of relay; 3 - detonators.

The influence firing mechanism also switches in the group of 
movable

contacts, the reoote safety switch, the detonator nd time contacts, the

inertia firinr mechanism (by construction 
-nd operating principle it is

practically like the one we previously considered), the storage batter,,
the discharge resistance, and other elements.

When the torpedo passes close to the side of a ship an electromative

force of a certein direction is induced in the induction coil from the

effect of the horizontal comonent of the ship's magnetic field Ls 5

When the electromotive forces reaches a certain value it triggers 
one

of the relays, e.g. "+relay" and the movable contct (IK) 
" relay"

becomes closed with the fixed mnring by the 1FTIK contact -nd the relay wind-
ing will be connected to the storage battery. At the same time the
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movable contact ("IK) "+relay" will be closed with the detonator contact
(3K). Now the movable contact (IlK) is the connector which joins detonptor
contact (3K) with the "+" of the storage battery ; the "-" of the battery
is opened by the movable contact "-relay".

When the torpedo passes through the center line of the ship and
electromotive force in the opposite direction is induced in the induction
coil because the horizontal component of the magnetic field of the ship will
change its sign (from "*" to 11-"). When the value of the electromotive
force reaches a certain magnitude it triggers the "-relay" and movable con-
tact (I'K) connects the "-" of the battery with the detonator contact (3-).
The circuit wll be closed and an explosion will follow

The sequence of triggering a relay does not affect the operation of the
fir'np mechanism. If the "-relay" was triggered initially the "+r-lsy" will
be triggered next.

For safety in servicing torpedoes and if the firinp mechanism cannot
be triggered near the fir~np vessel the firing mechpnism has several safety
devices, such as the remote safety switch (OTT),wh ch is connected with
the vane by a transfer system. Only when the tornedo passes through a
certain dangerous distance does the remote spfpty switch from the vane
close its own contacts. Now, if the tortedo orsses close to the target the
influence firinr mechanism may be triggered.

If, for some reason, the vane was rotating on the ship, and the con-
tacts of the remote safety switch were closed the marnetic field created
by the passage of the firing ship near another ship may cause the firing
mechanism to be triggered and an exrlosion is then possible.

In order to secure a sh- sainst this eventuality P bAttery switch
(BS) is provided in the circuit which has a movable pawl extending outside
the toroedo shell. In the initial position it breaks the circuit from
the "-" of the battery, just like the movable contact (TK). On being fired
from the torpedo launchi-g apparatus the pawl thrusts against the cleat of
the torpedo tube And is thrown bnck, thereby cuttinF in the battery switch.

If the torredo has passed a given distance and has not struck the target
the torpedo will sink and becomes A bottom influence mine. In view of thy
fact that the pl~ce where the torpedo sank is not nrscisely known it will
be dangerous even for the firinr ship because the toroedo might explode
from its magnetic field. To avoid this a time contact (PK) is installed
in the battery circuit which is connected with the timing mechanism.
After a certain amount of time sufficient for the passage of the torpedo
through a given distance the timinp contact cuts in the battry to the
discharce resistance R through which the battery is discharged. The tor-
pedo is now com letelv safe, as far as the ship is concerned; even if it
passes Above it and triggers the relay no exmlosion will follow since
the circuit has been rendered safe.

If, on awroachinp the target the influence firing mechanism has not



been triggered for some reason but the torpedo has struck against the
side of the ship-target, the explosion will nevertheless take place
because the inertia firinr mechanism will be activated, will close its
own contacts and the current from the battery will nass throuFh the
detonator (3S.

The compressed air storage bottle is located behind the warhead. The
air bottle is the central and largest section of the torpedo. It con-
sists of a cylinder made of high grade steel with spherical shaped ends.
The container is filled with compressed air for operatinp the main Dower
olant in the torpedo and its other mechanisms.

The air from the air bottle (fiP. 50) enters the engine and mechanisms
through an opening in the after bottom to which an air line is connected.
There are several valves on the air line. The inlet vrlve permits the
compressed air to be pumped into the tank And the locking valve prevents
air from escaping out of the container when the torpedo mechanisms are
not operating.

In order that the air m~y g from the air container to the mpin power
pl-nt it is necessary in addition to the locking vplve to open the engine
valve; the latter is opened only when the torpedo is fired from the tor-
pedo launchirg tube. It is connected by a special rod to the torpedo
tripring lever which is thrown back by the tripninr lever cam of the
apparatus the moment the torpedo leaves the launchinr tube. The way is now
clear for the air from the Pi- bottle. L117

Air under such high Dresure may not be fed into the main engine
due to the danger of rupturinr the cylinders; furthermore the output of
such an engine would be quite unecon)mical. Accordinvly, it is necessary
to reduce the air pres,-ure and that takes place in the stern portion
of the torpedo.

The stern or after portion, consisting of sever~l comp~rtments, is
located behind the ccmpressed Air bottle. 'he princinal mechanisms o" the
torpedo are contained in it.

Let us consider the Mk-15 (fig. 45), an Am-rican torpedo in which the
after section is divided into three parts. Located in the first section
olongside the air bottle is a small tank for kerosene and a compartment
with water. The kerosene and water are force- out by the air and enter
the high pressure air preheater when the torpedo is fired.

'he kerosene and water are necessary to obtain a mixture of steam and
pns durinr the period of operation of the steam turbine or enpine.

To insure constant torpedo speed it is important that the air enters
the main engine at a uniform rate during the operating period and at a
precisely set pressure. Reducing vAlves lower the air pressure to the
necessary level. Spring lomded valves act as regulators. The pressure
of the entering air and, therefore, the speed of the torpedo is regulated
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by chsnging the compressive force on the spring. One, two, or three
fixed speeds are set for each model of torpedo. Ordinarily, two regulators
-- high and low pressure -- are used. The firqt reduces the pressure
from 200 to 50-60 atmospheres, and the second reduces it from 50-60 to 20
or 30 atmospheres, i.e. to a pressure necessary for the operation of the
engines.

The air from the reducing valves goes to the preheater which looks
like a small pot with a lid. The water, kerosene, nd air from the reduc-
ing valves enter through passages in the cover. When the torpedo is released
the igniter located on the cover of the preheater is ivnited. The kerosene
atomized by the compressed air is inflamed ty the igniter, groatly raising
the temperature in the preheater. The water en~ering the preheater turns
to steam which, when mixed with the products of combustion, forms a
steam-gas mixture.

The resultinr steam and pas mixture goes from the preheater to the
turbine blades to do useful work.

Use of a steam-gas mixture permitted reducinr the consumption of air;
this gave the torpedo additional reserves of ererry and m~de for greater
range and speed. Il9

Piston en*ines are used in many torpedoes. The pas-steam mixture goes
into the main engine cylinders. The two cylinder horizontal engine is
very similar to the ordinary steam engine. Each cylinder has a piston with
a rod which moves forward and backward under the infleucne of 1he steam and
gas mixture. The translatorv motion of the pistons is converted into the
rotary motion of propeller shafts and screws through the connectin' rod
and crank mechanism.

Slide valves are arranged beside the cylinders to insure the uninter-
rupted oneration of pistons and propeller shafts connected to them and for
the timely injection and discharge of the steam and gas mixture. The
torpedo is equipped with two hollow shpfts, one contained inside the other.
A propeller is inserted on the end of each shiaft.

'he spent gases from the main engine pass through the internal hollow,
brass propeller shaft and are exhausted to the exterior, leaving a tell-tale
foamy wake on the surface.

The main engine of modern iorpedoes can develop, despite its small
dimensions, great Dower (up to 500 h.p.); this is equal to the output of
two small tugboats or nine Pobeda automobiles. A turbine is contained
inside the second stern compartment of the Mk-l5 torpedo. In this case

the steam and gas mixture from the combustion chamber enters through the
nozzles Pnd impinges against the turbine blades in which heat energy is
converted into mechanical energy, i.e. the turbine rotor is caused to
turn (fig. 51). The rotary motion of the rotor (fig. 52) is transmitted
via a system of gears to the two propellers of the torpedo.
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The third compartment contains mechanisms which operate the torpedo
rudders while it is in motion. A hydrostatic device which holds the
torpedo at a given depth throughout its run operates the horizontal rudders
and a "yroscopic device operates the vertical rudders. It corrects any
deviation to the right or left of the nresent course.

An important component of the hydrostatic apnpratus (fig. 53) is L119
a movable bronze disk with spring covered over with a rubber diaphragm
that protects the torpedo from the entry of seawater. The movable hydro-
static disk "senses" changes in the external water pressure and reacts
to them.

Fig. 51. rpth followed by air from the preheater to the turbine:

1. First turbine wheel; 2. second turbine wheel; 3. bl~de; 4. nozzle;
5. nozzle valve; 6. valve union; 7. gas to nozzle; P. air enterinr
preheater; 9. igniter; 10. stream of atomized fuel (fuel injector);
11. stream of water; 12. combustion chamber.

The disk with diaphragm is tightened on one side by a spring and the
pressure of the air in the c-mpartment and on the other side of it is
under the pressure of the water, ne work of the hydrostatic apparatus is
bpsed on an equilibrium of two forces: the force of pressure of the exter-
nal wator column and the spring pressurA on the movable disk inside the
torpedo. If the force of the soring is equal to the pressure of the out-
side water on the hydrostatic disk the sliding valve of the rudder motor
and the rudders occupy the middle position. Z120
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Fip. 52. Ysin turbine engine.

1. Main drive gears; 2. air tubes; 3. turbine; h. propeller shafts.

Fig. 53. Diagram of hydrostatic equipment:
1. Depth setting screw; 2. spring; 3. diaphragm; L. balancer: 5.
steerinp engine; 6. air line; 7. horizontal rudders; 8. hydrostptic

disk.

If the torpedo is traveling below a set depth the pressure of the outside
water will overcome the resilient force of the spring. The hydrostatic
disk will shift and the slide valve Associated with it will admit air into
the cylinder of the steering engine. The steering engine piston will move
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and with the aid of pull rods will transpose the horizontal controls
upward. The torpedo will begin to surface. When the torpedo approaches
the prescribed depth the rate of rise will be so great that the torpedo
will necessarily pass beyond this depth. As it does so, the pressure
of the wat'er on the hydrostatic disk will decrease. The sprinr will move
the disk and, therefore, the slide valve in the other direction and the
steering engine will transpose the controls downward. The torpedo will
bepin to dive.

With such correction for the depth the toroedo will make sizable
deviations from the preset level and will continuously slip past the
required depth (fig. 54).

5. flc/.%pm'ocm& Oo~bI

Fir. 54. Depth trajectory of torpedo run:
1. Path of torpedo without pendulum; 2. path of torpedo with pendulum;
3. water surface; 4. prescribed depth.

In order to reduce torpedo yawing in depth it was necessary to install
a pendulum (fig. 53) in the hydrostatic instrument. The balancer holds
a verticpl position and is connected to a rod which transmits the stress
of the spring to the hydrostatic disk. A lead weight is secured to the base
of the balpncer and imparts preater sensitivity to the hydrostatic device.

If the depth of the run will chanpe markedly, i.e. if the torpedo dev-
iates considerably from its hori7ont-l positinn, the pendulum will over-
com- the resiliency of the hydrostatic spring by the force of gravity and
will depart frim its initipl middle position. Its movement will shift
the slide valve of the steerinp machine, the horizontal controls will
shift under the influence of the air, !nd the torpedo will again move at
the preset denth.

The nenduluw accelerates the transnosition of the rudders when the Z122
torpedo denarts from the preset depth and inhibits the rapid transposition
of controls when the torpedo returns to the preset depth, thereby correct-
ing the motion of the torpedo. The path of the torpedo in this case will
be more direct than without the balancer. Deviation from the prescribed
depth in this case is not over one meter.

In fire at enemy ships a certain running depth, depending on the
target shin's draft, is set for the torpedo. For example, in fire upon
battleships with a draft of between 10 And 12 meters the running depth of
the tornedo is set for 0-10 meters, and in fire at destroyers with a 4-6
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meter draft the torpedo running depth is set for 2- meters. The toroedo
running depth is set by ch-nging the tension of the hydrostatic disk
spring by means of a depth setting screw.

Fulfilling only one condition -- observing the prescribed depth -- is
not of itself sufficient for a successful attack because the torpedo, ever
though it has maintained the depth, may swerve from its heading and miss
the target. It is necessary to have an automatic pilot which will hold the
torpedo on a set course during the run. This automatic pilot is a gyro-
scopic instrument which transmits a command to the vertical rudders which
hold the torpedo on the preset heading. The ryroscopic instrument consists
of a szinninp top, a d-vice for starting it, and a steering motor which
transposes the vertical rudder.

The operating principle of a Pyroscopic instrument is based on the
property of a gyroscope axis roatainF at great sneed to maintain a fixed
nosition in space, a fact explained by the hiph centrifuqal force of a ra-
pidly rotating body. This force holds the -yroscooe sheft in a direction
which it held when started and helos to counteract any force -ttemrtine
to deflect it from a preset direction. In the torpedo the s-inn~ng top
iF secured in A so-called universal susoension consisting of two rings --
horizontal and vertical -- one secured inside the other (fig. 55).

T he vertical and horizontal rings of the univrrsel suspension device
rotating on their individual axes enable th gyroscope to maintain P fixed
position in szPce -- a oosition held at the time the torpedo was ejected.

The axis of the spinninp top before ejection is connected to the axis
of the starter turbine. In ord r for the torpedo to hold , preset
heading the axis of the spinning tone should be pArallel to the axis of Z123
the torpedo and the vertical rinp should be perpendicular to it.

As the torpedo moves through the launchinr tube durinp the firin- npro-
cesE, the trippinr lever of the starting valve is tilted anC4 the highly
compressed air passes to the turbine which activates the gyroscope, impart-
inp to it a sneed or 20,000 to 30,000 rpm.

Pefore the torpedo emerges from the tube the impeller shaft disengages
from the shaft of the- gyroscope top. To keep the gyroscope top rotating
at a high rate of speed inclined prooves are made about its periphery
similar to the blades in a turbine to which low pressure (20-30 atnosph-res)
c-mpressed air is aprlied. /12b

If the torpedo begins to depart from the target course due to exter-
nal forces attemptinp to deflect it from the course it will begin to turn
the body of the gyrsocope instrument and the steering motor, while the
spinninr top and the vertical rine will hold their original Dosition.
The vertical ring is connected with the aid of An eccentric to the slide
valve of the steering motor, therefore when the torpedo axis turns relative
to the vertical ring the slide valve will shift and permit compressed air
to enter the c-linder of the steerinR motor, And this transposes the
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vertical rudders. Through the action or the ruddPrs the torpedo will
return to its original position, the axis of the spinning top will again
become parallel to the tornedo axis, the vertical ring will shift the ec-
centric and the sliding valve will close the access hole to air into the
steering motor, and this will set the vertical ruddPr in the middle posi-
tion. In the process, of course, the toroedo will not ravel a straight
line but along a smooth curve because the vertical rudders are at all
times being shifted fr.-m their middle nositi'n to the right and to the left.

VX i- - - -

pyfiRWl

Fiv. 55. Toroedo Pyroscopic instrument,

1. SpinninF' top of gyroscope; 2. starter turbine shaft; 3. steering
motor; 4. horizontal ring; 5. vertical ring; 6. eccentric; 7. steer-

ing motor slide valve.

"he tail of the torpedo consists of the tail vane, two propellers,
and horizontal and vertical rudder controls. The tail serves to impart
stability of motion in the water and to control the run with respect to
depth and direction by means of rudde-rs.

Ordinarily, two propellers are contained in the frame of the tail;
they are coaxially Arranged, one turning clockwise and the other counter-
clockwise. h otating in different directions, given equality of torque
of both screws, they evclude any possibility of the toroedo turning about
its own axis due to torque and, consnquently, deviation by the torpedo
from its heading. Various tves of torpedoes have propellers with two,
three, and even four proneller blades.
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For many years designers and engineers along with toroedomen have
been trying to finds:me method of equipping a torpedo with an electric
motor. The idea of using electricity to power a torpedo was very intrigu-
ing. Some years apo mines were detonated by an electric current but the
current to the mine fuze was transmitted by cable from a shore based
battery. Somewhat later electrical energy was used not only to ignite the
exolosive but also to prooel the torpedo and operate its controls. /125

But even in this case the source of power was not in the toroedo itself
but on a ship and the current was transmitted by a cable connected to
the torpedo. Since the torpedo had negative buoyancy in this case (it was
heavier than water) it was necessary to attach floats to it. "he torpedo-
man on the ship controlled the torpedo heading, watching the floats, and
he closed the igniter circuit when the toroedo imoacted against the tar-
get ship.

It can easily be seen that an attack by such a torpedo w-s not ye-v
effective because as the tornedo widened the distance from the ship the
enemy could discern it more readily then could the torpedonan. In addition,
the floats constituted a good target which could be hit very easly.
Obviously, torpedoes of this tvpe we-e never odopted. For a lonr tir at-
tempts to design a small sized package of power which could be Pccomodated
inside a torpedo were unsuccessful.

During World War 1I the fleets of Germany, the United States, and other
nations had electric torpedoes as org'nic equipment in which a storage
battery was used as a source of electrical power for operating a motor.
These torpedoes were initially fired from submarines; in fire from surface
vessels the toroedo was subjected to A rather powerful impact on entering
the water and this ou4 the batteries out of operation. Later on a better
designed battery was used and small dimensioned toroedoes -ppeared wich
conld be fired not only from surface vessels but could also be dropped
by aircraft.

Compared with steam and gas torpedo the electrical variety has some
important advantages: it does not leave a visible wake behind it, thereby
insurin' concealment for the submarine at the instant of launch; while
in motion the electric torpedo holds a oreset hepd nr more steadily because
in contrast to the steam and gas torpedo it does not chanpe its weight
nor the position of its centnr of Pravity (there is no expenditure of Air,
water, or Verosene). In addition, electric tornedoes produce comparatively
little nower -lent and instrumpnt noise, a fact of special worth for
submarine launched attacks.

But the electric torpedo also has some considerable shortcomings:
in contrast to the steam and gas torpedo it is much slower and has a
shorter ren'e.

Howeve-, despite this, the electric torpedo won great Dopularity in
the fleet. At the present time foreign naval fleets have many electric
torpedoes of various types, but for the most part they have the same kinds
of mechznisms and assemblies. Let us consider the U.S. Mk-lR electric
torpedo (fig. 56).
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warhead .Storage by compartment AwMfA

Fig. 56. The U.S. Mk-lP electric torpedo.

1. Explosive; 2. igniter; 3. storage batteries; 4. electric motor;
5. engine starting switch; 6. hydrostatic instrument; 7. Pyrosconic
instrument; 9. vertical rudder control; 9. forward screw; 10.
after screw; 11. horizontal rudder control; 12. air bottles; 13.
hydrogen burninp device.

Like its pas and steam counterpart the electric torpedo consists of
four basic parts: the warhead, storage battery compartment, the afterbodv,
and the tail section.

In the electric torpedo there are gyroscopic and hydrostatic instru-
ments and steerinp motors, just like the steam and gas toroedo. Ahe
nower plant in the electric torpedo is a motor operating from the electric
energy pro'ided by the storage battery located in the storave compartment.
This is the largest compartment and ,ukes up about one-h-lf of the weight
of the torpedo.

Loc-ted in the storape battery corpartment nre the series connected
oxygen-lead battery cells. 'he energy reserve of oxvven-le~a I *eries
is not very great and the maximum range of the electric tc 'i is
about L,O0O meters at a speed of about 30 knots.

It is a known fnct that a storage battery gradufally becomes discharged:
inside the battery there is a continuous chemical reaction with a slow
discharge of hydrogen whch enters into the storape battery compartment.
'7ntil thr' torpedo is loaded into the torpedo tube the discharged hydrogen
can readily be removed by opening the storage battery compartment ventila-
ting hqndhole. 127

Combining with the air contained in the compartment the hydrogen forms
an explosive mixture. If the hydrogen penetrates into the comportment in
which the engine is contained an explosion can result instantaneously from
the smallest spark. Cases of torpedo explosions have been numerous.
It is quite difficult and inconvenient to haul out thr- torpedoes from
tubes periodically to open up their ventilst~ng holes to release the hydro-
gen. Therefore, various instruments are placed inside the torpedoes to
eliminate the hydrogen that has formed (by burning, ventilating, etc).

A hydrogen suppressor is contained inside the storage battery
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compartment of the torpedo under discussion and its spiral is connected
to the electric power supply sourced of the submarine. When the spiral
become heated the liberated hydrogen combines with atmospheric oxygen,
burns, and forms water vapor.

If the hydrogen suppressor is connected before a dangerous concen-
tration of hydrogen accumulates in the storage battery compartaent, the
combustion reaction of hydrogen will be so much slower that the danger of
an explosion is excluded. An air tight bulkhead is provided at the end
of the storage battery compartment to prevent the hydrogen that is con-
tinuously being given off from penetrating into the stern section.

For a tornedo to travel to its target ship unobserved it is essential
that there be no traces of any kind astern of it. But there are air
tanks in the torpedo to operate the gyroscope, hydrostat, and the steer-
inp mechanism actuators. Will not this air reveal the path of the
torpedo? The spent air is discharged into the tail section rather than
to the outside. The pressure of the spent air in the stern section
Pradually increases in the process,but in order for it not to become exces-
sively high (with the possibility of rupturing the torpedo shell) a one-way
safety valve has been inserted in the bulkhead to scour the Pir in the
storage battry compartment . When the air pressure in thr tail section
exceeds the air pressure in the storage battery compprtment the valve
opens and the air pas'es into the storage batterv compartment. The pres-
sure in the stern section is graduallv reduced, Pnd the valve again closes.
In this case the air goes through the airtight bulkhead in only one direc-
tion: from the stern section to the battery compartment. This is Z126
insured by the one-way safety valve.

Installed in the forward Dart of the tail section co-pprtment on the
si de of the battery compartment is a six-pole direct current 90 h.p.
motor. The electr c motor enables the torpedo to develop top speed im-
mediately after it has been fired.

On firinv the toroedo the triDping lever is thrown back and the high
pressure air from the air bottles flows in three directions: to the start-
inF switch, the gyroscope, and the regulators which reduce the pressure
of the air. The c)ntacts of the starting switch are closed bv the force
of the compressed air which connects the engine circuit with the storage
battery; thp gyroscope is started and the low pressure air enters into
the steerin - mechanism of the hydrostatic and gyrosconic devices. The
cinstruction of the other assemblies and mechanism of an electric torpedo
are similar to those of the gas and steam torpedo, hence we shall
not dwell upon them.

To increase the speed and range of an electric toredo scientists of
many countries are at work trying to develop new capacitive sources of
electric power which might replace the heavy oxygen-lead storage batteries.

According t the publication "Missiles and Rockets", silver-zinc
storage batteries have been developed whose specific power is three to
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four times greater than the specific energy of lead batteries, a fact which
permits increasing the speed and range of the torpedo considerably. However,
the cost of such batteries is approximately ten times greater then the cost
of lead type storage batteries. At the end of World War II there was a
report to the effect that German submarines were carrying acoustic type
target seeking torpedoes which homed in on the sound of a ship's propellers.*

* This was the first modern guided missile which anticipated its air counter-
parts by several years; despite the fact that it operates under water exclu-
sively, its accuracy is by no means inferior to that of guided missiles.

T-(ac< OF Hype
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Fig. 57. Diagram describing the motion of a homing torredo:

1. Torpedo on course indicated by gyro; 2. noise on right hydrophone
Preater than on lpft hydrophone: homing system turns rudders to right;
3. noise on left and right hydrophones equal: rudders in center oosition-
4. torpedo has caught up with target.

The target seeking tornedo is an electrical powered weapon equinned with
acoustic gear. In contrast to previously existing torpedoes the homing
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variety seeks out its own target. If the target is within the operating

limits of the homing apparatus the torpedo will begin to guide itself
upon it (fig. 57). If the target ship attempts to take evasive action ag-
ainst the torpedo the latter will begin to follow and then catch up
wit h it. L130

Just how does a target seeking torpedo search out its target and
communicate the direction of the target to its own instruments? All
known homing torpedoes are of the acoustic variety. They are provided
with special instruments which are capable of catching sound vibrations
from the target, converting them into electrical signals and then amnli-
fying them to a certain magnitude. The amplified signals control the
tornedo rudders and Fuide it to the target ship. Acoustic systems of
homing torpedoes may be active or passive.

A torpedo with an active acoustic homing system transmits sound pulses
anc if there is a target within the operating limits of the homing system
these pulses hit the target and are reflected back to the torpedo.
Consequently, the torpedo is ruided to the target by the reflected sounds.

A torpedo with a passive acoustic target seekinp system does not
transmit any sound (except, of course, the noises of its own engine and
nropeller). The system itself picks up the sounds fr,'m the propellers
and engines of the target ship and insures that the torpedo will move
toward the source of noise.

In order to pick uD sounds whose frequencies are outside the range
of audibility of the humpn ear the eoipment contpins special devices
called transduce-s. These devices perceive the enerry of sound oscillations
and convert it into electrical enerpv. The most simple type of transducer
for underwater operation is the h.ydrophone, which catches underwater sounds
transmitted fr!m the target ship or sounds reflected from it. The hydro-
phone, an electrodynamic transducer, is widely used at the D-esent time.
The hydrophone diaphragm oscillations are transmitted to a movable coil
which cuts across the magnetic field of a bias winding. An electromotive
force is induced in the coil which is the command electric signal that
controls the torpedo rudders.

Since mechanical and electrical oscillations in hydrophones are rever-
sible the latter can be used as an underwater source of soiund radiation.
This property of reversibility is wide>v used where one and the same
element can alternately serve as a hydrophone and as a s-,md rndiator.

0 eceiving and converting sound into electric signals which control
rudders, hydrophones, and other equipment insures the torpedo run to the
source of the sound.

A target seeking toroedo has a warhead, storage battery compartment,

afterbody, and tail section. The construction of all compartments, with
the exception of the warhead section, is basically the same as in the
electric torpedo. In the warhead comoartment there is a bay in which the
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principal homing instruments are contained.

The gyroscopic and hydrostatic instruments in most homing torpedoes
are of the same type as in the electric toredo. In some homing torpedoes
the top of the gvroscope is caused to rotate by an electric motor rather
than by corpressed air. Torpedoes of that type hove no air tanks because
-I1 the instruments which c-ntrol the motion of the torpedo are electrical.

Command signals from gyroscopic and hydrostatic instruments do not
enter via a mechanic-l drive as is the case in a steam-pas tornedo but
through a relav to solenoids which control the rudders.

Comnared with the mechanical drive of the gas-steam torpedo electri-
cal instruments have a number of advantages. They do not require compressed
air, are accurate and reliable in operation, and what is very important in
a homing acoustic torpedo, are practically noiseless. The hominp torpedo
directs itself to the source of noise and in order not to introduce sensi-
tive interferences into the acoustic homing system it sho,ld make as
little noise as possible.

Hydrophones are installed in the forward part of the w-rhead. The
ripht and left hydrophones control the hominp system of the torpedo in
the horizontal plane (they control the course oc the toroedo), and the
,iDner ind lower hydrophones control the torpedo homing system in the
vertical plane (they c ntrol the torpedo deoth of run).

After a passive homing tornedo is fired at a ship target qnd the
nydronhones nick up roise fr'm workinr propellers the noise thus received
is converted into a pulsating low amplitude electric current. The currents
from the two hydrophones (right and left) enter the amnlifier where they
are amrlified and comppred for magnitude. If tke received noise in the left
hydrophone is greater than in the right the current in the left hydrophone
will be greater than in the right. The amolified c-mmand spnel frim the
left hydrophone goes to the actuatinp mechanism which turns the verticpl
rudder to the left. The tornedo will turn to the left toward the s-irce
or noise given off by the target ship. L1 3P

If there is no ship-target in the operating range of the homing ap.-ar-
atus the gyroscope controls the course of the torpedo and the hydrostatic
instrument holds it at the preset depth. For examnle, if the target is
located to the right of the torpedo course in the operating zone of the
homing apparatus the noise from the target in the ripht hydrophone will
be more rowerful than in the left. The hominr equipmant will than open
the gyroscone circuit which will no longer hold the toroedo on the preset
course and will turn the vertical rudder to the right. 1he torpedo will
veer from its course to the right until the ship target is directly in
fro)m of it. The noises in the hydrophones qnd, therefore, the currents
at their outputs will become the same and will mutually compensate one
another. The command sipnals will not go to the actuating mechanism -nd
th, vertical rudder will assume the middle position.
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Thus, the homing torpedo automatically corrects its course toward
the target. Because of inertia and a certain delay in transposition of
the rudders it will slip past its course when the noises in the hydronhones
are of equal strength. Therefore, the vertical rudders will contiruously
deviate from their middle position, receiving command signals from the
right and then from the left hydrophones. Can a homing torpedo "hear"
the noise of a ship firinr and turn toward it? No, it cannot.

Homing torpedoes have various kinds of devices which protect the
ship against explosions of their own torpedoes. For examnle, in some
foreign models of hom~nr torpedoes the 4nfluence or inertia firinp mechan-
ism is safe at a range of 200-hOO metprs from the firing ship and will
not cause an explosion even if the toroedo hits a target. After travers-
ing th*s distance the firinp mechanism, which is linked by greats with
the safety vane, becomes armed.

Some homing torpedoes hAve a device which opens the homing circuit
at. the bepinn'ng of the run. The "yroscopic irstrument holds the torpedo
on the preset course and does not allow it to deviate even if it is rassing
near the target, the source of the noise. Not until it hps traversed
the d-nFerous pprt of the run Pre the homing circuits switched in.
This eliminates the danger of the torpedo homin' in on the firint ship.

The torpedo rudder rarely remains in one positinn for more than L133
one or two sec-nds. If it remains in the same position lona enough for
the torredo to turn as much as POO it may hear the noise of its own ship
in the dangerous dist-nce area and home in on it. To avoid th s s-me
toro-edoes have a device which registers the time durinp which the vertical
rudder is deflected fr m the middle position. If this time exceeds an
established value the instrument cuts out the engine And the torpedo s~nks.
If the torpedo has passed the dangerous distance the instrument is switched
off and it can safely turn back.

Homing electric torpedoes have increased the target orobability con-
siderably. During World War 1I German submarines armed with qcous'ic
homing torpedoes sank numerous Anlo-Armerican shins. The following inci-
dent involved a Pritish destroyer. The acoustic torpedo fired from A

German submarine missed the target, a destroyer, which was traveling at
nominal speed. Seeing this, the destroyer captsin ordered an increase
in speed to attack the submarine with which sound contrct had been estab-
lished. Howeve , at this vory moment the tor-edo unexpectedly veered off
its course and struck the destroyer in the ammuni+ion mapazine. In P few
second the ship disappeared into the sea. It is not easy to find an
effective means of counteraction agninst an acoustic torpedo.

To avoid being hit, a ship-target apparently should turn toward the
torpedo and cut off its engines, or retreat before it. if the ship's speed
is greater than that of the torredo. However, to execute these maneuvers
much time is required, Pnd a torpedo attack is a fast moving Action.
Furthermore, a homing torpedo is wakeless: nothing betrays its movement
and it is understandable how difficult a problem it is for the ship to
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spot and evade the torpedo.

TJRFEDO TUBES

Before a torpedo begins its run to the target certain values hpve to
be fed into its instruments; it then has to be aimed and fired. Torpedo
tubes or launchers have to be installed to perform these onerations. Z13L

Torpedo tul-es are used to accomodate tornedoes and, until they are
fired, to protect them from impact, penetration of water, and the like.
Located on the toroedo tube are instruments by means of which all the
necessary settings are introduced into the tormedo.Pv rotating the tor-
pedo launcher the tornedo is given the proper heading toward the target
.nd the launching system expels the torpedo The launcher consists of
one or several tubes which are subdivided into underwater and surface types.

These launchers are mainly used on destriyers and torpedo boats. Sur-
face launchers may be rotatable or fixed. The rotatable torpedo launcher

oies much space on the ship's upoer deck. Therefore, to accomodcte
uch artillery on the upper deck as possible some of the new destroyers
-eiFn navies are beinp equipped with fixed torpedo launchers which
signed, mainly, for firing electrical hominr torpedoes; they may

nsist of one, two, or more tubes arranged inside the ship's superstructure.

On a torpedo boat the tubes of the launchers are also fixed; they Pre
located alonF the sides. The boat's course imoarts the necessary target
di-ection to the toroedo.

Rotatable launch-rs (fig. 5P) consist of the "ollowing basic parts:
the base, rotating platform, tul-es, horizontal airinr mechanism, and
inst-ruments for setting the course of the torpedo, the gyroscope anFle,
and the depth of the torpedo run.

'he equipment base consists of a steel drum located undernepth the
torpedo launching tube ripidlv secured to the ship's deck. There are grooves
with balls in the upper part of the base for turninp the rotatinp platform
to which are secured the steel tubes of the launcher. 1he cvlindrical
tules are made of thin sheet steel. The pressure inside the tube
which develops on firing is not too great and is designed merely to expel
the toroedo out of the launching tube. The torpedo tule remnnds one of
a gun barrel. It forms a closed chamber in which powder gases or compressed
air expand on firinF. The torpedo is ejected from the launchi- tube by
the force of the gases (fig. 5q).

The tube directs the torpedo in the required direction, insures the
flight of the torpedo above the deck of the ship, and imparts the necessary
angle of entry into the water. A T-shaped groove is contained in the Z136
upper internal Dprt of the tube through which the guide stud of the tormedo
moves. The T-shpoed groove prevents the torpedo from turning inside the
launcher tube, and on firing it insures the necessary angle of tornedo
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entry into the water. Access holes with covers for servicing torpedo
mechanisms are arranged along the length of the tube.

In the rear portion the tube is covered with a watertight cover which
can be opened when loading the torpedo, for makinF inspects, etc. There
is a closed space between the cover and the stern portion of the lornedo
for the admission of gases which eject the torpedo from the launching
equipment.

6 7

5 9

3

Fir. . American five-tube surface torpedo launchpr with instruMents
and mechanisms.

1. "'quipment base; 2. rotatable rlatform; 3. electric motor with
drive; L. tube; 5. stopoinF mechanisms to hold the torpedo in the
launchpr; 6. torredo course irstrument; 7. horizontal aiming device;
9. torredo ryroscope sngle setting instrument; 9. instrument for
setting torpedo denth of run; 10. firinr mechanisms (breech chpmbers).

To kcep the tornedo frim shifting -lonr the tube when the ship is
rollinr and pitching there is an Prrestinr mechanism on ton of the tubes.
This d vice has stops extending into the interior of the tube which hold
the torpedo in a certain position by means of studs.

The horizontal aiminp mechanism (fig. 6n) with electric or hydreulic /137
drives is used for training the launchinF tubes at the target. The aiminp
process is performed by the tube operator who controls the electricpl or
hydraulic drives bv rotattng a handwheel and turns the launcher in one
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direction or another. If the electrical aiming device of the launcher has
become inoperable the launcher can be turned manually.

! -- .... ....

Fiv. 59. Torpedo leavinr launching tube

£he guns, houses, ano various compqrtments are loca-ted on the "pper
deck, therefore the torpedo launcher cpn only be turned throuph a certain
an,le. iowever, during tornedo fire it may become necessary to expand the

arc of fire. For this ourpose there is an instrument on the tor-edo
launcher fcr setting the ryrsocone anple. Inserting the vrsoco-e angle
in the torpedo causes it to turn right or left of the original launcher
set direction after it is fired. The torpedo launcher is eiuipped with a
torpedo depth of run setting instrument Also.

DenendinF on the firing range the s-eed mechanism oermits spttinr
one of three speed, in thp t,,redo: mnximum., mediur, or slow steeds.
All these instruments are serviced by the setter.

The eyroscope nnple scale and the spread anrle scale (the angle between
two adjacent torpedoes in a sAlvo) are located in front of the setter. /13P
On obtaining these data from the torpedo fi-e c,-ntrol instriments the
setter proceeds to introduce them into the toroedo.

Tn ordpr that the engine and pvroscooe begin operpting imsmedietelv
on firnP the torpedo it is neces,ry to pull back the toroedo st-rtinr
lever. For this purpose there is P tripped on the lAunchinF tube which
is lowered into the tube before firing. As the toroedo moves in the
tube the starting lever goes on the tripper And is pulled back, thereby
activatinp the engine and mnin instruments.

Pach tube hms its own firing mechanism -- the oowder chamber. The
powder chAmber usuplly consists of the chamber into which the Dowder



charg!e is placed, the breech, and the trigger mechanism. Firing is usually
accomplished by electrical or pprcus~'ion methods. In some torpedo
lau~ichinp equipment firing is accom~lished by means of' comoressed air
conteined in tank6.

Instruments are set up ron the launching equipment in front of the
tulbe operator by ,-hich he aims the launching tubes. In the event the
torpedo fire control instruments feil to operate the tube operator a~ms
the launchinr equipment at the t-rget using the sirht~ng device.

Underwater tornedo tubes are installed in a rigid position in submarines.
Their mechanisms Pre more comnlicated than t'-ose in the surfnee leunching
tubes because they are designed for fire under water.

- V..

Fig. 60. Five tube surface tyre rotatable torpedo launching system
ready for firing.

The submarine torpedo tube has mechanisms for openinp and closinr
the front and rear tue Fhutt rs, Pvrsocooe angle setting instrtirents,
aerth and sceed s-ttinr instruments, and a system of vplves which fill$
the t-rnedo tube with water before firinp and drains them after firing.

The tubes are closed at both ends with shutterF. The rear shuttrr
opens into the submarine torpedo compartment, and the forward shutt-r
opens directly into the sea, If both sl-yittprs aqre opened simultaneously
seawater will pgush forth int- the tor',edo comnartment. In order to prevent
this the torpedo tube is equipn-ed with blockinp rech-4nisms wh'ch t-revent
the simultaneous openinr of the forward and rear shutters.

*-nthe submarine is in a deen dive the forward shutter is subjected
to tremendous Presture by the surroundincg water. Tndividuals are power-
less to o)vercome such rreat resist~nnce Pnd nower systems are helpful in
this regard. A hydraulic drive is ordinarily used in submarines to open
aind close the forwtrd shutter. Li139
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Both shutters are closed before a torpedo is loaded into the launch
tube. A special valve is then opened and water is expelled from the
tube by a special valve. After the water has been removed the rear shutter
is opened and the tornedo is loaded into the tube. Followinp that the
shutter is closed apnin -nd the tube is filled with water, not seawater
but water from a tank. The forward shutter is now opened and the equip-
ment is ready for firing. If the forward shutter is opened before water
completely fills the tube. the seawater, which pushes into the tube with
force, could damage the torpedo's rudders nnd propellers.

Pefore pre~sing the firing button the hivhly comoressed air from the
rpecial tanks entprs into the rear space of the tube, overc-mes the pressure
of the reawater, Pnd forces the torpedo out of the tube. The compressed
air which ejects the torpedo does not leave the tube to the wqter surface
but enters R snecial tank inside the submarine. This insures security in
firinp. Two types of devices -- piston and non-niston -- nre used for
bubble-free fire in a submarine.

In the first case a piston plunger is nlpced in the stern portion of
the tor,)edo tube. In firing, nir under yreat pressure enters the s-'ace
between the rear shutter and the niston and moves it forward togethc'r with
the torpedo. After the torpedo leaves the tule the air between th rear
shutter and piston Foes to the reservoir in the submarine while the pis-
ton is returned to its originel position due to th, force of the seawater.
The piston system is clunsy and cumplicated, hence it is -lmost never
used now.

Tn rthe second case the comoressed air which forces the torpedo outward
leaves the tube thr.Lugh a one-way valve into the reservoir inside the
submarine before it gets to the forward shutter of the tube. Therefore,
no signs or traces appear on the ocean surface and concealment of the
submer'ne and the torpedo attack are maintained.

As soon as the torpedo leaves the tube the latter is quickly filled
with seawater. After closinF the forward shutter, the tube is draired
again, the after shutter is opened, and another tornedo is loaded into the
tube.

After the torpedo is fired the submarine bec-mes lighter by the weight
of one torpedo. In order that the submrine mintnin the previous weight
distribution there is a special tank which ir filled with sepwter vy an
amount eu:ivalent to thc weii-ht n9 a torpedo.

Present dv larger sized subm-rines have ten or more torDedo tubes.
They are fixed and are part of the submarine hull, thercfore the torpedoes
are fired by aiming the submarine Pt the torget or by introducing P Pvro
ang2e into the torcedo.
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TORPEDO FIRE C NTROL INSTRUMIENTS

Before firing the torpedomen check the operatinp conditions of the
torpedo and lrunching tube mechanisms. On determining that the instruments
and mechanisms are in good working order the torpedo is loaded into the
tube and the necessary settings are made. But in order for the toroedo to
hit the target it is not sufficient merely for the torpedo and tube to
be in proper working order. It is also necessary to perform a third and
final phase in firing, Pnd that is to determine the heading for the torpedo
which will insure a hit upon the target. Actually, the smallest error
or inaccuracy committed in computing the heading for the torpedo will make
the finnl attack fruitless; the torpedo will -aintpin the preset heading,
depth, and speed, but it may miss the target. Therefore, it is necessary
to determine with great accuracy the direction in which the torpedo should
be fire.

In fire at a movinp target the tubes are aimed at a point forward of
the target ship (fig. 61). If the ship-target and torpedo repch this noint
at the same miwment the torpedo will hpve str,'ck its Yrnk.

Y mb 3ueu

KyUpCOM lOu y4o TOHG ftmpetni
. uenu Mpe.bC~eflb

CWOa Hopadn

Fig. 61. Diagram of fire upon a movinr target (torpedo triangle)

Key: 1. .im*nc line; 2. target; 3. track or target; L. tar-et angle;
5. point of interception; 6. rn-le of sight; 7. track of tor-
pedo; F. own ship.

Course and steed of target, values that are necessary, for firing a
torpedo, are determined visually or by means of torpedo fire control ZILl
instruments. The first method is simpel but not accurate and can be used
only when attacking from short range at a visible target. The second method
is more complex but also more accurate.

Thp torpedo fire control instrument determines the torpedo triangle And
determines the le-d angle (the anrle of sight), i.e. the angle by which
it is necessary to deploy the torpedo tube in order that the tornedo And
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target may meet at the collision point. The computers of this instrumrnt
accurately dptermine the course and speed of the target, calculate the
lead angle ,nd ryroscope angle, and transmit these to the torpedo tube.

Torpedo fire control instruments on foreign surface ships are usuplly

installed on the upper deck. They are usually enuipped with a turninp
mechanism which permits uninterrupted tracking of target throuph a
sighting device or, if the target is not visible, to trrin the instrument
by the scale pointers, superposinr them on the fixed index.

By way of an instrument for determining the position of a target located
beyond the limits of visibility ships usually enloy radar which continuously
tracks the target and transmitE electrical s4gnals about its movement to
the movable indicators of the torn.edo firing control instrument. By turn-
ing the fire control instrument according to indicators the tube operator
thereby tracks the invisible target.

It is necessary to introduce certain data into the torpedo fire cortrol
device to determine by computer the basic values necess-ry to conduct fire.
For eximple, the torpedo firinr control device carried on American destroyers
(fig. 62) receives the following datp electrically: the course of own shir
from the gyrocompass, the sneed of own ship from the log, the relative
bearing (the angle between the fore and aft plane of the ship and the direc-
tion to the target), and the distance to the target from the radar set.
The speed of the torpedo and certain other data necessary for resolvinr the
toredo triangle are usually introduced into the instrument mnually.
Consequently, the tornedo firinr control device, on receving the necessary
data, solves the rather complex problem of torpedo meeting target and
transmits the answers in the form of electric signals which include the
lead angle, the gyroscope angle, and sprepd angle to the instruments on
the torpedo launchirg tube. By turning the launching equipment the tube
operator coincides the indicato~rs on the course scale of the torpedo.
The lsunchirg tube is now directed not at the target proper, but is shifted
by the amount of the lead angle.

By matching the pointers of the gyrsocope an'le instrument and the
spread angle instrument the setter introduces these values into the torpedo.
If all computations are performed accurately And the torpedo adheres to
the set course and depth during the run it should hit the target.

If the torpedo firing control device has become inoperative it is
possible on some torpedo launching tu-es to fire using an aiming device
which also can determine the torpedo firinr date but, naturplly, with
lesser accuracy.

It is more complicated to resolve torpedo firing problems on a submarine
than on a surface vessel. Whereas on a destroyer radar equipment or the
sighting device of the toredo firing control instrument can continuously
track the target,in the case of submarines the periscope has to be raised
at least for a short time to determine the course and speed of the target.
When the periscope is lowered and the range to the target exceeds the
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operating range of the sonar instruments it is impossible to track the
target. In such cpse the target motion dqta determined by the commnnder
with raised periscope are introduced manul,lly into the automptic torpedo
firing equipment which, in the course of the attack, resolves the toroedo-
target collision prollem. If the situation Dermits, the submarine commnnder
raises the periscope and determines the target -torpedo collision Problem
with greater accuracy.

3

Fig. 62. The Mk-27, a T'. S. l'orpedo fire control instrument: /142
1. orizontal laying hAndwheel; 2. scale; 3. sighting instruments.

Experiences in World War II deomonstrated that in fire upon a target
several tor-edoes were usuply released. Individual torpedo firing is not
convenient and this is why. However refined the control instruments may
be they csnnot determine with absolute accurpcy the course and speed of
the target -- there is every chance for P small error to creen in.
Consequently, the lead angle will also be determined with some degree of
error. In addition, when in motion the torpedo itself does not adhere with
absolute accuracy to the course and sneed assigned to it. These deviations
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increase as the range of fire to the tar'et increases.

Naturally, it is more convenient to conduct fire at shorter ranre.
In such case it is more difficult for the enemy to evade the torpedo and
the target hit probability becomes grepter. However, exnerience during the
past war have shown that a torpedo attack delivered at short range wps L144
extremely difficult due to the greater fire power of ships and improved
means of detection. Nipht torpedo attacks by surface vessels were usupliv
made from 4,000 meters and durinp daylight hours the range was usually
between 6,000 and 10,000 or more meters. It is obvious that at such great
range it is very difficult for a single torpedo to score a hit on a ship.
In addition, all calculatinr data for the attack were made tiking into
account the speed and course of the target-shiD at the moment of fire.
.owever, during the oeriod of run by the tomedo the tarpet-shic could
evade the torpedo by changing its own course and sneed.

Simultaneous fire by sevcrfl torpedoes increrses hit probability because
it offers a chance to overlap a large water area in which the ship may be,
Pllowing for rossible errors.

DurinF the war group fire from several shins with the release of a large
number of torpedoes was oracticed rather often. For examnle, in the
Battle of the Jav= Sea the Japanese destroyers ir sever attacks launched
197 torpedoes, 6P of ther released simultaneously durinF a single action.
However, even this great quantity of torpedoes fired from long range were
not always successful because of errorv in comutation and evasive Action
iaken by ships. But this had another effect: the enemy hpd to maneuver
to dodge torpedoes and this nermitted the attacking ships either to break
away fr-m the enemy or to assume a position more convenient for action.

Salvo fire may be carried out by firing all torpedoes in divergent
directions, describing a fan or sector. Tn such case the course of each
torpedo differs from the adjacent torpedo's course by the amount of srread
arple a (fie. 63), which is introduced into the torzedo Pvroscopic instru-
ment, nd the torpedoes cover P greater area, thereby increasing the tar-
get hit probability o' at least a sinple torpedo.

In order that torpedoes may not collide with one another in the water
they were usually fired at short intervals, the order of fire beinp from
the stern to the bow.

Submarines also very oiten fire a volley of several tornedoet. For
example, three may be fired by the bow tubes, directing one torpedo
toward the target ship's bow, the second to the m~dship section, And the
third to the stern. If the tornedo triangle calculations are correct,
at least one torpedo should score a hit on the target ship. /146

How is a torpedo attack executed? On picking up a target the surface
vessel approaches the enemy within range of torpedo fire. In the process
the ship's co)mmander mneuvers his ship, striving to gain a convenient
nosition for firing i.e. a position in which the toroedo-tarpet collision
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anple m~y not be too acute or obtuse and the tornedo launchinp. equipment

may be in the fire sector.

i Cexmop o6cmpe7a
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Fir. 63. Torpedo snlvo fire:

A. Target in fire sector; B. S srg't outside fire sector -- an 'ilr

fire with introduction of gyroscope angle; a. storead arn'le; b. gyro-

scope Pn£1e; 1. firin: ship; 2. ship's course; 3. target course;
1. target; 5. torpedo launcher fire sector; 6. axis of central tube

of torpedo launcher; 7. torpedo.
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angle may not be too acute or obtuse and the torpedo launching equipment
may be in the sector of fire.

If the situation does not permit maneuver and the target is outside
the fire sector, the conmander maeuvers into a tor--edo attack, inserting
P rvro angle.

The tow- do fire control device continuously develops firinp data
-- the lead ele and the gyro anple. The tube operator turns the torpedo
launcher ai tches the torpedo course scale, while the setter inserts
the spread at. and the gyro angle into the torpedo. Finally, when the
range to the .arret. corresnonds to the selected firing conditions a sAlvo
is fired and the torpedoes are released, one after another from the tor-
pedo tube.

Sirce tornedo tubes in submarines are not movable direction tn the
torpedo in fire is impp-ted by the submArine and by the gyro angle. The
course to be followed by thp torpedo deends on the course followed by
the firing submarine and the ancle set on the torpedo pvroscone.

With the advent of pattern runninp torpedoes with automaticplly pro-
Prammed ccntrol the probability of a toroedo hittinp a target increqsed.
If the torpedo does not meet the targPt at the ccmputed point the mpneuv-
ering instrument activates the rudd-rs and causes the tornedo to cut
ncross the target course repeatedly, describinp circler, spirgls, or
zig-zars.

The use of hominp torpedoes increased the possibility of the torpedo
hitting *he target because in fire at lone range on practically invisible
targets the torredoes corrected errors made by the commanders.

BATTLINg TORPEDOES AND THEIR CARRIERS

The torpedo is a formidable weapon but it can be fought. Is there a
way of combptting torpedoes and their carriers? There certainly is!

At first the anti-mine side shielding for ships wis developed. With
the advent of influence firing mechanisms which struck the bottoms of Ll7
ships the beam defense proved little effective. Searches were begun for
to find protective means a ainst influence firing mechanisms. In foreign
fleets, the-efore, in order to eliminate the causes of exploding magnetic
type influence firing mechanisms of mines or torpedoes, they began to
demagnetize ships, i.e. they destroyed their magnetic field. To achieve
this effect the ship was girded by numerous bands of cables through which
a current was passed with a magnitude and direction such that the magnetic
field produced by the cable winding would be equal in magnitude and
opposite in direction to the magnetic field of the shin.

Naturally, it is practically imossible to attain a condition wherein
the magnetic field of the ship would be com-letely destroyed (equal to zero),
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but it appeared possible to reduce the magnetic field to a mpgnitude at
which influence firing mechanisms would be insensitive to it and would not
explode. In response to this,firing mechanisms with increased sensitivity
were developed which "sensed" and produced an explosion even when the ship
had a very slight magnetic field. To be sure, this had its nea' ive side
because the influence firinp mechanism of the torpedo could explode by
passinr underneath some small metallic object tossed out by the enevY.

Another version of the struggle with the magnetic influence firing
mechanism was used -- the magnetic field of the ship was intensified.
The field created by the cu 'rent flowinr throurh the cable had the same
direction as the ship's field and the two fields were additive. They
calculated that the magnetic field would be so nowerful that the influence
firinp. mechanism of the torpedo would be triggered and the torpedo would
explode at some considerable distance away from the ship without causinp
the vessel any serious damage.

Understandably, these protective devices had great shortcomings and
did not insure the necessary protection for the ship against exploding
torpedoes with influence firing mechanisms.

Various kinds of protective devices against the torpedo were used.
The ritish produced a special protective device called the Foxer in 19L3
when the Germans were using acoustic electric torpedoes th t homed in on
ship noises, causing many Enc-lish ships and transports to be destroyed
by these torpedoes. This device consisted of two sources of noise towed
at some distance from the ship's stern. The noises produced by the Foxer
were many times gr-Pter then the noise produced by the ship's nropellers
and the homing torpedoes exploded underneath this device at a considerable
distance away from the ship. To be sure, use of this device impeded
ship maneuver and interfered with the normal work of the sonar operators.
In the battle against the torpedo which was waged at sea the shortcomings

peculiar to this weapon were also taken into account. Thus, the range of

pction of the homing system is comparatively small -- considerably less
thon the range of torpedo fire; acoustic torpedoes are also slow because
the mechanisms of the torpedo produce great noises at increased speed
which interfere with the operation of the hydroacoustic equipment.
In addition, acoustic torpedoes have a lighter explosive charge than
steam-gas and electric torpedoes due to the homing gear being contained in
the forward part of the warhead.

The pas-steam torpedo, which has a high rate of speed in witer, leaves
a visible wake behind it. The engines of pas-steam toroedoes produce a
very pronounced hum during operation which can readily be picked up by
sonar systems of target ships; this facilitates detection of the torpedoes
and takinp evasive action apainst them.

Electric torpedoes do not leave a tll-tale trace and are less noisy,
but they are not fast and have a limited range, the most important elements
for a successful torpedo attack. As a matter of fact, in the time required
by the torpedo to trpvel to the enemy ship successful evasive action could
have been taken.
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During the Commander Island operation in March 1943 Japanese cruisers
and destroyers fired 49 long range torpedoes against some American cruisers.
The torpedoes spent about half an hour in the run toward the enemy ships.
During this time the American ships succeeded in changing course several
times and not one of the Japanese torpedoes found a target.

Given the grenter artillery fire power of the ship a torpedo attack
at short range became P virtual impossibilitv. Increasinp the range of
run of electric torpedoes would allow submarines to fire a volley from
a distance in excess of the operating range of modern sonar detection gear.

It should be mentioned that during World War II the explosion of a
single torpedo could not inflict P mortal wound to P modern lprge sized
ship. An average of fr'm 5 to 10 torpedoes were required to sink a
battleship, and h to 6 torpedoes had to score hits to sink a carrier Z149
or a cruiser. Since not all torpedoes fired reach their mark it is
obvious th-t scores of them have to be fired in order to sink a large ship.

For example, over 70 torpedoes were fired at the German battle cruiser
Bismarch and only eight found their mark. Therefore, great attention
is Piven to increasing the effectiveness of the explosive char'e in the
torpedo without further increasing the overall weight.

As the torpedo Pnd its carriers were improved the methods o ' combatting
them also improved. In the initial phases of the past war the Pritish,
unable to organize defenses for their own convoys, created an exceptionally
favorable situatio, for the operation of German U-boats. Some German
submarines sank over 250,000 tons of Anplo-Americpn merchant shipping. The
escort forces protecting the ships were few in number, poorly prepared,
and, consequently, could not avert the collosnl losses that ensued.

At one period England, for whom overseas supplies of foodstuffs and
raw materials were extremely vital, was in a most cntastrophic situation.
Merchant shipping losses due to German U-boats continued to grow. During
the month of March 1942 losses in merchant shipping increased to 500,000
tons, and in the month of June, that same year, they escalated to 700,000
tons.

To protect the convoys from the submarines the allies began to build
ships for antisubmarine warfare at an accelerated rate. The main task of
AS4 ships consisted in the timely detection of submarines and destroying
them or forcing them to submerge, thereby preventing them from executing
a torpedo attack. For this purpose the ASW ships were equipped with
the latest detection equipment -- radar and sonar gear -- As well as means
of destruction, such as depth charges Pnd depth charge launching equipment.

Use of ASW ships yielded immediate positive results: allied shipping
losses were reduced and the number of German submarines sunk increased.
In this c-se it should not be forgotten that the activization of ASW in
the United States and Britain and the expanded replacement of lost merchant
shipping were possible only because the main efforts of Hitlerite Germary /150
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at that time were directed against the USSR.

The antisubmarine weapons used by the ASW ships consisted of denth
charges dropped from the shic's stern and depth charge launchers set up
in the forward part of the ship in place of a gun. The American Hedge-
hog type depth charge launcher was capable of firing a series of 24 depth
charges weighing 30 kilograms a distance of 200 meters. Simultaneous
fire permitted them to create a danger zone for the submarines. Depth
charges of this type carried a small charge which exoloded when direct
hits were scored on the boat. The drawback of the denth charge launcher
lay in its limited range of fire, lack of an influence type firinr mechan-
ism, anc the low radius of destruction action of one denth charge.

Later on, the Squid type depth charge launcher was developed in
England which insured firing a volley of t.ree deoth charges. The charge
in each such bomb was in excess of 100 kg of powerful explosive ; it was
set to explode at a Dresent deoth and even if it went off at some distince
away from the U-boat it inflicted serious damage. But this launcher was
quite cumbersome, not very accurate, and had a limited firing range.

3

Fig. 64. The Hedgehog denth charge launcher.

1. Rocket vropelled deoth charge; 2. depth charge arbor; 3. antiFas
protective shield.

Ships were armed with powerful artillery fo beating off torpedo
attacks. Antitorpedo nets were set up at the apnroaches to anchorages.
However, events of the oast war demonstrated that torpedo bombers, submarines,
and toroedo boats could mount vowerful tornedo attacks upon shins at sea
and in their bases desnite all the barriers created.

It should be borne in mind that as the torpedo is perfected the war
nrainst it will be conducted more stubbornly and with greater desperation.
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TORPEDOES AFTER WORLD WAR II

At the present time torpedoes are under constant development and
continued improvement. In order that a torpedo be used effectively it is
necessary that it have long range, leave no wake, have high speed, be
equipped with a hominy system, and carry a charge with tremendous destruc-
tive force.

While making intensive preparations for the next war the aggressive
circles of the United States and their North Atlantic bloc partners Pre
renewing the arms race. The capitalist countries led by the mericans
devote a great amount of attention to the further development of torpedoes.
The foreign press carries account about developments of various kinds of
new torpedoes.

Thermal type power plants are used to obtain greater speeds and longer
runs. The American journal "Missiles and Rockets" carried an account in
1957 to the effect that jet propelled torpedoes developed by the Aerojet
Company had an underwater speed of 155 knots (285 km/hr). To be sure, when
traveling at such speed the torpedo creates a great deal of noise which
can be picked up by the ship-target, but it is assumed that the target will
have practically no time to tpke evasive action. 1he considerable noises
created 1y the torpedo cause interferences in the acoustic system of the
homing equipment. There'ore, systems are b-ing developed which insure the
operation of the acoustic instruments at very low frequencies and this
would permit adjusting the target seeking system in such a way as to filter
out its own noises.

It is felt that the efficiency of th, torpedo can be inmroved by pro-
ducing influence firing mechanisms ag;3inst which it would be difficult Z152
to take countermeasures. These firing mechanisms should utilize a ohysical
field of the ship which would be extremely difficult to attenuate.
Apparently only cosmic rays have such properties. A cosmic firing mechanism
for use in mines has been developed in Australia which is triggered when
the mine is in the "cosmic shade" produced by a ship.

Having a high capacity of penetration, cosmic rays act upon the firing
mechanism at any time of the day. And since it is practicAllv impossible
for a ship to escape irradiation by cosmic rays it is likewise impossible
to destroy the "shade" wh'ch triggers the firing mechanism.

A great project is under way to increase the destructive force of the
torpedo. Military specialists abroad feel that the most promising way of
increasing the explosive power of the charge is to use nuclear explosives.
In striving to realize its intentions, according to press reports, the
'nited States has been enraged during the postwar years in developing a
torpedo with an at-mic warhead. Using as a basis the 280 mm atomic artillery
projectile which weighs 450 kg with a TNT equivalence of 10-15 tons, the
Americans feel that the lethal radius of such torpedoes will be increased
by 50-70 times compared with conventional charges.
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Work is also being done in the area of improved torpedo shell strength
which would permit submarines to conduct fire from depths considerably
in excess of 100 meters. Foreign specialists attach great importance to
this mptter because they feel that at a depth of 400-500 meters it is
virtually impossible to detect a submarine with sonar equipment.

In the navies of the United States and other countries uninterrupted
research is conducted to find ways of improving the accuracy of aiming
torpedoes at targets. "Missiles and Rockets", for exanle, reports that
in 1959 the "nited States was engaged in developing the Mk-39 guided
antisu narine torpedo. During the run this torpedo is controlled by
thin wires which are unwound from coils on the torpedo and on the sub-
marine. An operator guides the torpedo from control panels on the slib-
marine. He can check on the motion of the toroedo, dire-t its run by
transmitting command signals, and can trigger the exolosive when it is in
the vicinity of the target. According to press reports, this torpedo
should develop a speed in excess of 50 knots by using s'per-cavitationpl
oropellers.

'he American command is devoting much attention to the development
of new equipment for the detection and destruction of submarines.
Recently, the American Navy developed a variety of smell dimensioned
torpedoes for use against submvrines. For example, in fire from surface
ships tests were conducted with the torpedo-missile PAT or, as it. is also
known, the "Toroedo with Rocket Assist", (fig. 65). The PAT missile has a
three stage jet engine and warhead consisting of a small sized target seek-
ing antisubmarine torpedo. The overall length of the missile is 4.2
meters, length of torpedo is 2.4 meters, and the weight is about 200 kg.

The torpedo can carry a conventional explosive or a nuclear charge in
its warhead. According to naval soecialists the PAT missile can hit sub-
marines at ranges in excess of those of submarine borne torpedoes. The
small dimensioned torpedo has high speed and is equipped with a device en-
abling it to move in spiral fashion at great depth. The PAT torpedo
missile is launched fr m pui( e rails set up on 127 mm gun turrents; they
are aimed by turning these turrets in the reiuired direction.

When the jet engine ceases working the tornedo is senarated from
the missile; a stabilizing parachute is then deployed and the torpedo
continues in free flight. Before the torpedo enters the water the stabiliz-
ing parachute is detached and a deceleratin- parachute is released to
reduce the force of impact on th water. As it enters the water the decel-
erating parachute is detached from the torpedo and the engine is switched
on; the toroedo commences to move in sniral fashion in a circular search
pattern to locate the target. After picking up the target the homing sys-
tem controls the movement of the torpedo and ruides it to the target.
The torpedo follows the target and contacts against it.

The Mg-32 acoustic toroedo (fig. 66) which is released from the deck
type torpedo launchers of surface ships is regarded by American navy heads
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as the chief weapon in its antisubmarine warfare program. In contrast

to German tornedoes of World War II with passive search characteristics
i.e. when hydrophones were installed in tornedoes for picking up shin
propeller noises, American to-pedoes additionally carry sonar equipment.
This device transmits ultrasonic sipnals which,on reflection from a sub-

marine, are picked up by the receiver, amplified, and sent as commAnd
signals to the torredo rudder cintrol mechanism.

'. /7-

* \

Fig. 5. Firing the jet propelled PAT torpedo missile L15L

Instead of niezoelectrical elements, which are sensitive to shock

and chpnges in the ambient temperature, the Americans began using the
more dependpble magnetostrictive devices in their receivprs.

The transceiver is contained in the forward part of the torpedo in a
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special chamber covered over from the outside with a rubber diaphragm
and filled with castor oil for greater sensitivity.

In 195R the American journal "GeneralElectric Review" reported that
the Mk-32 tornedo has some serious drawbacks: when ultrasounds are reflected
from the bottom or even from seaweeds the torpedo changes its heading; the
noise of the tornedo propellers often reaches such an intensity that
the torpedo turns to the sound of its own propellers and "chases its own
tail." Ll16

The the Mk-35 torpedo the Americans propose using silver plates as
the electrodes in the storage battery and seawater as the electrolyte.
The battery in the torpedo is kept dry and becomes filled with seawater
after the projectile is fired. This eliminates any nossibility of the
torpedo exploding (there is no violent emission of hydrogen) and oreventE
any solashing of electrolyte. The output of such batteries is -live t~mres
greater than that of lead batt-ries and they weigh a tenth as much.
However, even those batteries have their shortcominpF -- their canacity
chanF'es with temperature and the salinity of seawater, and they are very
expensive.

Much attention is given in the capitalistic countries, esnecially the
"nited States, to the matter of reducing the length and weight of hominp,
deepwater, antisubmarine torpedoes carried in planes and ships. These
torpedoes are inexpensive and small in size but the explosion of but one
such torpedo can do a great deal of damage to a submarine. For example,
according to Naval Aviation News, the American made Mk-43 homing torpedo
made of light alloys weighs 113 kg, is 24h cm long, and has a caliber of
25.4 cm (fig. 67).

The American military command assigns a high priority to the develop-
ment of antisubmarine weapons of underwater vessels, which, qccording to
them, will olay an important Dart in the future. Underwater jet propelled
guided miseiles are being developed which are supoosed to reolAce antisub-
marine torpedoes. The Americans oropose to arm the fast ASW atomic sub-
marines with a missile with an underwater speed of from 175 to 230 knots.
They feel that the best weapon for reaching a target in the shortest pos-
sible time the guided missiles which travel through water in the initial
and final portions of their track, while the intermediate portion is in
the air.

The United States Navy is developing thp Sabrok, a new antisubmarine
missile-torpedo of the wter-air-water category for used in su'-marines.
In developing this missile the Americans used as a basis a uroject on
which the Germans had been working even before World War II.

The Sabrok missile-toroedo is supposed to be fired from a corventional

submarine torpedo tube (fig. 68). L17
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7ig. 6(. Firing the Mk-32 torpedo from beam launching equipment.

Fig. 67. The aircraft borne Mk-43 toroedo L157

On emerging from the launcher the missile continues to move urder
water for a while, followinp which it emerges from the water and flies
toward the target through the air, describing a ballistic curve. In the
target area the missile again enters the water and continues moving under
the water toward the target.

The ordinary acoustic torpedo is used as the forward part of the mis-

sile. To increase the range of the torpedo's underwater run the Americans
plan to use a hydroject engine in it whose operating principle is similar
to that of an ordinary air jet engine except that water rather than air
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is used to produce the reactive thrust in the engine. It is assumed that
the consumption of fuel in the hydrojet engine will be insignifi cant. Ll5
When the missile leaves the water a powerful powder rocket engine is
siposed to be switched in.

The warhead of the Sabrok missile csn carry a cinventional or nuclear
charge. It is assume that the missile will have a range of between h5
and 80 km. 'he Americns feel that the chief advantage of the Sabrok is
that it can be fi-ed from ordinary tornedo tubes , hence the absence of
any need for developing special launching gear.

Fig. 68. Anoroximate trajectory of the American antisubmarine
missile-torpedo Sabrok

The Americans are arminp not only surface ships and submarines with
torpedoes for ASW but aircraft as well. They place particularly hiph hopes
on such a weapon for fiphtinp submarines like the finned aircraft borne
missile-torpedo, the Petrel, which is 7.3 meters long, has a 61 cm c'liber,
and is equipped with four meter lon7 fins.

This missile torpedo is made up of the head and detachable tail por-
tions and is designed for use against submarines and surface ships. The
head Dortion of the missile is the 609 mm long target seeking 'Mk-13
acoustic Mk-13 torpedo. A turbojet engine which develops a speed of 250
meters/sec for the missile is located in the tail portion which has wings
and fins. Also located there are instruments for controlling the flight
of the missile (combination system of Puidance -nd homin, in the final
portion of the air trajectory, P radio altimeter, and other devices).

The target is irradiated by the missile's radpr which, on receiving
the reflected signals, guides the missile to the targ-t.

The missile is launched from an aircraft or helicopter a distqnce of
30-41 km from the tarvet. After the missile approaches the target by a
distance equal to the range of the tormedo's active homing system the
tail portion separates and the toroedo enters the water to begin the search
for the tprget. The contact firing mechanisms will not be triggered on
contact with the water; the explosion will take plAce only when the torpedo
hits the target. Missile torpedoes of this type are equipped with devices
which react to the acoustic or electromagnetic fields of a submarine. /159
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CONCLUSION

The naval fleets of the United States, Great Britain, and other L160
capitalistic countries are engaged in the intensive development of new
models of mines and torpedoes.

It is interesting to note that the foreign press is strivinp to exolqin
this arms race as one whose aim is defense against an imaginary "threat
from the Soviet submarines." Actu;'lly, it is directed toward preparations
for aggressive action.

The Communist Partv and the Soviet government, which are conducting
a Deace-loving foreign policy and ruidinp themselves by Leninist principles
of peaceful co-existence with nations hiving different social systems,
are fighting persistently for the preservation and strengthening of peace
in the entire world.

Clear evidence of this fpct is the pronosal introduced by the Soviet
government for the consideration of the United Nations of a program for
general and complete disarmament and the acceptance in January 1960 at
the 4th session of the Supreme Soviet of the "SSR of the law for a new
drastic reduction of the armed forces of the USSR by 1,200,000 men.

The Soviet Union and the nations of the socialist comp stand for com-
plete disarmament and for the resolution of all controversipl nroblems
by peaceful means, bv nopotiation.

The capitalist nations, whose most aggressive elements are still dream-
ing of world domination and of new wars, cannot fail to take into account
the monolithic force and the will o4 many millions of peoples.

Our native land has taken great steps forward in the development of
industry, agriculture, and a socialist economy. Speaking convincingly of
the high level of development of science and engineering in the Soviet
Union are such events as the production of a multistage ICBM, the first
launches of a'tificial earth satellites, and an artificial planet in the
solar system.Soviet shipbuilders, scientists, and engineers built the first
atomic powered surface vessel on our planet.

The launching of the moace rocket which planted on the moon a pennant
bearing the coat o' arms of the USSR, the building of an atomic powered
interplanetary stations, and the construction of thp atomic icebreaker
Lenin - all these are clear testimony of the superiority of the socialistic
system over the capitalistic system.

The Communist Party and the Soviet government, taking stock of the
international situation, are persistently engaged in strengthening the
defensive capabilities of our nation.
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The Soviet armed forces have the most powerful military machine.
The Soviet navy is equipped with modern weapons, includinr atomic weapons
and missiles, and is a staunch defender of the Soviet Union's boundaries.

Soviet sailors are capable of delivering crushing retaliatory blows
against any aggressor who has dared to encroach upon our preat land.
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